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Abstract
The radio frequency spectrum for commercial wireless communications has become an expens-
ive commodity. Consequently, radio access techniques are required which enable the efficient
exploitation of these resources. This, however, is a difficult task due to an increasing diversity
of wireless services. Hence, in order to achieve acceptable spectrum efficiency a flexible air–
interface is required.
It has been demonstrated that code division multiple access (CDMA) provides flexibility by
enabling efficient multi user access in a cellular environment. In addition, time division duplex
(TDD) as compared to frequency division duplex (FDD) represents an appropriate method to
cater for the asymmetric use of a duplex channel. However, the TDD technique is subject to
additional interference mechanisms in particular if neighbouring cells require different rates of
asymmetry. If TDD is combined with an interference limited multiple access technique such as
CDMA, the additional interference mechanism represents an important issue. This issue poses
the question of whether a CDMA/TDD air–interface can be used in a cellular environment.
The problems are eased if a hybrid TDMA (time division multiple access) / CDMA interface
(TD–CDMA) is used. The reason for this is that the TDMA component adds another degree
of freedom which can be utilised to avoid interference. This, however, requires special channel
assignment techniques.
This thesis analyses cellular CDMA/TDD systems used in indoor environments. A key para-
meter investigated is the interference in such systems. In the interference analysis a special
focus is placed on adjacent channel interference since the jamming entity and victim entity can
be in close proximity. The interference analysis shows that co–location of BS’s using adja-
cent channels is not feasible for an adjacent channel protection factor that is less than 40 dB
and frame synchronisation errors of more than 10%. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that ideal
frame synchronisation does not necessarily yield the highest capacity. As a consequence, a new
technique termed ’TS–opposing’ is introduced. This method is intended to enable a cellular
TD–CDMA/TDD system to apply cell independent channel asymmetry. For this purpose, a
centralised DCA is developed. It is found that this algorithm indeed enables neighbouring cells
to adopt different rates of asymmetry without a significant capacity loss.
Moreover, a decentralised DCA algorithm based on the TS–opposing principle is developed.
In this context, a novel TS assignment concept is proposed which reduces the complexity as-
sociated with the TS–opposing technique. In addition, the TS assignment plan allows for full
spatial coverage. It is shown that the capacity of a TD–CDMA/TDD interface can be greater
than the capacity of an equivalent FDD interface. The performance of the decentralised DCA
algorithm is limited by the interference in the uplink. Therefore, additional methods which as-
sist in reducing the interference in the uplink are envisaged to further improve the performance
of the decentralised DCA algorithm.
The exploitation of the TS–opposing technique in two different ways demonstrates that this
method can be used to improve the performance of a TD–CDMA/TDD system significantly.
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The last decade of the 20th century was characterised by the “digital revolution”. The fact that
personal computers have emerged as a mass product has represented an ideal ground for the
tremendous growth of the Internet. By the end of the second quarter of 2000 already 280 million
Internet users exist worldwide [1]. The Internet represents an enormous source of information
and is evolving to a virtual store. The fact that companies sell their products through the Internet
rather than with outlets throughout the country leads to considerable cost savings. Furthermore,
the e–mail service is a good example of how material streams (transport of letters, documents,
etc.) can be replaced by information streams. Another sign of a fundamental change is that
some people do not need to travel to work as they can work at home (teleworking). Already,
about 2 million Europeans practice teleworking [2]. This shows that the Internet has already
become a significant pillar in modern societies.
A further significant step in the “digital revolution” is the huge success of digital mobile tele-
phony. In Europe, in particular, the foundation had been laid when 13 countries agreed to adopt
a single digital standard for cellular mobile communications (The Memorandum of Understand-
ing (MoU) signed on 7 September 1987 in Copenhagen) [3]. The development of the Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) followed with about 175 million subscribers in
Europe by mid 2000 [1]. Worldwide there are 550 million mobile subscribers [1] the majority
of which use the GSM system. It is forecast that by the year 2005 the number of mobile users
will exceed the number of fixed line subscribers [4].
The future challenge is to merge the data oriented services prevalent on the Internet and wire-
less communication so as to fulfil the vision of: anyone, anytime and anywhere [5]. The
first step into a new area of wireless data applications has been taken by the standardisation
of the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS)1 in Europe and the equivalent
1Sometimes also referred to as: Universal Mobile Telecommunications Services [6].
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W–CDMA (wideband code division multiple access) system in Japan. These systems aim to
provide 144 kbps in vehicular environments, 384 kbps in outdoor to indoor environments and
2 Mbps in indoor or picocell environments (low mobility populations) [5]. Although UMTS is
not yet in operation, requirements with respect to the fourth generation wireless communication
systems already appear in literature and are the focus of Mobile VCE Core 2 research 4G (4th
generation). For example, in [7] high speed data (approx. 10 Mbps) for vehicular environments
and full spatial coverage is a target for future systems that would begin operation after 2007.
The radio frequency spectrum has become an expensive commodity. In the UK, for example, a
sum equivalent to US$ 154 per citizen has been paid for 2x15 MHz radio frequency spectrum
for UMTS [8]. In order to use the radio frequency spectrum efficiently and at the same time
meet the requirements of future wireless communication systems, a high degree of flexibility is
required [9]. As a result, a single radio channel access interface which is tailored to the needs
of a specific service will not fulfil the extended requirements efficiently. Therefore, new radio
interface concepts have to be investigated.
1.2 The multi user access
The basic mechanism of the communication system which will be considered throughout this
thesis is that a set of entities (users) access a common medium which, in this case, is the radio
channel. This concept is depicted schematically in Figure 1.1. The frequency spectrum or
bandwidth that is allocated to a certain system is a limited resource indicated by the rectangular
frame. In general, there are many co–existing wireless systems. In order to avoid interference
to and from other systems a certain level of protection is required. This is indicated by the
shaded frame. The aim is to accommodate as many simultaneous users as possible (capacity)
within the limited resource. In the example, 4 users are considered each of whom requires an
equivalent fraction of the total radio resource (illustrated by a circle). In a digital context, this
corresponds to services which require the same information bit–rate. In the picture, the size
of the circles and hence the required radio capacity are constant. In real systems the size may
be time variant (resulting in breathing circles in Figure 1.1). Consider, for example, a speech
service and periods when a speaker is silent, there is no requirement to transmit data and thus
the size of the circle would shrink to merely a single point in the space. An ideal multiple
access technique supports the time variant request of radio capacity because this means that, at
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Figure 1.1: The principles of multi user access.
situations are avoided where more capacity is allocated than would actually be required.
If the system is not designed carefully, users or mobile stations (MS’s) will interfere with each
other (green areas). Therefore each user needs some protection which is equivalent to moving
users apart. This measure, however, results in unused radio resources which, considering the
immense costs for the radio frequency spectrum, is inefficient. Therefore, the aim is to ac-
commodate as many users as possible (minimising the red coloured areas) while keeping the
interference at a tolerable level. The separation of users can be done in any dimensions as long
as it fulfils the interference requirements. In practice the following dimensions are used:
 Frequency  frequency division multiple access (FDMA)
 Time  time division multiple access (TDMA)
 Space  space division multiple access (SDMA)
 Code  code division multiple access (CDMA)
The space dimension is of particular significance as it allows the use of the same radio resource
at the same time, frequency and with the same code at another physical location which is
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spatially separated in distance or angle. The magnitude of spatial separation depends on the
required level of interference protection. This circumstance leads to the cellular concept which,
in theory, enables a wireless system to completely cover an infinite area with a limited radio
resource.
1.3 The cellular concept
For certain types of services the aim is to achieve full spatial coverage. In conventional wire-
less systems a mobile entity is linked to a base station (BS). BS’s are connected to a radio net-
work controller which uses additional interfaces that cater for the access to the public switched
telephone network (PSTN). The principle structure of a cellular wireless system is shown in
Figure 1.2. The signals on the air–interface experience a distance dependent attenuation. Since
Radio network controller (RNC)
Public switched telephone network (PSTN)
Figure 1.2: A cellular wireless system.
the transmit powers are limited, the coverage area of a BS is limited, as well. Due to the radial
signal propagation, in theory, a single BS covers a circular area. The area which is covered by
a BS is also referred to as a cell2. When modelling cellular systems, cells are approximated
by hexagons as they can be used to cover a plane without overlap (tessellation) and represent a
good approximation of circles.
Since the total available radio resource is limited, the spatial dimension is used to allow wide
area coverage. This is achieved by splitting the radio resource into groups. These groups
are then assigned to different contiguous cells. This pattern is repeated as often as necessary
until the entire area is covered. A single pattern is equivalent to a cluster. Therefore, a radio
2Cordless systems are usually composed of a single cell.
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resource which is split into  groups directly corresponds to a cell cluster of size  . In this
way it is ensured that the same radio resource is only used in cells that are separated by a
defined minimum distance. This mechanism is depicted in Figure 1.3 (A group of radio resource
units is indicated by a certain colour.). As a consequence the separation distance grows if the
4 cell cluster
Figure 1.3: The cellular concept.
cluster size increases. Hence, increasing the cluster size acts in favour of low interference.
However, an increased cluster size means that the same radio resource is used less often within
a given area. As a result, fewer users per unit area can be served. Therefore, there is a trade–
off between cluster size and capacity. In an ideal scenario the total available radio resource
would be used in every cell whilst the interference was kept at a tolerable level. Herein lies a
particular advantage of CDMA over all other multiple access modes since the same frequency
carrier can be re–used in every cell [10]. It is clear that this results in increased co–channel
interference (CCI) which gradually reduces cell capacity, but the magnitude of the resulting
reduction of spectral efficiency is usually less than would be obtained if a fixed frequency re–
use distance was applied [11, Chapter 8]. The cell capacity, finally, is dependent on many
system functions such as power control, handover, etc. which is why capacity in a CDMA
system is described as soft–capacity. However, the fact that in a CDMA system frequency
planning can be avoided may not only result in capacity gains, but it eventually makes CDMA
a more flexible air interface.
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1.4 Modes of channel operation
There are three basic modes for operating a communication channel, namely: simplex, half
















Figure 1.4: Modes of channel operation.
simplex communication the information is passed from one entity to another without permitting
any acknowledgement (one way communication). Notable examples are television and radio
broadcasting.
A half duplex channel can send and receive, but not at the same time. This means one entity
transmits at a time while the other entity listens, and vice versa. A user A indicates when he
wishes to terminate transmission giving the counterpart, user B in this case, the chance to talk.
This leads to a ’ping–pong’ type of communication. This technique is used in talk–back radio
and CB (Citizen Band) radio where only one person can talk at a time. Note that access to the
Internet merely requires a half duplex channel: consider user A sending a download request —
in principle, no further information needs to be transmitted and, thus, user A can go into the
receive mode until all the required information is downloaded3 .
Information that travels in both directions simultaneously is referred to as a full duplex channel.
Two entities can receive and transmit at the same time. Telephony is an eminent example from
this category.
In wireless communication systems two methods are used to achieve a full duplex channel —
time division duplex (TDD) and frequency division duplex (FDD). If the receive and transmit
slots of a half duplex channel are repeated periodically in short intervals, a full duplex channel
can be emulated by a half duplex channel. This is exactly the mechanism used in TDD. In
contrast, an FDD system separates both directions in the frequency domain so as to eliminate
3In reality the protocols involved are more complex, but the basic principle remains the same.
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cross–talk. This means the full duplex channel is accomplished by two independent simplex












Figure 1.5: The principles of TDD as compared with FDD.
munication, the direction from the BS to the MS is referred to as the downlink4. Similarly, the
direction from the MS to the BS is the uplink.
The advantage of FDD is that it represents a true full duplex channel which does not need
any coordination between uplink and downlink transmission. The disadvantage is that two
separated channels have to be maintained. Given that many new services do not require a full
duplex channel (predominately data applications as illustrated by an Internet session), FDD
offers more performance than would be required. In the case of a file download, for instance,
the uplink channel is underused or even unused which results in the waste of expensive radio
resources. In comparison, the TDD technique does not represent a true full duplex channel.
It requires co–ordination (synchronisation), but due to its nature, it ideally supports services
which basically only require a asymmetric half duplex channel. Given that future wireless
communication is evolving towards the wireless Internet, the significance of TDD will grow.
4The terms ‘downlink’ and ‘forward link’ are synonymous. The terms ‘forward link’ is used primarily in the




1.5 Aims of this work
The key objective of this thesis is the investigation of interference in a cellular CDMA–TDD
system with a focus on indoor environments. The simulation parameters are primarily taken
from the ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) proposal for the 3rd gener-
ation mobile communication system submitted to the ITU (International Telecommunications
Union) [12].
In this context, special emphasis is placed on the calculation of adjacent channel interference
(ACI) for different cell layouts, power control algorithms, handover schemes and time slot
(TS) synchronisations. In order to quantify the effect of ACI it is aimed to derive a new ca-
pacity equation which relates the capacity in the presence of ACI to capacity of a single, non–
interfered cell.
As TS synchronisation is generally assumed to be critical to interference particularly in a TDD
system, the investigation of its impact on ACI is of utmost importance. This is because TS
misalignments between neighbouring cells create additional interference mechanisms in a TDD
system.
If it can be demonstrated that in some cases opposed transmission and reception between neigh-
bouring cells achieve greater capacity than synchronous transmission and reception this may be
further exploited. For example, methods may be developed which enable TDD cells to off-
set the negative effects of cell–independent asymmetry in TDD. In this context, in order to
provide further insights into interference related issues an additional co–channel interference
(CCI) analysis is conducted to highlight the impact of opposed transmission and reception.
The findings of the interference analyses outlined above are then applied to the hybrid TDMA–
CDMA/TDD air–interface (TD–CDMA/TDD) of UMTS. It is an ultimate goal of this research
to exploit the findings of the interference investigations to develop dynamic channel assignment
(DCA) algorithms. In particular, for the commonly accepted issue that cell independent channel
asymmetry in a TD–CDMA/TDD network may cause a significant capacity reduction [6, p.
301] solutions shall be provided by this research.
As part of the interference analysis, the TDD underlay concept [13] is further examined. In this
study a new method is developed which allows the assessment of the performance of the TDD
underlay. In addition, the TDD underlay is used to exploit guard times in a TDD system [14].
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In order to ensure the clear focus of this thesis the decision was made to include only a brief
outline of this research in chapter 2. The interested reader may, however, refer to [15–17] for
more detailed information.
Moreover, in the context of the ACI investigation, a comprehensive interference analysis at the
frequency boundary of 1920 MHz in UMTS is carried out 5. For the same reason as described
above the results of this investigation are not included in this thesis. The interested reader may
refer to [18, 19].
1.6 Thesis structure
This chapter is a brief introduction into the principles of wireless communication. It highlights
why the combination of CDMA and TDD was chosen as the subject to be investigated in this
PhD project.
Chapter 2 discusses the CDMA system in more detail by comparing it with alternative multiple
access methods. It also shows the problems arising when using the total available bandwidth in
every cell. The impact of two basic interference sources (inter–cell and intra–cell) on capacity
are discussed. In addition, the properties of the TDD mode are presented where the focus is on
the interference mechanisms in a cellular TDD system. The final part of chapter 2 categorises
DCA algorithms. The reason for this is that DCA algorithms are an appropriate means to avoid
interference and thereby increase the capacity of a TD–CDMA/TDD air interface.
Chapter 3 presents an in–depth interference analysis of a CDMA–TDD system. The analysis is
carried out at the system level. Monte Carlo techniques, verified by an analytical approach, are
used to calculate interference. This investigation reveals the interesting property that opposed
transmission and reception may not necessarily yield capacity reductions in TDD systems. This
property enables the use of TDD in achieving cell independent asymmetry in a cellular network
without a significant capacity reduction. The resulting, novel concept, termed ’TS–opposing
technique’ is exploited extensively in the subsequent chapters which address DCA algorithms
in a cellular TD–CDMA/TDD network.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to investigating a novel centralised DCA algorithm using the TS–opposing
51920 MHz is the frequency at which the TDD and FDD mode have adjacent carriers in UMTS. This special
case is chosen because both modes are affected differently from ACI in this particular spectrum assignment.
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technique. The results corroborate the fact that TDD can be used to achieve cell independent
asymmetry without a significant capacity loss.
Chapter 5 applies the TS–opposing technique to a decentralised DCA algorithm using a novel
time slot assignment plan. The results reveal that the capacity of a cellular TDD system can be
greater than an equivalent FDD system.
The objective of the last chapter is threefold: It summarises and concludes the work presented,




CDMA and TDD techniques
2.1 Introduction
The capacity of cellular systems which use code division multiple access (CDMA) combined
with frequency division duplex (FDD) were studied by many researchers [20–24] after the pi-
oneering papers of Gilhousen, et al., [25] and Viterbi [26, 27] had appeared. Gilhousen and
Viterbi applied spread spectrum techniques, which, until then, had primarily been used in mil-
itary applications, to commercial wireless communication systems — the foundation for which
was laid by Shannon’s communication theory in [28]. Due to its flexibility CDMA had been
considered as a strong candidate for the air–interface of the 3rd generation mobile communic-
ation system. During the European FRAMES (future radio wideband multiple access system)
project different air–interface proposals were investigated including a hybrid TD–CDMA/FDD
system (delta concept), results of which are reported in [29–31].
The time division duplex (TDD) technique has been applied successfully to frequency division
multiple access (FDMA) systems and time division multiple access (TDMA) systems [32, 33].
Notable examples are the second generation cordless telephony (CT) system CT2 [34], the Di-
gitally Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) system and the personal handyphone
system (PHS) [35]. A more recent representative of wireless systems which employ the TDD
technique is the wireless local area network (LAN) standard HIPERLAN/2 (HIgh PErform-
ance Radio Local Area Network) [36]. These short range wireless communications standards
are primarily designed for high data rate applications (up to 54 Mbps), but require low mobil-
ity populations. Another TDD representative which falls into the same category is ’Bluetooth’
which is used for cordless data communication between electronic devices [37]. Moreover,
in January 1998 ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) decided to specify
two air interfaces for the European candidate of the 3rd generation mobile telecommunications
systems: UMTS (universal mobile telecommunications system). The UMTS terrestrial radio
access (UTRA) is divided into a FDD and a TDD mode [38]. The UTRA–TDD mode employs a
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hybrid form of CDMA and TDMA [39] which is referred to as TD–CDMA [40]. The UTRA–
TDD interface is closely related to the ’delta concept’, but uses TDD instead of FDD. This
modification has a significant impact on the capacity which has not been investigated widely.
UMTS belongs to the IMT–20001 family and is designed to be capable of offering new services
including multimedia and access to the Internet with a maximum data rate of 2 Mbps for a
single user [41]. A common property of these packet–data oriented services is that they often
result in an unbalanced load in the uplink and downlink direction [5]. This requires the sup-
port of an asymmetrical use of a communication channel. The TDD mode can easily arrange
channel asymmetry, but is subject to more interference mechanisms if it is used in a cellular
environment [42]. A further unique property of TDD is that it enables the use of the oppor-
tunity driven multiple access (ODMA) technique which is based on intelligent relaying [43].
ODMA is part of a new system concept which is based on localised cellular structures (Ad hoc
and self organising networks) which are starting to attract the researchers’ interest [43, 44] —
in particular with respect to future mobile communications standards. Consequently, this thesis
presents in–depth interference and capacity investigations with the emphasis on a cellular TD–
CDMA/TDD system.
This chapter sets out the background of TDD and CDMA techniques. It contains a brief de-
scription of different multiple access modes in section 2.2 where a particular emphasis is put on
CDMA techniques. An overview of the properties inherent to the TDD method can be found in
section 2.3. In section 2.4 the basic radio interface properties of UTRA–TDD are described. In
section 2.5 channel assignment issues are discussed. The chapter is summarised in section 2.6.
2.2 Multiple access methods in wireless communications
The basic problem in connection with multiple access in wireless communications is to divide
a finite radio resource in such a way that portions of this resource can be assigned to a num-
ber of independent users without creating significant mutual interference. This requires a set
of orthonormal functions [45]. Orthonormality can be arranged in four basic dimensions: a)
frequency dimension, b) time dimension, c) space dimension and d) code (power) dimension
which correspond to a) FDMA, b) TDMA, c) space division multiple access (SDMA) and d)
1International mobile telephony (IMT), 3rd generation networks are referred to as IMT–2000 within ITU (Inter-
national Telecommunications Union).
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CDMA. In the following, these multiple access methods are discussed in brief.
2.2.1 Cellular FDMA systems
In FDMA systems the radio frequency spectrum is divided into several frequency bands sep-
arated by a certain guard band. Each frequency band can be used simultaneously. The guard
band is required to reduce interference resulting from adjacent channel power leakage due to re-
ceiver and transmitter imperfections (cross–talk or adjacent channel interference (ACI)). Each
frequency band is regarded as a physical channel assigned to a single user. When ACI is neg-
lected and only a single cell is considered, all users are separated in an orthogonal fashion.
However, in the case of a cellular FDMA system, the same frequency is re–used in some other
cell separated by a certain minimum distance
& 2. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.1
The spatial separation of cells which use the same frequency (
. 





Figure 2.1: Frequency re–use distance in cellular FDMA and TDMA systems.
channel interference (CCI) but diminishes the spectral efficiency [46]. The factor:   is
defined as the CCI reduction factor [47], where


represents the cell radius. The relationship
between the number of cells in a frequency re–use pattern (cluster size),

, and   is found
in [48, page 516] and yields:
   	 (2.1)
2Since in FDMA systems a single frequency represents a channel, in this context 
 is described as the frequency
re–use distance. This concept can also be applied to other multiple access techniques which is why 
 can be
generalised as channel re–use distance
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Moreover, in [47] the relationship between the required carrier to interference ratio, ) 
 , at the
BS (indicated by the superscript ’   ’ for uplink3) and  is found for the scenario of 6 interfering
cells at distance
&
where the MS’s of the interfering cells are located at the centre whereas the
MS in the desired cell is located at the cell boundary. This results in:
  & 
  ! ) 
 '  (2.2)
where G is the path loss exponent.
The number of channels per cell is
  
    (2.3)
where
  is the available bandwidth and   is the channel bandwidth. Substituting (2.1) and
(2.2) into (2.3) and assuming that the propagation power loss increases according to the fourth




  ! ) 
 ' number of channels / cell  (2.4)
Given that the theoretical maximum number of channels in a single cell environment is:
  
     , it can be seen from (2.4) that the capacity of a cellular system is reduced by a factor of  ! ) 
 ' as a consequence of the frequency re–use. Note that the capacity reduction decreases
as ) 
 diminishes.
2.2.2 Cellular TDMA systems
In TDMA systems the entire bandwidth is used by each MS. The orthogonality between users
is achieved in the time domain by dividing the time scale into time slots (TS’s) which are peri-
odically allocated to each MS for the duration of a call. Guard times between TS’s are required
in order to prevent symbol collisions. These collisions can occur due to signal propagation time
differences. These guard times, as in guard bands, result in wasted radio resources.
3Note that symbols which are followed by the superscript ’  ’ are associated with the uplink channel; symbols
which are followed by the superscript ’ 	 ’ are associated with the downlink channel. This applies throughout this
thesis.
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A sequence of TS’s forms a communication channel. The transmitter is silent between the
consecutive TS’s of a certain sequence. This results in a bursty transmission of data and a time
compression of the information which is to be sent. The TDMA technique requires precise
synchronisation between the communicating entities. Therefore it is more complex than the
FDMA technique. It is found in [47] that the capacity of cellular TDMA and FDMA systems is
the same. Therefore, (2.4) can also be applied to TDMA systems. The basic difference is that
the transmitted powers in a TDMA system are greater than in an FDMA system. If a TDMA
interface consists of   channels, then the transmitted powers are 10 log   times higher than in
an FDMA system [47]. The capacity of a TDMA systems is investigated in [49].
2.2.3 Cellular SDMA systems
In SDMA systems the multiple access is achieved by a spatial separation of the transmitted
signals. Techniques such as antenna sectoristation, fixed beams or antenna beamforming can
be applied. These techniques enable the transmitter to deliver the required signal power to the
desired users and at the same time to reduce the interference from other links [50]. This means
that SDMA exploits the spatial dimension [51, 52] rather than the time or frequency dimension4
in order to separate the users within a cell. As a consequence, spatially separated users transmit
or receive at the same time and at the same frequency. Two basic beamforming techniques
are differentiated [53]: a) phased array antennas: where the beamforming is achieved at the
RF (radio frequency) level by controlling the amplitudes and phases of the feeding currents by
means of attenuators and phase shifters, and b) smart antennas: where the beamforming is con-
trolled at the baseband, i.e. the feeding currents of the sensor elements are directly proportional
to the modulated baseband signal [54, 55]. As a counterpart to the beamforming algorithm at
the transmitter a spatial filtering algorithm is required at the receiver in order to eliminate resid-
ual interference from other users. In particular, the spatial filtering requires knowledge of the
spatial covariance matrix which contains essential spatial channel parameters. The following
parameters, for example, form an essential input to the spatial filtering: a) number of domin-
ant propagation paths, b) the direction of arrival of all dominant propagation paths and c) the
attenuation of each path. The receiver, in turn, uses the information contained in the spatial
covariance matrix for its beamforming. However, the spatial covariance matrix can only be
used directly if the channel guarantees a certain grade of reciprocity, which normally is the case
4Note that the channel re–use in FDMA and TDMA systems is also an exploitation of the spatial dimension.
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when using the TDD method. Therefore, TDD is the preferred duplex method in combination
with SDMA5.
2.2.4 Cellular CDMA systems
The CDMA technique CDMA differs from TDMA and FDMA in that it permits multiple
access at the same frequency carrier and at the same time. The user separation is achieved
in the power or code domain because all co–existing users appear as noise by utilising spread
spectrum techniques. These techniques build the foundation for CDMA. Therefore, a brief
summary of spread spectrum communication is presented in the following.
For over half a century spread spectrum techniques had been used in military communication
systems before they were considered for commercial wireless applications [56–60]. In a spread
spectrum system, the frequency bandwidth is greater than the minimum bandwidth required to
transmit the desired information. There are different methods as to how the spreading of the
spectrum can be accomplished:
Direct sequence (DS) spread spectrum: A signal with a certain information bit rate is mod-
ulated on a frequency carrier with a much higher bandwidth than would be required to
transmit the information signal. Each user is assigned a unique code sequence6 which
has the property that the individual users information can be retrieved after despreading.
Frequency hopping (FH) spread spectrum: The available channel bandwidth is subdivided
into a large number of contiguous frequency slots. The transmitted signal occupies one
or more of the available frequency slots which are chosen according to a pseudo–random
sequence.
Time hopping spread spectrum: A time interval which is much larger than the reciprocal
of the information bit rate is subdivided into a large number of TS’s. The information
symbols are transmitted in a pseudo–randomly selected TS.
Chirp or pulse–FM modulation system: The frequency carrier is swept over a wide band
during a given pulse interval.
5The FDD mode would require a frequency transformation of the spatial covariance matrix.
6In some literature code sequences are also referred to as ’signature waveforms’.
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It is common in all spread spectrum techniques that the available bandwidth,

, is much greater
than the bandwidth required to transmit a signal with an information data rate,  . The ratio
  is the bandwidth spreading factor or processing gain,  . The processing gain results in a
interference suppression which makes spread spectrum systems highly resistant to interference
or jamming. This property in particular makes spread spectrum techniques interesting for the
application to wireless multiple access communication where a large number of uncoordinated
users in the same geographical area access a radio frequency resource of limited bandwidth.
Using the spread spectrum technique, the number of simultaneously active users permitted is
proportional to the processing gain [61]. Since the early 1980s, this has led to the development
of the CDMA technology which primarily utilises the pseudo noise (PN) DS spread spectrum
technique [62–64]. Apart from the PN direct sequencing a second category of CDMA tech-
niques exists. This is described as orthogonal DS–CDMA [65, Chapter 1]. The most significant
differences between orthogonal DS–CDMA and PN DS–CDMA are highlighted below:
Orthogonal DS–CDMA systems Each data symbol is spread by an orthogonal code sequence.
Notable examples of orthogonal spreading codes are Walsh codes and OVSF (orthogonal
variable spreading factor) codes [66]. The number of users is upper bounded by the time–
bandwidth product rather than by multiple access interference. This technique belongs to
the same class of orthogonal systems as TDMA and FDMA systems. The disadvantage
of the aforementioned orthogonal codes is that they do not fulfil the pseudo noise proper-
ties. Therefore, the performance of such a system is not robust against non–synchronous
data transmissions and multipath propagation. In addition, synchronisation is often dif-
ficult to achieve because the size of the off–peak value relative to the peak value of the
autocorrelation function is high.
PN DS–CDMA systems These systems use spreading codes which are not orthogonal, but
have (almost) ideal properties with respect to the autocorrelation and the mutual cross–
correlation functions [10, 56, 60]. The properties of the PN code sequences significantly
determine the performance of the spread spectrum system. Therefore, several code fam-
ilies have been developed in recent years the most important of which are Gold codes,
Kasami codes and random codes. The main advantages over orthogonal codes are;
 The users can be asynchronous. This means that the bit transmissions need not
be aligned as, for example, in the uplink direction. Despite the asynchronous bit–
overlaps the spread spectrum signals are still ’quasi–orthogonal’.
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 The number of users is no longer constrained by the time–bandwidth product of the
code sequences (soft–capacity), but is primarily interference limited.
 The channel resources are shared dynamically. The reliability depends on the num-
ber of simultaneously active users rather than on the usually much larger number
of potential users. This means that it is possible to trade off the quality of service
(QoS) for an increased capacity. As a consequence, the calculation of the system
capacity has become more complex.
In this thesis, PN DS–CDMA systems are considered because orthogonal CDMA sys-
tems would require an ideal channel. In addition, CDMA based standards use, at least, a
PN code for the final scrambling of the transmitted data.
The wireless communication standards which utilise CDMA techniques, for example, IS–95
and UMTS use a combination of orthogonal codes and PN codes [6, 11], but this is merely
aimed to increase the robustness of the system. However, in recent papers the concept of
channel overloading is introduced. By using the channel overloading technique the overall
system capacity [67, 68] is to be increased. In one application, for example, orthogonal DS–
CDMA is overloaded with PN DS–CDMA techniques. It is reported in [68] that this method
can increase the single cell capacity by about 40 %.
Since in this thesis PN DS–CDMA techniques are considered, henceforth the expression CDMA
will be used to describe this particular multiple access method. As mentioned above, the capa-
city calculation of a CDMA system is more complex since it is interference limited. Each user
contributes to the common noise floor which is usually assumed to be Gaussian [25]. Thus,
interference is a most important parameter in a CDMA system and capacity analyses focus on
calculating interference quantities [25]. Since interference is dependent on many factors, for
example, power control, adjacent channel leakage and handover strategies to name only a few,
the capacity figures can vary significantly (soft–capacity). The capacity in the uplink direction
of CDMA systems has been investigated by many researchers [22, 25, 69–73]
CDMA is used in the 2nd generation mobile communication standard IS–95 [61] which gained
special interest after it had been claimed that CDMA can achieve a greater spectral efficiency
than conventional FDMA and TDMA methods [25]. In [74], for example, Viterbi claims that
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the capacity of a CDMA system can be:
Capacity (CDMA)   1 Bit/Sector/Hz/Cell

assuming the voice activity of each user to be 50 % and the sectorisation gain to be 4 – 6 dB.
This figure was compared to the capacity of GSM (Global system for mobile communications)
Capacity (GSM)   1/10 Bit/Sector/Hz/Cell

where a frequency re–use factor of 1/4, i.e.   =3.46, was assumed. Theoretically, when consid-
ering a single cell and an AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) channel the multiple access
schemes CDMA, FDMA and TDMA are equivalent with respect to spectral efficiency [45, 75].
Therefore, the greater spectral efficiency of CDMA systems primarily results from three basic
principles:
1. The same channel is used in every cell (channel re–use factor of 1) [10],
2. Interruptions in transmission, e.g. quiet periods of a speaker, when assuming a voice
service, are exploited [25].
3. Antenna sectorisation is used.
Apart from the above methods there are further techniques such as macro diversity [45] and soft
handovers [76, 77] which are exploited in CDMA systems to enhance the spectral efficiency.
However, it was demonstrated that the advantages of CDMA systems were slightly overestim-
ated [20, 21, 78] due to two basic hypotheses which usually cannot be fulfilled in a realistic
environment:
1. Perfect power control,
2. All MS’s are allocated to the most favourable BS, i.e. the BS offering the lowest path
loss,
In further analyses, it became obvious that the requirements on power control in CDMA sys-
tems is a critical issue [79–83] as otherwise the capacity can suffer significantly. Furthermore,
in [20] it was demonstrated that the allocation of a MS to the nearest BS rather than the BS
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offering the lowest path loss can increase interference by a factor of 4. This requires special
handover techniques as otherwise capacity can suffer significantly.
2.2.4.1 The uplink in a CDMA system
Ideally, in a CDMA system all co–existing users appear as Gaussian noise. Therefore, the
required carrier to interference ratio, ) 
 , when assuming a multiple cell environment can be
denoted as follows:
) 




















  is the signal power of the desired user in the uplink;  

  is the interference power
received from a MS using the same channel in the same cell; C  is the voice/data activity factor
(usually modelled as independent Bernoulli random variables [23]) of the  th user;  
 is the
interference power from other cells;  is thermal noise power and   is the number of MS’s
per cell. It can be seen that the interference is composed of three parts:
Own cell interference This is equivalent to multiple access interference (MAI) due to the
cross correlation of the spread spectrum signals in a CDMA system. Intensive research on
receiver structures is carried out to eliminate or reduce MAI by multi–user [65, 84–87] or joint–
detectors [88, 89]. The problem of these receivers is that the complexity increases with the
length of the spreading codes.
Other cell interference Other cell interference can be divided into CCI and ACI conveyed
by neighbouring or co–existing cells in a cellular environment. In [27] the power ratio of
co–channel interference to the desired signal power is calculated. The results of this paper
show that co–channel interference can be
     
times higher than the desired signal power
if a MS is assigned to the closest BS. This figure varies considerably if the MS is allocated
to a BS which offers the lowest path loss. If, for example, the MS can choose the best out
of 3 closest BS’s the inference ratio decreases to
% 	  
. Since own–cell interference is also
proportional to
 
, the ratio of other cell interference to own–cell interference is independent of
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the number of users and varies between 6.23 and 0.74 for the observed case. Therefore, perfect
own–cell interference cancellation may, in the worst case, only reduce the total interference by
     7   #   % (equality applies if the thermal noise power is zero). For comparison the
interference reduction due to perfect own–cell interference cancellation in the case of assigning
the MS to the best BS (best out of 3 BS’s) yields
     7  
	   # %. Given that the frequency
re–use of a cellular CDMA system is generally considered to be one [10], it is obvious that other
cell interference can significantly reduce the advantages obtained by multiuser detectors. This
mechanism was put into a more general context using the Shannon capacity equation [48, 90].
Viterbi [90] compared the capacity of a multi cell system without interference cancellation with
the capacity of a multiple cell system assuming perfect own–cell interference cancellation. In










where   is the thermal noise density power and   is the carrier power of the  th user. The
Shannon’s channel capacity for the AWGN (additive white Gaussian noise) channel is:




is the total channel bandwidth and  is the total bit–rate calculated as        
with   being the bit–rate of a single user. If the bit–rate of each user is the same it holds that:
        (2.8)
where
  
is the number of simultaneously active users when assuming ideal interference can-
cellation. Substituting (2.8) into (2.7) and re–arranging yields:
  
 
   #     
  (2.9)
where  is the processing gain defined as   
-
+  . It is shown in [27] that in the case when all
cells are equally loaded, and all BS’s employ power control on their populations of MS’s, the
other cell interference is proportional to  . Furthermore, the assumption that the interference
from other cells is Gaussian is justified by the Central Limit Theorem. Thus, the interference
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power from the neighbouring cells can be written as follows:
 
      .   (2.10)
where
.
is the proportionality factor described above. The relationship in (2.10) is substituted
into (2.9) which yields:
  
  
   #  #. 
  (2.11)
In order to assess the impact of interference cancellation for a cellular CDMA system in the fol-
lowing the performance of ideally coded users without interference cancellation is considered.
Perfect power control is assumed, i.e. the power received from each MS within a cell is the
same (  

   

    

      

 ) . Hence, the own–cell interference can be expressed as
follows:
   !   # '  

      

    (2.12)
where
 
is the number of simultaneously active MS’s in the multi cell environment without
interference cancellation. Using (2.10), (2.12) and assuming  to be negligible, (2.5) becomes:
) 
   

  !  	    
 '
 #
  !#  . '
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The bit–energy to interference ratio is expressed by
-     . From (2.13) the number of users
in the multi cell environment can be found as follows:
   ! -     ' !$#  . '

(2.14)
In a AWGN channel
-     has a lower bound [28] as follows:
-         (2.15)
This bound equals Shannon capacity for a channel with infinitely wide bandwidth. Applying
(2.15) to (2.14), the number of users in a multi cell environment divided by the processing gain
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be the ratio of the capacity in the case of perfect interference cancellation, (2.11), to the




 !$#  . ' 
 #  #. 
  (2.17)
The relative number of users with ideal interference cancellation, (2.11) and without interfer-
ence cancellation, (2.16), and the respective capacity gain, (2.17), are depicted in Figure 2.2
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 M/pg with perfect own−cell interference cancellation




Figure 2.2: Theoretical capacity limits of a DS–CDMA multiple cell system with and without
interference cancellation.
duced:
1. The capacity of a cellular CDMA system can be greater than the processing gain. In
contrast, the capacity of a FDMA or TDMA system is always less than or equal to the
processing gain which can be found from the “radio capacity equation by Lee”, (2.4).
2. As the other cell interference increases the total capacity diminishes and the gain due
to multiuser detection decreases significantly. With a ratio of other cell interference to
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own–cell interference of
.  %  
the ideal interference cancellation merely increases the
total capacity by less than 60 % — if
.  
the capacity gain has decreased considerably
to only about 13 %. Therefore, in order to achieve a high cellular capacity, the aim is
to minimise other cell interference as only this enables the efficient use of techniques
such as interference cancellation. For this reason, it becomes a main goal of this thesis to
reduce other cell interference in a cellular TD–CDMA/TDD network.
2.2.4.2 The downlink in a CDMA system
The main differences between the uplink and downlink are: a) synchronous transmission can
be applied in the downlink, whereas in the uplink asynchronous transmission must be assumed
and b) each BS may transmit user specific signals and a common pilot signal for coherent
demodulation (applied, for example, in IS–95). A consequence of a) is that if orthogonal codes
are used (for example Walsh codes) to distinguish individual users, the orthogonality in the
downlink can be maintained (no own–cell interference) assuming that multipath propagation
does not violate the orthogonality at the mobile receiver [24, 91, 92]. Therefore an orthogonality
factor, D , is defined [91],





 #   (2.18)
where
 
  is the bit–energy to interference ratio when the orthogonality is not maintained and,
thus, the signal is corrupted by own–cell interference. The ratio
  6  is the bit–energy to inter-
ference ratio for the case that orthogonality is entirely maintained. From the definition of D it
can be seen that the higher its value the more the signals are corrupted by multipath propaga-
tion. It is reported that D may vary between 0.3 and 0.8 [91] with the greater value obtained in
environments which are subject to severe multipath propagation.
When an additional pilot signal is used, the total carrier power yields (symbols with the super-
script
 
are associated with the downlink):










where     	 is the pilot signal power and   %  is the code power for the  th user. A factor 	 is
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used in [25] to model the user specific fraction of the total carrier power,






	  % 
is used. With the approximation of
   #    %         %  , the carrier–to–
interference ratio at the MS, )  , can be modelled as follows:
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where   is the path loss between the desired user  and the respective BS. In a severe multipath
environment ( D  %  ) the advantages due to the synchronous transmission may be cancelled
by a greater transmitted carrier power as a consequence of the pilot signal (
	  % 
). For this
scenario ( D  	 ), (2.21) yields:
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2.3 TDD inherent properties
This section addresses the properties inherent to TDD. The advantages and disadvantages of
TDD are discussed. The basic mechanism of TDD is that both the uplink and downlink are
carried out at the same radio frequency carrier. In contrast, the FDD technique requires a
separate frequency carrier for each transmission direction (paired radio frequency spectrum).
For new global wireless communications systems or in the case of spectrum re–farming it has
often been shown to be difficult to allocate a paired radio frequency spectrum to the new system.
The TDD mode, in contrast, only needs a single carrier to achieve duplex communication. This
is one reason why the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) in Europe and
the equivalent W–CDMA standard in Japan, in addition to the FDD mode, also include a TDD
interface [39, 93].
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2.3.1 Channel reciprocity
Since the uplink and the downlink use the same radio frequency channel, both directions ex-
perience the same propagation conditions (channel reciprocity), provided that the TDD frame
length is shorter than the coherence time of the channel [94]. This assumption holds for slowly
moving user populations. The reciprocity of the channel has several implications on the system
design. These implications will be examined briefly in the following sections.
Pre–RAKE concept The reciprocity of the radio channel can be exploited in the design of
receiver structures. A notable example is the Pre-RAKE architecture [42, 95–99] depicted in

























Figure 2.3: The Pre-RAKE concept.
RAKE combining and at the same time using a simple single path receiver at the mobile unit.
The channel will only be estimated once, at the BS. With the knowledge of the impulse response
of the channel, the BS performs the RAKE combining function before transmission (hence Pre-
RAKE). Thus, the output signal of the Pre-RAKE combiner is the result of the convolution of
the spread spectrum signal and the time–reversed channel impulse response. Since it is assumed
that the channel does not vary between the reception and transmission period, a simple receiver
structure can be applied at the mobile which ideally only consists of a matched filter. Therefore,
the processing effort in the mobile is significantly reduced and, as a consequence, the power
consumption can be kept low.
Space diversity Space diversity is also known as antenna diversity. In terrestrial wireless
mobile communications, objects such as, for example, buildings, trees and mountains cause re-
flections of the transmitted signal. As a consequence, the signal may arrive via different paths.
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Due to the accompanied phase shifts the signals may overlap constructively or destructively
causing the so called ’fading’ effect. This effect is usually modelled by a Rayleigh distribu-
tion [11]. Ideally, the fading statistics can be considered uncorrelated between antennas which
are spatially separated by more than half the wavelength [100, p. 311]. In actual fact, the re-
quired spacing strongly depends on the disposition of the scatterers and the resulting angular
spread of the signal. The antenna separation needs to be greater than half the wavelength in the
case of a small angular spread. A small angular spread can be found at macro cell BS’s with an
antenna height of several meters above the ground. In these cases the antenna separation needs
to be about 10–20 times the wavelength.
The little correlation of signals on spatially separated antennas can be exploited by antenna
arrays which collect the (ideally) uncorrelated signals and combine them so as to improve the
bit error performance. The reciprocity of the channel in TDD may be used to avoid antenna
arrays at the MS, but still exploit space diversity on both links. This may be accomplished by an
antenna array at the BS. The BS determines the antenna elements which receive the strongest
signals and, in turn, transmit the highest power on these antennas (transmit diversity) while
the reciprocal channel ensures that the MS receive a strong signal at a single antenna. It was
demonstrated in [101, 102] that transmit diversity in TDD can significantly improve the bit error
performance.
Open–loop power control In FDD the frequency separation of the uplink and the downlink
causes both links to experience different fading conditions. This means that the power control
unit cannot determine the required transmit power directly from the instantaneously received
power level. In the downlink, for example, the received power level of a MS needs to be
reported to the BS in order to enable the BS to determine the necessary power it has to transmit
(closed loop–power control). This procedure can result in large delays and, in addition, requires
extra capacity for signalling. In contrast, under the assumption of a reciprocal channel, a TDD
system experiences correlated fading on both links. This means, for example, given that the path
loss is known a priori, that a MS can directly determine the power it needs to transmit from
the received power level (open–loop power control). This mechanism does not involve extra
overhead for signalling. The benefits of open–loop power control are diminished if large delays
occur between a transmit and receive TS at the same entity. Such delays may be induced when
the TDD mode and the TDMA technique are combined. Several studies have been undertaken
to examine the advantages of open–loop power control in TDD [103–105].
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2.3.2 Round trip delays
Since the radio signals propagate with finite speed (speed of light), the transmitted signal arrives
with a certain delay (access delay) at the target entity (BS or MS). Due to the TDD principle
the same entity can only then start transmitting its information which arrives at its destination
with the same access delay. Hence, during a time period of two times the access delay, which
is equivalent to the round trip delay, no information can be sent. This mechanism is shown in










guard time guard time
guard time
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Figure 2.4: The round trip delay in TDD.
result in a reduction of the spectral efficiency. Round trip delays represent a major problem in
TDD systems, as they increase with an increasing transmitter–receiver separation, TDD systems
are primarily used for short range wireless communication (DECT, HIPERLAN, Bluetooth, to
name only a few).
One possible measure to increase the ratio between guard times and TS duration is to increase
the TS duration. This however can violate the channel reciprocity. Clearly, these conflicting
requirements result in a trade–off between channel reciprocity and spectral efficiency which
was investigated in [106].
Recently, relaying systems have attracted the interest of researchers [43]. The relaying tech-
nique implicitly reduces the problems resulting from round trip delays since there are now
multiple hops from BS to MS, and vice versa. This increases the probability for shorter hops.
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2.3.3 Synchronisation and channel asymmetry
A powerful advantage of TDD is to arrange channel asymmetry [42, 107] without on–the–
fly filter reconfigurations (as would be required in FDD). This property becomes increasingly
important as it is predicted that wireless data applications, e.g. wireless Internet, will demand
up to 5 times more capacity in the downlink than in the uplink by the year 2005 — with the
annual growth of mobile data traffic being anticipated to be 70 % over the next 5 years [5,
108]. However, if the TDD interface is used in a multiple cell environment severe interference
problems can occur [42]. These problems arise primarily because TDD is exposed to additional
interference mechanisms (in comparison with FDD). These mechanisms are illustrated with the
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Figure 2.5: Interference scenarios in cellular TDD systems with cell independent channel
asymmetry.
In each cell a different rate of asymmetry7 is used. This causes asynchronous TS overlaps
(red and blue shaded areas) which has a significant impact on the total interference. In this
context, the BS’s not only interfere with the neighbouring MS’s, and vice versa (FDD equivalent
interference scenario), but also with other BS’s. Similarly, MS’s interfere with adjacent MS’s.
The latter interference scenarios are depicted in Figure 2.5 (BS 	 MS and MS 	 BS interference
7Note that symmetric traffic is only a special case of the set of achievable rates of asymmetry.
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is left out for reasons of clarity). In particular, the interference between MS’s can be severe
given that the distance between two MS’s at the cell boundary can be very low. However,
in [109] BS   BS interference was reported to be more significant than MS   MS interference.
It is important to note that downlink power control was not assumed in that investigation.
In order to avoid BS   BS and MS   MS interference the frames must be synchronised and both
cells need to adopt the same rate of asymmetry. Clearly, this results in a significant limitation
which may greatly affect the spectral efficiency and flexibility.
If the TDD mode is used in TDMA an additional degree of freedom (in the time domain) exists
which can be used to resolve additional interference by using dynamic channel assignment
(DCA) algorithms [110, 111]. The TDD mode of UMTS (UTRA–TDD) consists of a TD–
CDMA interface which adds another dimension (code domain) that can be utilised to establish
a connection [40]. The combination of a code, TS and frequency in UTRA–TDD is defined as
a resource unit (RU) [112].
Chapter 3 is dedicated to characterising other cell interference in a hybrid TD–CDMA/TDD
system assuming different rates of asymmetry in neighbouring cells. The results of the inter-
ference study will be used to develop DCA strategies, and it can be shown that asynchronous
TS overlaps may be used constructively to permit cell independent asymmetries (chapter 4).
It can also be shown that asynchronous TS overlaps can be utilised to enhance cell capacity
(chapter 5).
2.3.4 The TDD underlay concept
Due to increasing asymmetric traffic on the air interface, one communication direction of an
FDD interface will be underused provided that the carrier spacing is kept constant. The main
idea behind the TDD underlay is to exploit this underused radio spectrum of a cellular CDMA–
FDD system. A co–existing TDD interface, which only needs an unpaired frequency spectrum,
utilises the underused FDD frequency band for additional connections. Technically a TDD
interface can be used within either the FDD uplink or downlink frequency band.
A hierarchical system architecture [113, 114] consisting of TDD pico cells which exclusively
use FDD resources of a macro cellular overlay is proposed [13, 115]. A DCA decides whether
to use the FDD uplink or downlink frequency band. The TDD underlay concept is depicted in
Figure 2.6. The red arrows indicated the interference paths when the TDD pico cell uses the
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Figure 2.6: The TDD underlay concept.
FDD uplink frequency band. It can be seen that the macro cell MS interferes with the pico cell
BS and MS. In turn, the pico cell entities interfere with the macro cell BS.
The proposed CDMA–TDD underlay in [13] uses a PN code sequence with a cell unique phase
offset relative to the CDMA–FDD macro cellular overlay. The authors reported substantial ca-
pacity gains without a significant deterioration of the QoS. The pico cells are assumed to consist
of a single indoor BS and a single indoor MS and are randomly distributed. Since, however,
severe interference can be anticipated if macro and pico cells are in close proximity [116] a fur-
ther investigation on the TDD underlay concept was carried out under this PhD project [15, 16]
which led to a patent application transferred to Siemens AG [14]. In this investigation the
TDD is only considered to be operated in the FDD uplink band due to an anticipated channel
asymmetry in favour of the downlink.
In another investigation, the feasibility of the TDD underlay was confirmed [117, 118] provided
that the BS separation distance is properly chosen. The frequency usage when operating the
TDD underlay in a system with two air interfaces (FDD and TDD) and harmonised frame
structures is shown in Figure 2.7. The components of the TDD pico cell or indoor cell are
followed by the letter ’i’ (BSi, MSi respectively) whilst the FDD macro cell or outdoor cell
entities are marked with an additional ’o’.
Note, that the TDD underlay may be used to accomplish cell independent channel asymmetry
in the TDD subsystem without asynchronous TS overlaps. Furthermore, the flexibility on the
air interface is increased as, for example, uplink radio resources can be converted into downlink
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Figure 2.7: Frequency use in a dual interface system in which the TDD underlay is applied in
order to achieve greater flexibility.
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capacity. In [16] the system in Figure 2.7 is analysed under the following conditions:
 Carrier–to–interference threshold: ) 
    	 = -8.5 dB
 Carrier–to–interference threshold: ) 
   	 = -19.0 dB
 10 dB wall attenuation around the indoor pico cell
 Symmetrical speech 8 kbps speech service
 Spatially uniform user distribution
 Tolerable outage of 5 %
 Pico cell radius of 50 m
 Macro cell radius of 1000 m
 Path loss exponent of 3.8
The capacity (number of simultaneous active MS’s) is calculated with the standard deviation of
lognormal shadowing (  ) and the BS separation distance (   ) as a parameter. The results are
depicted in Figure 2.8.
It is obvious that the smaller
  
the more the FDD uplink capacity is required for an additional
TDD link due to the high interference from the underlay. In turn, the greater
  
the smaller
the likelihood that spare capacity in the FDD uplink can be exploited by the TDD underlay.
The reason is that the macro cell mobiles cause high interference since the distance between a
MSo and the BSi can be very small. In Figure 2.8 the blue curves show the remaining capacity
in the FDD uplink dependent on the number of MSi’s. In contrast, the red curves show the
additional TDD capacity dependent on the number of MSo’s. In both cases the arrows indicate




). It can be seen that the higher the BS separation
the more the basic FDD uplink capacity is preserved. On the other hand, the higher the BS
separation the less capacity can be found in additional pico cells due to the greater transmission
powers of the macro cell mobiles at outer regions. This trade–off leads to an optimum for the
BS separation.
The aim is to accommodate as many mobiles as possible within the joint layers (pico and macro
cell) instantaneously. There is no real gain in flexibility if there is, for example, additional pico
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Figure 2.8: The additional numbers of MS’s in the pico cell are indicated by red curves.
Whereas, the capacity reduction in the FDD uplink is shown by the blue curves.
Different lognormal shadowing scenarios are depicted in each plot. Moreover
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cell capacity but the FDD uplink is occupied by a single user. One exception is when there is
only downlink capacity required in the FDD cell and the FDD uplink is mainly unused (only a
negligible amount of control traffic). Such a scenario is depicted in Figure 2.8(a) (
  
=200m).
It can be seen that for   ## dB there is only additional pico cell capacity, but any pico cell
mobile will on average occupy the whole FDD uplink capacity due to the close location. This
effect is explained more precisely with the aid of Figure 2.8(c) and with the following example.
Initially 10 macro cell mobiles are assumed which leads to approximately 17 additional links
in the pico cell. In turn, 17 pico cell users will accommodate up to about 72 macro cell mo-
biles. Here the effects of mutual interference become apparent because 72 macro cell mobiles
would generate too much interference to permit an additional TDD link. Hence, the flexible
exchange of radio resources between the FDD and the TDD mode is limited. It is desirable to
define a measure for the flexibility of the pico cellular underlay. This is derived with the aid of
Figure 2.9. The set
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Figure 2.9: The area defined by  serves as a measure for the flexibility of the TDD Underlay.
Within the area specified by  the FDD uplink radio resources can be exchanged
between the macro cell and pico cell.
is defined as the operation area of the FDD uplink capacity. Let  (' ) + then it can be stated
that the flexibility increases with  . This can be applied to the results in Figure 2.8(a)–(d). Set





=500m it shrinks to just one point. Furthermore, for small
BS separations  is determined by the intensive use of FDD uplink capacity. In contrast for
high BS separations only the reduced additional TDD capacity limits  .
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The approximate maximum of capacity of one CDMA–TDD carrier is 64 (8 users per slot
and in total 8 slots per frame) assuming equal data rates, symmetrical services and no multi–
user detection. This maximum for the CDMA-FDD uplink is about 81 users with an overall
spreading factor (SF) of 256. These figures can be compared with the cumulative maximum in
Figure 2.8(b) with    dB which is about 70 users (e.g. 40 pico cell users and 30 macro cell
mobiles simultaneously). Thus, there is no significant increase in spectral efficiency.
Lognormal shadowing with   ## dB results in no advantage to the TDD underlay, i.e.
  " for all   . Furthermore, lognormal shadowing with    dB yields the best results for
 
=300m. In this case even the spectral efficiency can be increased because in total more than
81 users can be accommodated within the UTRA–FDD uplink (as an example, with 40 MSo’s
about 60 MSi’s can be served in the FDD uplink resulting in an increased spectral efficiency of
about 25 %).
Slow fading (shadowing), usually modelled as a lognormal random variable with zero mean,
has a significant impact on the performance of the TDD underlay concept. The reason for
this strong dependency is that the interference path and the desired path cannot be assumed
to be strongly correlated since co–location is not feasible. As a consequence the interference
signal can be significantly higher than the received signal at the desired BS. Furthermore, the
extra capacity in the FDD uplink cannot be guaranteed at any time; it is scenario dependent.
However, channel asymmetry is primarily required by packet–oriented data services which may
not require a real time channel. Therefore, the characteristics of the additional capacity gained
from the TDD underlay and the requirements of packet–data services are not contradictory.
2.4 The TDD air interface of UMTS
The air–interface of UMTS is known as: UMTS terrestrial radio access (UTRA) where the TDD
and FDD mode are referred to as UTRA–TDD, and UTRA–FDD respectively. The UTRA–
TDD mode is composed of a TDMA and a CDMA component. This hybrid multiple access
technique is described as TD–CDMA. The basic radio interface parameters such as chip rate,
bandwidth and modulation are harmonised between the UTRA–TDD and UTRA–FDD sys-
tems. A good overview of the UTRA–TDD interface can be found in [40].
The channel spacing is 5 MHz with the channel raster being 200 kHz [119] which means that
the carrier frequency must be a multiple of 200 kHz. The frame duration is 10ms. One 10 ms
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frame corresponds to one power control period. A frame is divided into 15 time slots (TS) and
one TS consists of 2560 chips resulting in a chip rate of 3.84 Mcps. In addition, UTRA–TDD
also supports a low chip rate option (1.28 Mcps) in order to facilitate future system extensions.
Each TS can be allocated to either the uplink or downlink. This provides the basic mechanism
to easily enable the asymmetric use of the channel. In any configuration at least one TS has to
be allocated to the downlink and at least one TS has to be allocated to the uplink.
OVSF codes with a maximum SF of 16 are used for channelisation. The short spreading factor
permits the use of joint detection [88]. In the downlink either a SF of 16 or 1 is applied. Parallel
physical channels can be used to support higher data rates above the basic rate of 16 kbps. In
the uplink the SF is variable and ranges from 1 to 16 [120].
Due to the TDMA component an effective interference avoidance mechanism exists, because
interference between neighbouring MS’s can be eliminated by using different TS’s provided
that the frames are synchronised. This however requires the use of certain channel allocation
strategies [111, 121], in particular if different channel asymmetries between neighbouring cells
should be supported.
2.5 Radio resource allocation techniques
In a cellular network certain radio resources allocation methods are required to mitigate the
detrimental impact of interference (CCI and ACI). Three basic concepts of radio resource al-
location can be distinguished [122, 123]:
 static or fixed channel assignment (FCA) techniques
 dynamic channel assignment (DCA) techniques
 random channel assignment (RCA) techniques
The principles of these methods are described in the following section.
2.5.1 Fixed channel assignment techniques
An FCA method allocates a fixed fraction of all available channels to an individual cell of a
cellular environment. The same group of channels is only used in cells that are separated by a
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minimum distance
&
. The channel re–use distance
&
ensures that CCI does not deteriorate the
system performance greatly. The cluster size basically determines the system capacity since it
specifies the maximum number of simultaneously active connections that can be supported at
any given time. The group size which equals the number of channels per cell,
 
, can be found
from (2.3). It can be seen that
 
is increasing with a decreasing cluster size

, but this also
means that the interference is higher which, in turn, reduces the capacity or QoS.
The impact of the cluster size

on capacity can be studied with the following model: let the
number of users who request a channel,
  
, be Poisson distributed with mean
- !    '  @
,
then the assignment failure probability can be defined as follows:
 ! @ ' 
-     !%        '
- !    '      
!     '
@  # 
  !  @ '  (2.23)






Substituting (2.24) into (2.23) yields the final assignment failure probability,
 !  '      
!     '
!    '  # 
     !    '  (2.25)
Note, that equation (2.25) is merely based on traffic theory and assignment failures due to
high CCI are therefore not considered. The results of (2.25) for a different number of available
channels per cell is plotted in Figure 2.10. It is obvious that the assignment failure rate increases
as the relative load,  , grows. The interesting result is that for the same relative load the
failure rate increases with a decreasing number of channels per cell,
 
. This means that a
system with a greater number of channels per cell is more efficient than a system with only
a few channels. This effect is well known as the trunking gain. Consequently, fixed channel
assignment techniques result in poor spectral efficiency. Given that CCI varies with the cell
load, there might be traffic scenarios where a lower channel re–use distance can be tolerated
in favour of a temporarily higher number of channels available in a single cell (or cluster of
cells). This would require methods which dynamically monitor interference and load situations
throughout the network and which carry out channel re–configurations accordingly. In contrast
to DCA strategies, FCA techniques are not designed to achieve this flexibility.
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Figure 2.10: Probability of channel assignment failures for varying re–use cluster sizes and a
constant number of totally available channels.
CDMA systems such as the UTRA–FDD interface of UMTS re–use the same channel in every
cell which, in theory, makes FCA or DCA techniques superfluous [109], but requires special
handover techniques (soft–handover). In contrast, the TDD mode of UMTS, UTRA–TDD,
requires certain methods of intelligent channel assignment [40] due to the hybrid TD–CDMA
interface and the additional interference mechanisms induced by TDD (see section 2.3.3).
2.5.2 Dynamic channel assignment techniques
DCA techniques enable a cellular system to adapt flexibly to different load situations thereby
increasing the throughput and decreasing the call blocking. In addition, the efforts for frequency
planning can be reduced or eliminated. An important issue, however, is to ensure that the DCA
algorithm does not lead to the instability of the system [124]. In this context, it is reported that
under high load conditions DCA algorithms can perform worse than FCA techniques due to
continuous channel re–assignments [125]. Consequently, systems are investigated where FCA
and DCA techniques are combined [126, 127]. As a result, for example, a subset of channels
is assigned in a fixed way and the remaining channels are allocated to a common pool. A
DCA algorithm uses the common pool from which it ’borrows’ channels in order to allocate
them to cells where heavy traffic occurs. In this way, the number of channels of a cell can
be increased dynamically, but there is still a fixed number of channels which ensure a certain
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QoS in situations where the entire network is heavily loaded. In addition, DCA and handover
techniques are investigated for narrowband TDMA systems in a multi–layer (micro, pico and
macro cell layer) environment [128–131].
A classification of different DCA approaches was made in [122, 125] which is repeated here


















Figure 2.11: Classification of dynamic channel assignment algorithms.
by points in the space, except the origin which represents the FCA scheme. The three axis
represent different optimisation criteria. One criterion is the knowledge about the load in every
cell of the network. A DCA algorithm can be designed to optimise the number of active MS’s
in every cell (adaptability to traffic) — resulting in maximum packing (MP). A second criterion
is the adaptability to interference variations which is particularly important for interference
limited systems such as CDMA. This requires the DCA to have information of the instantaneous
interference situation. A third criterion is to optimise the channel re–use distance which would
eventually mean that each channel can be used in every cell. An ideal DCA algorithm tries
to optimise each of the three parameters which would yield the optimum solution at the far
upper corner of the cube. The ideal DCA algorithm would require information beyond the
scope of a single cell. From this requirement it inherently follows that the respective DCA
algorithm would ideally be operated at a central site. Consequently, two basic DCA schemes
are distinguished [132]:
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 Centralised DCA schemes
 Decentralised DCA schemes
A centralised DCA algorithm collects the required information for channel assignment de-
cisions from the associated BS’s and MS’s. This type of DCA algorithm is located at a higher
hierarchical level of the mobile network architecture. A centralised DCA algorithm can, for
example, be located at the radio network controller (RNC) [112] which connects several BS’s.
The basic disadvantage is that a great amount of signalling is necessary to supply the vital
information about the load, interference and channel status.
In a decentralised DCA algorithm the channel assignment decision is made by a local in-
stance [133–136]. Thus, only local information is available. Hence, the complexity is reduced
considerably when this type of DCA algorithm is used. The DECT standard, for example,
uses a decentralised DCA algorithm [110]. Given that a decentralised DCA only has a limited
knowledge about the system state, a global optimum is very difficult to achieve.
As a result of the DCA characterisation in Figure 2.10, three types of strategies can be formu-
lated:
Traffic–adaptive channel allocation Instead of splitting the available radio resource into sets
of channels which subsequently are then assigned to cells, the traffic–adaptive chan-
nel allocation techniques try to dynamically assign the required number of channels to
cells [137]. In order to avoid the use of the same channel in the neighbouring cell, com-
patibility matrices are established. Since the interference level from neighbouring cells
can vary significantly the compatibility matrices have to be designed in a way which
also ensures a reliable connection under severe interference conditions. This results in
capacity losses when static compatibility matrices are assumed since in low interference
situations more channels per unit can be accommodated. The complexity of traffic–
adaptive channel allocation algorithms increases exponentially with the number of cells,!    ' = , where  is the total number of cells. Due to this complexity, graph theory is
often used to solve these issues [137]. The optimum traffic–adaptive DCA algorithms
result in the MP solution. This requires intra–cell handovers (channel re–assignments).
As a consequence, users may be re–shuffled (although the QoS is still fulfilled) in order
to optimise the total number of users. Hence, the complexity of MP strategies is further
increased, which makes this type of DCA algorithm difficult to analyse. In [138] the cell
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group decoupling method is proposed in order to calculate upper bounds on blocking per-
formance. However, the MP problem is easier to solve if the cells are placed along a line.
In this scenario, the complexity only increases linearly with

. The optimum solution
is found using the Greedy algorithm [122]. In [135, 139–141] a different approach was
taken to achieve the dynamic adaptation to traffic variations: channels were ’borrowed’
from a common pool and assigned to cells which experience heavy traffic. This technique
resembles the previously described combination of DCA and FCA methods.
Re–use Partitioning The entire set of channels is divided into subsets, similar to the FCA
strategy. But, in the case of re–use partitioning, every group of frequencies is associated
with a different re–use distance,
&
[142]. If the re–use distance is small it is more likely
that severe interference is the reason why a channel cannot be assigned. However, due
to the user mobility the interference level may be in favour of allocating a channel with
a small re–use distance thereby increasing the total capacity. Hence, the respective DCA
algorithm always tries to use a channel with the lowest re–use distance. It is reported that
re–use partition algorithms can double the capacity compared to FCA schemes [143].
Interference–based DCA schemes Channels are assigned based purely on the interference
power observed (no use of compatibility matrices). If the signal–to–noise ratio drops
below a certain threshold a new channel is acquired. This requires steady and reliable
measurements of the interference power and power control to minimise interference. Due
to its simplicity (easy to implement as distributed DCA algorithm) this type of DCA is
widely used. A notable example is the DCA algorithm of the DECT standard. Further-
more, since CDMA are interference limited systems interference based DCA algorithms
play an important role in such systems [144]. In [145] a 	 –based DCA algorithm is
compared with an FCA algorithm assuming non–uniform traffic. It was found that the
DCA techniques increase the throughput by up to 16 % at the cost of higher average trans-
mitted powers. Due to the sensitivity of CDMA to interference, the combination of DCA
techniques and power control techniques also represents an interesting approach [146].
2.5.3 Random channel assignment techniques
In the case of narrowband FDMA systems, the RCA methods are closely related to slow FH
techniques. The basic idea is to change the channels randomly in order to mitigate poor channel
conditions (deep fade) of a static channel. Thereby the interference condition in each hop are
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considered to be independent. It is anticipated that by changing the channels continuously the
average signal–to–noise ratio is sufficiently high in order to enable error–correcting codes and
interleaving techniques to achieve the required QoS.
2.6 Summary
Compared with other techniques discussed in this chapter, CDMA offers a high degree of flex-
ibility since it is merely interference limited. The cost associated with the flexibility is that
CDMA is very sensitive to system functions that have a vital impact on interference (handover,
power control, channel assignment, etc.). An important consequence is that the actual system
capacity significantly depends on these functions (soft–capacity).
The capacity enhancement of CDMA over FDMA and TDMA systems is primarily due to
the fact that the same frequency can be used in every cell. This however requires a careful
system design. In particular, power control and inter–cell handover are important functions as
otherwise interference can rise considerably which can cause a significant capacity reduction.
In the past, CDMA systems were almost exclusively considered in combination with FDD.
Only recently, CDMA has been associated with TDD. A notable example is the UTRA–TDD
interface of UMTS which is a hybrid TD–CDMA/TDD system.
There are distinct advantages of using the TDD mode which are primarily due to the recipro-
city of the channel and the property that channel asymmetry can easily be adopted. In addition,
a CDMA–TDD system can be used to increase the flexibility in a co–existing CDMA–FDD
interface (TDD underlay concept). Furthermore, TDD enables the efficient use of enhanced
technologies such as SDMA and ODMA. The main disadvantage of TDD is that additional in-
terference scenarios can exist. These additional interference mechanisms occur if the network
is not synchronised or the neighbouring cells apply different channel asymmetries. Further-
more, handover techniques such as soft–handover are of limited use in TDD systems such as,
for example, UTRA–TDD.
Since CDMA is sensitive to interference, the capacity of a CDMA–TDD system can suffer
significantly due to the additional interference mechanisms of TDD. If this problem can be re-
solved or eased, the CDMA–TDD system architecture represents a very flexible air–interface
tailored to the needs of future applications such as wireless Internet. Therefore, new mech-
anisms have to be developed to exploit the TDD inherent advantages whilst minimising the
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disadvantages. DCA techniques seem to be an appropriate means of achieving this require-
ment. In particular, interference based DCA algorithms are the most promising candidates as
they inherently support the requirement of low interference. In order to find the best DCA
strategy it is critical that as a first step the interference in such a system is characterised quant-
itatively. Since little is known about the interference properties of CDMA–TDD systems, a
major part of this PhD project is dedicated to investigating this topic further (chapter 3). The
results of these studies provide a valuable input to the investigation of interference based DCA
algorithms. These investigations have led to a number of patents.
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Chapter 3
Interference & capacity analyses
3.1 Introduction
The general aim of this work is to develop methods which enable a system operator to use the
TDD technique in a cellular network efficiently. Therefore, it is a necessary prerequisite to
first characterise interference, which is carried out in this chapter. A special property of the
TDD mode is that not only the mobile stations (MS’s) can interfere with base stations (BS’s),
but also MS’s may interfere with each other. The same holds for BS’s which can interfere
with MS’s and other BS’s. This property of a TDD interface creates complex interference
situations. The resulting interference has a significant impact on capacity due to the use of the
interference limited code division multiple access (CDMA) technique. In this chapter, other cell
interference including adjacent channel interference (ACI) and co–channel interference (CCI)
are examined. The emphasis, though, will be on ACI since CCI in a CDMA–TDD system
has already been addressed in a previous paper [109], but little is known about ACI in such
systems. In this context, multi–operator scenarios are considered since in UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System), for instance, any one operator may only obtain a single
TDD carrier 1.
In order to assess the impact of interference on capacity (number of users which can be served
simultaneously), in section 3.2 a new equation is derived to calculate the system capacity relat-
ive to the non–interfered state (single, isolated cell). In addition, the pole capacity (theoretical
upper bound of capacity) is calculated for the case of ideal power control and non–ideal power
control.
In section 3.3, ACI is studied in a single cell and multiple cell environment. The probability
density function (pdf) of interference in the single cell environment is derived analytically in or-
der to validate the simulation platform. In the multiple cell environment the effects of handover
and power control on interference, and capacity respectively, are examined.
1See, for example, the current set up in the UK
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In section 3.4, CCI is analysed with a special focus on distribution of interference with respect
to the basic interference sources: MS’s and BS’s. The reason for this is to use the information
obtained to develop dynamic channel assignment techniques in the subsequent chapters.
3.2 Capacity definition
In communication systems where many MS’s are connected to a single BS, the characteristics
of the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) are different. Since in CDMA systems all users share
a common radio resource the different characteristics of the UL and the DL have a significant
impact on these systems as will be explained in the following: The UL is a multi point–to–
single point transmission ( the signals arrive asynchronously) whereas the DL is a single
point–to–multi point transmission ( the signals arrive synchronously). Since the signal power
of all MS’s but the desired MS appears as noise, a close–by MS transmitting high powers can
affect the quality of all other connections. This is the well know near–far effect which requires
tight power control in the UL. This means, ideally the received signal powers of all MS’s must
be the same. Due to the near–far effect, the UL is often considered as the capacity limiting
direction [21, 26]. In the subsequent section capacity is analysed assuming ideal power control
in the UL, and in section 3.2.2 non–perfect power control is considered.
3.2.1 Capacity assuming ideal power control
In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of capacity on interference, a mathematical model for the
relative capacity is established in this section. This means that the capacity relative to the state
without any other cell interference (single, isolated cell) is calculated. In addition, it is assumed
that dynamic power control in such a system is used. This requires the system to modify the
power level of the desired signal in order to maintain the target carrier to interference ratio in the
presence of other cell interference. The maximum desired signal power level is however limited
as otherwise the cell coverage would be affected. Therefore, some form of admission control
is necessary to prevent the reduction of the cell coverage area, or to prevent the deterioration
of the quality of service of the existing connections. In general, the model follows closely
the definitions used in papers by Gilhousen and Viterbi [25, 27]. For reasons of simplicity, in
these papers ideal power control in the UL is assumed, i.e. the received signal power of each
MS’s is the same. As a consequence, the effects of the near–far effect are eliminated. With
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the assumption of ideal power control and the same bit–rate for each user, the bit–energy to
interference ratio at the BS, as given in [25], can be denoted as follows.
* 













 is the received, power–controlled signal power from the desired user at the BS,
 
is the number of simultaneously active users of equal bit–rate. The interference power
is represented by  
 ,  is thermal noise power and  is the processing gain. The term:
   

 !    # ' represents own–cell interference. Note that symbols which are followed by
the superscript ’   ’ are associated with the uplink channel; symbols which are followed by the
superscript ’
 
’ are associated with the downlink channel.
The target is to calculate the capacity relative to the single cell capacity. To start with, (3.1) is







  /&0 .  #   

(3.2)
Since the denominator in (3.2) must be positive and greater than zero, an upper bound for the
cell load can be determined which yields
     . This upper limit is also referred to as the pole
capacity [6, Chapter 8]
       * 
  #  (3.3)
The admission control of a CDMA system ensures that the number of users is below this
threshold. Hence, in this thesis a maximum cell load factor is defined as follows:
  
  
    
%       #  (3.4)
where
  
is the maximum number of simultaneously active users which can be permitted
when assuming no other cell interference. The maximum cell load factor is assumed to be a
fixed parameter set in the admission control. The actual value depends, for example, on the
cell radius. For smaller cells a higher value of   can be tolerated than for larger cells because
the target receive power  

 can be greater due to lower path losses. The number of users,    ,
however must always be less than the pole capacity which ensures that the desired signal  


does not approach infinity (singularity in (3.2)) or becomes negative. Since a certain cell load
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also corresponds to a certain power  

 ,   can be interpreted so as to define the upper bound










 # '  (3.5)
A single cell is modelled by setting    % . For this case (3.5) becomes
 

           

(3.6)
Hence, (3.6) is the desired receive power level for the ideal case (single cell case) where no
other cell interference is present. Subsequently, (3.5) is solved for
 
which yields








Since it is aimed to obtain the capacity relative to the non–interfered state, (3.6) is substituted
into (3.7). Hence,
 
represents the capacity assuming that the received signal power is the
same as for the single cell case which also ensures that the cell radius is maintained.
        
!  




The equation (3.8) can be simplified which yields:
        


!          '  (3.9)
If other cell interference equals zero, it can be seen that
     
. Finally, the relative remain-
ing capacity as a consequence of  
 can be found by dividing (3.9) by    :






The relative capacity in (3.10) has to be interpreted as follows: It is a measure of the capacity
reduction due to other cell interference assuming ideal power control (the received signal of
each user is the same). Furthermore, it is inherently assumed that the desired receive power is
constant regardless of the cell load. The actual value of the target receive power is equivalent
to a single cell scenario with an associated number of supported users of
  
, and thus determ-
ined from the maximum cell load factor   . This ensures that the cell coverage is maintained.
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From (3.10) it can be seen that a higher value of   results in less vulnerability to interference.
From this the important conclusion can be drawn that with a given power budget of the MS’s,
smaller cells are more resistant to interference.
For reasons of simplicity, ideal power control was assumed in this section. In order to consider
a more realistic scenario in the following section the pole capacity is calculated assuming non–
ideal power control.
3.2.2 Capacity assuming non–ideal power control
In the remainder of this chapter the transformation:
 ! '  #&%    !  ' 
(3.11)
is used frequently. Therefore, the hat
 ! '
symbol describes the corresponding variable in the
logarithmic scale according to the transformation given in (3.11).
In order to account for the near–far effect it is required that the useful signal power from each
user arrives at the same level [25] at the BS. However, this would require ideal power control.
In real systems power control inaccuracy cannot be avoided. This and excessive multi path
conditions are responsible for a varying bit–energy to interference ratio,
* 
 , at the BS receiver.
It is demonstrated in [26] that in order to maintain a certain frame error rate the resulting
* 

varies and the statistics can be approximated by a lognormal probability density function (pdf).
Therefore, for an arbitrary user  , the bit–energy to interference ratio as, for example, used in
[26] may be denoted as follows:
* 





   







  is the received signal power from the desired user  . Analogously,  

  is the signal
power received from the other user  .
The interest is on a service independent capacity. Therefore, it is part of the assumptions
leading to (3.12) that the entire set of users (defined as the capacity) are permanently active.
Furthermore, it is also clear that in the case of a speech service, for example, each user will
not be active all the time and, therefore, a voice activity factor is introduced [26]. The voice
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activity factor results in a specific capacity calculation (for speech) since at any given moment
more users can be tolerated given that on average some of these mobiles are not active. This will
not alter the basic interference characteristics. The reason for this is that despite the averaging
the maximum number of simultaneously active users, permitted by the system, must not be




In an interference limited system such as a cellular CDMA network, the power level of the
useful signal  

  at the receiver can be utilised to optimise capacity. This can be seen from
(3.12). In a similar fashion interference has an impact on system capacity which was intensively
investigated by several researchers [21, 25]. Since capacity is dependent on  

  the target power
level at the BS can be used to enhance capacity provided that the increased power does not result
in a significant increase of interference in the other cells. It has been demonstrated by Veeravalli
[23] that  

  can be derived from (3.12) and becomes,
 

     












  * 








From (3.13) it can be seen that a feasible solution for  










This equation can be used to deduce the theoretical capacity maximum
     . It was demon-
strated previously that
* 
 can be approximated by a random variable (RV) which follows a
lognormal distribution which means that
 * 
 is Gaussian distributed. The mean of  * 
 ( 	 
 ) is
primarily dependent on the receiver architecture and the forward error correcting (FEC) coding
scheme. The standard deviation of
 * 
 , (  
 ) is dependent on the power control performance and
the severity of the multi path fading. In [26] it is reported that  
 for the American IS–95 (In-
terim Standard–95) CDMA system is nominally 2.5 dB. Without loss of generality the
 
RV’s,* 
         , can be assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). It is straightfor-
ward to calculate the pdf of
2./&0 7  . which was done in [23], but the sum of these RV’s,  , as
given in (3.14) involves numerical convolution.
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Table 3.1: The theoretical upper capacity limit
     (assuming less than 5 % outage) using
the following parameters:  =16, 	 
 =3.5 dB.
Outage is defined as the probability:   !    # ' . The results are shown in Figure 3.1. In
addition, the maximum number of users for less than 5 % outage are summarised in Table 3.1.
As expected, power control imperfections increase outage considerably. For instance, when































Figure 3.1: Probability of outage as a function of simultaneously active MS’s with:  =16,	 
 =3.5 dB and  
 as a parameter.
increasing  
 from 0.1 dB to 3.0 dB and initially assuming 6 simultaneously active MS’s the
outage rises from approximately 0 % to 15.5 %. In contrast, in the case of only 4 active MS’s
outage increases from about 0 % to 1 % for the same variations of  
 .
When assuming non–ideal power control, the pole capacity is not deterministic as it was in the
case of ideal power control (see (3.3)). However, it is interesting to note that for both cases the
pole capacity,
   , is independent of thermal noise and interference.
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3.3 Adjacent channel interference in a CDMA–TDD system
In this section the effects of ACI on system capacity are investigated. A general description of
ACI considering TDD properties is carried out in section 3.3.1. ACI is then investigated for two
TDD deployment scenarios: In section 3.3.2 ACI is calculated assuming a single interfering
cell. This model is chosen to account for the fact that the TDD mode is ideally suitable to
cover traffic ’hot spots’ [6, Chapter 12]. The location and load of the interfering cell, the
frame synchronisation and the adjacent channel protection factor are varied. Initially, a simple
model for the correlation of the desired signal power and the interference signal power, taken
from [76], is assumed .
In section 3.3.3 a multiple–cell environment is applied. The interfering network consists of a
cluster of seven hexagonal cells. With this scenario in particular the impact of power control
and handover margins are investigated. A model for the correlation of signal paths reported by
Klingenbrunn [147] is applied.
3.3.1 Characterisation of adjacent channel interference









Figure 3.2: Adjacent TDD carriers can belong to independent operators (operator A and op-
erator B) with the consequence that cells can overlap randomly. The potential
interference links with respect to the UL direction are shown.
jacent carriers belonging to different operators is considered. Since network planning between
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independent operators can not be assumed cells can overlap randomly. Therefore, a transmit-
ting entity and a receiving entity can be located in close proximity. The interference protection
merely depends on the adjacent channel protection factor. In the case of CCI, in contrast to ACI,
neighbouring cells are ideally separated such that cells do not overlap. Hence, interference pro-
tection in the case of CCI is achieved by a spatial separation of the transmitter and the victim
receiver. In addition, handover techniques can be used to circumvent high CCI [27]. Since
the mechanisms which create CCI and ACI are different it seems obvious that the quantitative
characteristics of both interference types are different, too. Clearly, the focus in this section is
to investigate adjacent channel interference applying to a CDMA/TDD interface.
The mutual interference mechanisms in an FDD system are that MS’s interfere with the neigh-
bouring BS’s, and vice versa. In this system the UL and the DL are separated in the frequency
domain. Therefore, cross–talk between UL and DL is negligible. However, when considering
the TDD system the complexity in terms of interference is increased since both the UL and
DL are time multiplexed on the same carrier frequency. If the frames and time slots (TS’s)
of two cells are not synchronised additional interference scenarios occur. As compared to an
FDD mode, in the TDD mode the MS’s can interfere with each other and so can the BS’s.
Either interference link (MS   MS or BS   BS) can be characterised as interference between
the same types of entity (MS or BS). Therefore, these interference paths inherent to a TDD sys-
tem are henceforth called ’same–entity interference’. Analogously, the interference scenarios:
(MS   BS or BS   MS) are specified as ’other–entity interference’. Frame synchronisation in
the TDD system has an impact on the quantity of same–entity interference and other–entity
interference as can be found with the aid of Figure 3.3. This figure shows a possible TS’s ar-
rangement of the scenario in Figure 3.2. The model is composed of four entities: BSa, MSa,
BSb and MSb, where BSa and MSa, BSb and MSb respectively, form a communication link.
Therefore, if BSa transmits MSa receives and vice versa. Since each cell may belong to a dif-




. This time offset is normalised by the time slot (TS) duration
& 	 




  	  (3.15)
Due to the frame misalignment, BSa and BSb interfere with each other and thereby create 	  .
In the same way as there is interference between the BS’s, MSa and MSb interfere with each
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Figure 3.3: Interference in a TDD system dependent on frame synchronisation.
other and generate    . Both types of interference are previously categorised as same–entity
interference. It can be found that same entity interference is proportional to 
 . Similar proper-
ties can be found for other–entity interference except that it is proportional to
!$#  
 ' . Hence,
as the synchronisation factor 
 increases other–entity interference diminishes, but same–entity
interference increases, and vice versa. This leads to two special cases: If 
  # only same
entity interference exists and similarly, if 
  % only other entity interference exists which
emulates an equivalent FDD interface. The consequence is that during the entire receive period
interference is present. Since other–entity and same–entity interference can be considered as
independent (due to different interference sources) the magnitude of each type of interference
can vary greatly. Therefore, it seems to be interesting whether it is possible to exploit the fact
that same–entity interference and other–entity interference are different in order to minimise
interference by altering frame synchronisation. This question is explored in depth in the fol-
lowing sections.
Using the synchronisation mechanism introduced above, ACI in a TDD system at an arbitrary




coordinates, can be expressed as follows:











  !>'  !$#  
  ' 
% 
  !>'  (3.16)
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where

is the number of neighbouring cells taken into consideration,
   is the total number
of active users in the neighbouring cell  ,  % 
  is the transmitted carrier power of user  in cell
 ,  %  describes the total carrier power transmitted by BS  and   !>' represents the path
loss between the interfering user  and the location of interest (  ). Similarly,   !>' is the
path loss between the location of interest and the BS of cell  . The synchronisation between
cell  and the point of interest !>' is expressed by 
  . The adjacent channel protection factor,
  , or adjacent channel interference ratio (ACIR) [148] is determined by two factors: a) one
related to the transmitter filter and referred to as: Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR)
b) one related to the receiver filter and described as Adjacent Channel Selectivity (ACS). The








where >= is the ACLR and  ? is the ACS.
The transmitted powers  % 
  and  %  are random variables which are determined by several
factors, the most important of which are the location of MS’s, the path loss, the severity of
lognormal shadowing, the handover algorithm, the power control algorithm and the receiver
architecture. Additionally, the path losses between the interferer and victim receiver,   ! '
and   ! ' , are random variables, as well. Moreover, in the case of ACI the sink of interfer-
ence and the desired receiver may be in close proximity so that the path loss on the desired link
and interference link cannot be assumed to be uncorrelated. Frame synchronisation between
different operators may also vary randomly, i.e.
%   
    # . Due to its complexity the ACI
power as described in (3.16) is calculated using Monte Carlo techniques. However, in order
to verify the Monte Carlo model the pdf of the interference power is calculated analytically
for simplified scenarios and the results are compared with those obtained by the Monte Carlo
approach. If the pdf of interference at the BS location is known, it is possible to analyse the
impact of interference on capacity using (3.10). The TDD mode is generally considered to be
used in low mobility environments and to cover ’hot spot’ traffic areas [6, Chapter 12]. There-
fore, in the following, a two–cell scenario (one cell per operator) is used to study the effects of
ACI. This is in contrast to a multi–cell environment where handover techniques can be used to
reduce interference significantly [27, 76] MS’s are assigned to the single BS regardless of the
path loss. It will be shown that this scenario is not necessarily the ’best’ case scenario with
respect to interference.
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3.3.2 Single interfering cell
In the case of a single interfering cell, the cell topology as shown in Figure 3.4 is applied. The
MS’s are distributed uniformly within the cell area of the interfering cell. The pdf of ACI is
calculated using the equation given in (3.16). The approach is twofold: Firstly, Monte Carlo
simulations are carried out. Secondly, a closed–form solution of the pdf is derived in order to
validate the simulation platform as well as the analysis.
Interference link Mobile Station
Base StationDesired link
cell of interest
        (COI)









The path loss is modelled according to the indoor propagation environment with no wall or
floor losses, as can be found in [149].
     G #&%  !   '  B        (3.18)
where G is the path loss exponent and   the distance between transmitter and receiver. Lognor-
mal shadowing is modelled by
B
with the standard deviation  and zero mean.
The BS’s of the two cells with adjacent carrier frequencies can be in close proximity. This
situation can easily happen if the cells belong to different operators. In such a case, the desired
signal and the interference signal propagate through similar conditions and can therefore not be
considered as uncorrelated. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
In a paper by Viterbi [27] a simple model of the signal correlation was introduced. In Viterbi’s
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Figure 3.5: The correlation of the desired and the interference signal is dependent on the loc-
ation of the transmitter relative to the first and second receiver.
paper a joint Gaussian probability density for losses to two or more more base stations is as-
sumed. The random component as a consequence of shadowing is considered to be composed
of two components: a) a component which is common to all BS’s, and b) a component which
pertains solely to the receiving BS and is independent from one BS to another. The common
component described in a) is schematically depicted in Figure 3.5 by the grey shaded areas on
the signal path. Thus, the lognormal shadowing on the propagation path to the  th BS is given
as follows:
B     E    E   where        # (3.19)
and E is the random component common to the desired and the interference path and E  is the
uncorrelated random component on each path. Furthermore it is defined that:
- ! B  '  - ! E '  - ! E  '  %  (3.20)
Var
! B  '  Var ! E '  Var ! E  '   for all   (3.21)
- ! E  E  '  % for all   (3.22)
- ! E   E  '  % for all  and  ,      (3.23)
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Using the presuppositions (3.20)–(3.23), the correlation coefficient yields:
 
- ! B   B  '
  
-   ! B  
     -   B  ' ! B       -   B  '
   (3.24)
   - ! E  '     
    - ! E E  '       

  - ! E E  '   
    - ! E   E  '
   (3.25)
  
    
Var
! E '
   (3.26)
    #     (3.27)
The joint pdf between the random component on the desired link
B  and the random component
on the interference link,
B  , yields [150, Chapter 7]
 ! B  ! B  '  #  	 !$#   ' 
  ! B    B  '    !$#    '  (3.28)
In [76] a constant value of    %   	 is assumed. This is a reasonable assumption since in [76]
merely co–channel interference is investigated, and therefore the cell topology is fixed. In the
analysis here, the BS separation distances can vary from co–location to several times the cell
radius. The following relationship between   and the BS separation distance is introduced:
    
 #   
if








is the cell radius and
 
the BS separation distance (see Figure 3.4). From substi-
tuting (3.29) into (3.27) it can be seen that the correlation coefficient equals one if both cells
are co–sited. This is obvious because the desired path and interference path are exactly the
same. The signal are considered to be uncorrelated if the BS separation distance equals the
cell radius. It is recognised that there is little experimental verification of this model, but it is a
logical extension of reports on the correlation of shadow fading as for example given in [151].
In section 3.3.3 a correlation model reported by Klingenbrunn [147] is applied which also takes
into account the angle of arrival difference of the signals. This model has been a subject of
greater experimental verification. Monte Carlo simulations are carried out assuming a spatially
uniform user distribution to obtain the pdf:  !   ' at the BS of the cell of interest (COI). The
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results of the Monte Carlo approach are verified against the analytical derivation of  !   ' . The
derivation of  !   ' is a novel approach and the equation can be used to study interference
properties for various cell topologies and applications in which handover techniques are not
applied. Therefore, this pdf is also used to investigate the feasibility of a TDD underlay which
is described in chapter 2 and led to several papers [16, 17].
3.3.2.2 Power–control models
In the UL, ideal power control is assumed. In the DL a similar model as in [109] is used.
First, the code power,
 
 %  , of the MS  which experiences the greatest path loss is calculated.
The same code power is then applied to each user within the same TS,
 
 %     %  with  #   
. This ensures that the required bit–energy to interference ratio is fulfilled for all
 
users as shown in the following: Let the maximum code power,
 
 %  , be determined by the MS
for which the maximum path loss,   , applies. The bit–energy to interference ratio, *  at the
respective MS results in:
*  
 
 %  
D !    # '   %     !     '

(3.30)
where D is the orthogonality factor. Since,
     for all      (3.31)
it follows that,
*   *  for all      (3.32)
Hence, it is ensured that for each MS the required bit–energy to interference ratio,
*  , is greater
than a minimum threshold.
3.3.2.3 Analytical derivation of the pdf of ACI
The cell layout as depicted in Figure 3.4 is used to derive the pdf of the ACI at the BS of the
COI. For reasons of simplicity, circular cells instead of hexagonal cells are assumed and the pdf
is calculated assuming one uniformly distributed interfering user. In addition, the interference
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is calculated for ideal synchronisation of TS’s ( 
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Figure 3.6: Simulation model to derive the pdf of interference at the BS of a neighbouring cell.
In Figure 3.6 the relationship between the transmitted code power (
 
 % 
 ), received power (  

 )
and interference power (   ) are depicted qualitatively. Using (3.18) the interference power  
can be denoted as follows:





  #&%         (3.33)
where
B  is the random component due to shadowing on the desired link and similarly, B  is
shadowing component on the interference link,
  
is the distance between the MS and the BS
to which it is assigned and
   is the distance between the MS and the victim BS. The distance




                      ! F '  (3.34)
Substituting (3.34) into (3.33) and using the substitution:
  !$#&%('  #&% yields:
    


	 #        
          
   ! F '

#          ! B   B     '  (3.35)
The distance
  
is a constant. Therefore, the following substitution is introduced:
        (3.36)
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The aim is to obtain the pdf of   in logarithmic units. Therefore, (3.35) is transformed us-
ing (3.11),

    

  B   B     
   
G
          % ! F '  #  (3.37)
Due to the random location of the MS,   is a random variable. Since it is assumed that the MS
is uniformly distributed the pdf:  !     F ' can be derived by calculating and dividing appropriate
cell areas,
 !     F ' 
  

    (3.38)
As a consequence of the substitution used in (3.36), the pdf  !    F ' has to be calculated. This
is straightforward by using the random variable transformation method [150]:
 !    F '   !     F ' 
		  	    
      	  
   
    #   
        (3.39)
In addition,
B  and B  are random variables with normal pdf’s each having zero mean and
standard deviation  . Therefore, the pdf of B  B   B  is a normal pdf with zero mean and
standard deviation:      :
 ! B ' 
#
 	     B  
  (3.40)
In (3.37) the equation to calculate

  is given. It is found that this equation includes three ran-
dom variables all of which are characterised by the respective pdf’s, (3.39 and 3.40), where (3.39)
is the joint pdf of the independent random variables
F
and   . Hence, all functions which are
necessary to calculated the final pdf of

  are determined. Since three random variables are
involved, a random variable transformation system of third order has to be solved which is
feasible by introducing two auxiliary functions [150, Chapter 6],
  . ! F '  F 
(3.41)  . ! B '  B  (3.42)
Using (3.41), (3.42) and (3.37) the Jacobian which is required to solve the random variable
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transformation system can be established:
 !    B  F ' 






 !    B  F ' 







 !    B  F '    











  can be denoted as follows:






 !     F '  ! B '!  !     B  F ' !
      	  1         B  F  (3.46)
The inverse function of (3.37):     . #  !    B  F ' results in   #   !   ' solutions
which are:
   !    B  F ' 
 
   ! F ' !  # '    


    ! F '          B   

    '  # if  ! '   % and       ! '  
%
otherwise
  #    (3.47)
In the following, (3.39), (3.40) and (3.45) are substituted into (3.46):
 !   ' 
    
G 
        





          ! F '  #           ! F '
    B      B   F 
(3.48)
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in which    can be substituted by (3.47) which then yields the final pdf  !   ' . This pdf can
be used to examine many different interference problems in cellular communications. For
example, it has been used by the author to investigate the feasibility of a TDD underlay [16]
which was described in chapter 2.
The pdf, (3.48), is calculated numerically and the results are used to verify the pdf calculated










Path loss exponent, G 3.0
ACIR,   30 dB
Desired signal power,  

 -111 dBm
Monte Carlo runs 10,000
Table 3.2: Simulation parameters used in the verification of the analytically derived pdf of ACI
with results obtained by Monte Carlo simulations.
3.3.2.4 Comparison of analysis approaches
The comparison is carried out for different parameters in order to obtain sufficient evidence as
to whether both approaches lead to similar results. Firstly, the pdf,  !   ' , is calculated for two
different BS separation distances,
  
. Secondly, the standard deviation of lognormal shadowing,
 , is varied for each deployment scenario. The results for the mean and the standard deviation
of  !   ' for     
 are summarised in Table 3.3 and similarly, the results for     
 are
shown in Table 3.4.
Monte Carlo simulation Analytical calculation
Standard deviation  [dB] -
 
  ' Var    ' -    ' Var    '
2 -147.47 9.96 -147.53 9.86
4 -147.45 10.60 -147.47 10.46
8 -147.32 12.72 -147.45 12.53
16 -147.47 18.47 -147.43 18.66
Table 3.3: Comparison of mean and standard deviation of

  for   
 .
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Monte Carlo simulation Analytical calculation
Standard deviation  [dB] -
 
  ' Var    ' -    ' Var    '
2 -156.28 7.66 -156.44 7.33
4 -156.22 8.38 -156.44 8.11
8 -156.32 10.85 -156.40 10.63
16 -156.26 17.62 -156.44 17.46
Table 3.4: Comparison of mean and standard deviation of

  for   
 .
It is found that the results of both methods are extremely similar. The mean differs by maximal
0.1% and the standard deviation varies by about 1%. The variations tend to increase for a small
 which is obvious as in this case the pdf is dominated by the cell geometry rather than the
lognormal shadowing, and thus a difference is inevitable due to the use of hexagonal cells for
the Monte Carlo simulations and a circular cell in the analytical derivation.
The results also reveal some interesting properties. For example, the standard deviation for  

and    does not differ greatly (between 5% – 10%). In this case the pdf’s are primarily
dominated by the cell geometry and the random user distribution. In contrast, for   
and   #  the variance of  !   ' changes significantly (between 50% – 65%) from which
it can be inferred that shadowing is the dominating random factor in this case. Furthermore,
the expected value is almost constant when varying  . This is anticipated since the mean of
lognormal shadowing is zero and independent of the cell geometry and the user distribution.
It is interesting to note that the expected value increases by about 9 dB when the BS’s are
separated by twice the cell radius instead of only one time the cell radius. This means that ACI
can increase about 8 times within the observed interval of BS separation distances which points
towards potential problems which may be caused by the ACI since, as described previously,
cell planning cannot be assumed.
In addition to the results in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 the respective pdf’s and cumulative dis-
tribution functions (cdf’s) of  !   ' are depicted in Figure 3.7. When comparing the pdf’s in
Figure 3.7(c) with the pdf’s in Figure 3.7(d) it can be found that for
    

, i.e. the BS of the
interfering cell is located at the cell boundary of the victim cell, the pdf’s are skewed towards
greater values of

  . This can be explained by the fact that the MS can be in close proximity to
the victim BS. In this case, the high transmitted power (due to the location at the cell boundary)
results in great ACI. In contrast, for
    

the opposite behaviour can be observed, i.e. the
tails of the pdf’s for greater values of

  converge to zero more rapidly than for lower values
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Figure 3.7: A comparison of the cdf’s and pdf’s obtained by the analytical approach in (3.48)
with the results of Monte Carlo simulations.
of

  . The reason for this is that the distance between the interfering MS and the victim BS is
always more than the cell radius. This has a significant impact on interference. In the case of
  

and    , the probability that the interfering signal power is greater than, for example,
-130 dBm is still about 10 %, whereas for
    

, the probability that

   -130 dBm is
only about 1 %.
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3.3.2.5 Capacity results
It has been shown for a simplified scenario that the results of the Monte Carlo approach and
the results of the analytical model do not differ significantly. This gives sufficient confidence to
extend the Monte Carlo model to investigate the impact of different frame synchronisations on
ACI.
The cdf’s of ACI caused by the transmitted code powers of the MS’s and BS are calculated using






Bit rate 16 kbps
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Standard deviation of lognormal shadowing,  10 dB
Receiver noise figure 5 dB
Max. MS TX power 15 dBm
Max. BS TX power 24 dBm
Bit–energy to interference ratio,
* 
 3.5 dB
Tolerable outage,  	$
  5 %
Table 3.5: Simulation parameters for ACI analysis.
maximum percentage of  	$
 users may experience outage. This means that in  	$
  percent of
all investigated user distributions the interference is greater than the actual interference power
used in the following analyses.
The interference results for a user population of four MS’s are depicted in Figure 3.8. The
interference caused by the BS is shown in red, whereas the interference resulting from the MS’s
are indicated by the blue curves. Note that when the interfering cells completely overlap, the
MS 	 BS interference is lowest (due to power control and high cross–correlation of lognormal
shadowing between the interference and desired path), but the BS 	 BS interference is highest.
As the BS’s are separated, the BS 	 BS interference is decreasing monotonically and at the
same time the MS 	 BS interference is growing until the BS separation is about the cell radius.
The reason for the peak of MS 	 BS interference is that the interference from MS’s increases
when the victim BS is moved towards the cell boundary due to the high transmission powers of
the MS’s at outer regions of the cell. The MS 	 BS interference however diminishes in a single
cell scenario as the cells move further apart.
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(b) Accumulated ACI power,
  1         .
Figure 3.8: ACI power assuming four active interfering users.
A highly synchronised transmission, 
  %  % # , compared to opposed transmission, 
  %  ,
results in greater MS 	 BS interference, but in lower BS 	 BS interference. However, despite
the almost ideal synchronisation of 
  %  % # (1 % synchronisation error) the interference
power,    for a BS separation distance of about 7 m is still -105 dBm – in comparison, the
useful signal is -109 dBm. This means that the interference power from the close–by BS using
the adjacent carrier is about 2.5 times greater than the useful signal power. Clearly, this renders
the co–location of BS’s difficult.
The most relevant discovery in this chapter is shown in Figure 3.8(b) where the total ACI power
is depicted. Notice that for certain conditions it is advantageous to apply opposed synchron-
isation of TS’s ( 
  %  ) rather than synchronous transmission and reception ( 
  %  % # ).
This is highlighted by the circle in Figure 3.8(b). It will be shown that the same effect can also
be observed when considering a multiple cell model as will be done in section 3.3.3. There-
fore, this fundamental discovery is further exploited by the development by dynamic channel
allocation (DCA) algorithms presented in chapter 4 and chapter 5 and has resulted in two pat-
ents [152, 153].
In Figure 3.9 the impact of ACI on capacity is shown. The capacity is calculated using (3.10)
with other cell interference  
 being replaced by ACI,   . When interpreting the capacity
results, note that the outage threshold is 5 % which means that in 95 % of all user distribution
scenarios the capacity is better than or equal to the actual figures presented. Therefore, if, for
instance, the relative remaining capacity in the COI is 0 %, this means that there is a chance of
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(a) Relative capacity with a cell load factor:  =0.5 and an ACIR:    =30 dB























(b) Relative capacity with a cell load factor:  =0.75 and an ACIR:    =30 dB























(c) Relative capacity with a cell load factor:  =0.5 and an ACIR:    =35 dB























(d) Relative capacity with a cell load factor:  =0.75 and an ACIR:    =35 dB
Figure 3.9: Cell capacity with four interfering MS’s. The capacity is shown for different cell
load factors and different ACIR factors.
95 % that the actual capacity is greater than 0 %.
The cell load factor in (3.10) determines the useful signal,  

 , at the BS in the COI. A linear
increase of   means that the useful signal  

 increases exponentially with a singularity at
   # which can be found by using (3.5). With the given parameters the pole capacity yields:
   	  /&0 .  #        #    . Therefore, the admission control of the system will restrict
the maximum cell load to less than 8 users in order to prevent outage of users that are not able to
achieve the increased  

 target at the BS receiver (usually MS’s at outer regions of the cell). In
Figure 3.9 the cell load is assumed to be 4 MS’s which is equivalent to    %  	 . If for the same
actual user population, the cell load factor in (3.10) is increased, this has the equivalent effect of
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a greater number of active MS’s which inherently means an increased signal power  

 . Thus,
by keeping the user population constant, but increasing   , dynamic power control as a means
to cope with ACI can be emulated. If, for example, in the case of four active MS’s the cell
load factor,   , is increased from 0.5 to 0.75, the useful signal level is increased by a factor of
three (4.77 dB) which is found using (3.5). The results (Figure 3.9(b) and Figure 3.9(c)) reveal
that the increase of  

 by a factor of three has a similar effect as an increase of the ACIR,   ,
by 5 dB. This is an expected result and thus helps to validate the entire model. As mentioned
before, there is a potential disadvantage when increasing  

 which is that the coverage area can
be affected. This yields the well known capacity–coverage trade off in CDMA systems [23].
An extended investigation was carried out in [154] assuming UTRA parameters, but the results
are omitted in this thesis as the focus is merely on the relationship between interference and
capacity.
Another interesting finding is that in all cases, the capacity for 
  %  % # has a local maximum
at a relative BS separation of about 0.2 – 0.5. This effect can explained with the aid of the
interference graphs which are depicted in Figure 3.8(b). The ACI power for 
  %  % # is
primarily determined by    , but for small BS separations the interference contribution from
the BS,   , is significant which finally results in high interference for BS separations between
0 – 0.2 times the cell radius. The interference from the BS diminishes rapidly before    starts
increasing at a BS separation of between 0.6 – 1.0. This effect of    and    having their
maximum at a relative BS separation of 0 and 1.0 respectively, results in a local minimum of
  and consequently in a local maximum of the relative capacity       . This mechanism is
inherent to a TDD system since in a FDD system only    has to be considered and therefore a
similar local maximum does not exist in such a system.
Co-siting is only feasible for   =35 dB and 
  %  % # without a significant capacity loss. In
this case the capacity is between 59% and 85% dependent on  

 adjustments. The power
adjustments are most effective for relative BS separations between 0.6 –1.4. For a relative
BS separation of 0.95 and   =30 dB the gain by increasing  

 by a factor of three is about
60 %, whereas the gain is only about 10 % for a relative BS separation of 0.4 in which case the
capacity is increased from 85% to 95%.
In Figure 3.10 the results of the relative capacity for six interfering MS’s are presented. In
this case an ACIR of 30 dB and TS synchronisations of 
  %  # prohibits connections at
the respective TS’s in the victim cell. This situation is improved significantly if the ACIR is
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(a) Relative capacity with an ACIR:    =30 dB























(b) Relative capacity with an ACIR:    =35 dB
Figure 3.10: Cell capacity with six interfering MS’s. The cell load factor,   , is 0.75.
increased to 35 dB. In this case the capacity improvement is highest and about 50% for a BS
separations range of 0.7 – 1.0 times the cell radius. If, however, the BS’s separation is less than
0.4 times the cell radius and 
  %  # it is still not feasible to use the same TS’s at the COI
when assuming a tolerated outage of 5 %. Despite an almost ideal synchronisation, 
  %  % # ,
an ACIR of 30 dB results in a significant capacity reduction within a relative BS separation
range of 0 – 0.2 and 0.7 – 1.0. From these results and the results in Figure 3.9 it can be found
that within the cell boundaries of the interfering cell, the best BS separation is at 30% – 50%
of the cell radius provided that both cells transmit and receive synchronously, 
  %  % # . It
is recognised that the condition of 
  %  % # is difficult to satisfy, in particular, if the cells
belong to two independent operators. Clearly, this case requires an ACIR greater than 35 dB,
but there is obviously a trade–off between the costs associated when increasing the ACIR and
the advantages obtained. In the following section the scope of investigation is extended in so
far as a cluster of interfering cells rather than a single cells is considered.
3.3.3 Multiple interfering cells
One reason why a CDMA system has the potential to achieve greater flexibility than a TDMA
or FDMA system is that in a cellular environment a frequency or TS re–use distance of one can
be applied [10, 155]. Despite the greater interference and the accompanying effects on capacity,
the system can be operated to allow high capacity and at the same time generate great flexibility.
The disadvantage of CDMA systems is that power control and handover techniques have a vital
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impact on interference [27, 76, 77]. This holds for CCI as well as ACI. Therefore, in this section,
ACI in a cellular environment using different power control algorithms and handover margins is
examined. Two different DL power assignment algorithms are applied: the power assignment
method as described in section 3.3.2.2 and a 	 –based DL power control algorithm [156].
The cell topology as shown in Figure 3.11 is applied. The location of the COI is varied along

















Figure 3.11: Multiple cells causing ACI at a cell located on top of the interfering cell cluster.
the
 
–axis within the range:
	
m




The path loss model given in (3.18) is used. In the analyses of cellular networks it is usu-
ally assumed that lognormal shadowing on the propagation path is uncorrelated for different
propagation paths. However measurements have shown that shadowing on the desired link and
on the interference link can be highly correlated as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The correlation of
lognormal shadowing is subject to many investigations by different researchers [147, 151, 157]
In the interference analysis conducted in this research a model reported by Klingenbrunn [147]
is adopted. This paper reports that the correlation coefficient is primarily dependent on the
relative distance difference of the receivers and the angle–of–arrival difference (AAD). It was
found in [147] that the AAD dependency has the largest impact on the correlation coefficient
of two signal paths. The correlation coefficient is computed as follows: firstly, the relative
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difference between desired path,
  
, and interference path,
   , is calculated as follows:
  







, is introduced which determines the location when the distance dependency of
the correlation coefficient reaches its minimum,
. !    '    #
   if




and finally, the correlation coefficient is obtained as:
 ! F   '   
. !    '  %         '  %   if ! F !    %%
otherwise
 (3.51)
Note, the minimum correlation coefficient is non-zero so as to account for local scattering
around the receiver. It is reported in [147] that the threshold

is in the range of 6–20 dB. It
is set to 6 dB in this evaluation because the correlation model is used in an indoor environment
with a rapid change of the propagation conditions due to walls, doors and interior.
3.3.3.2 User distribution and handover
The total ACI power is dependent on the transmitted powers on the adjacent carrier. Therefore,
methods such as handover in the interfering network reduce ACI. The significance of handovers
are demonstrated by Chebaro [20] and later Viterbi [27]. In these papers it was shown that the
allocation of a mobile to the closest BS rather than to the BS that offers the smallest signal at-
tenuation can create up to 4–20 times higher interference. Note, that these results were obtained
for an FDD system in which only the MS’s contributed to interference at the BS and a cell re–
use distance of one was assumed. In a TDD system this effect can be more significant since the
UL and DL use the same radio frequency carrier. The severity of this problem in TDD with re-
spect to ACI is investigated by considering handover regions as depicted in Figure 3.12. In the
case that handovers are assumed, a MS which is located within the grey shaded areas chooses
the best out of three BS’s. The handover areas are determined by a circle with radius
  
   .
The most significant criterion of the selection process is the lowest path loss. However, in order
to avoid ping–pong effects handover algorithms such as, for example, the IS–95A algorithm [6]
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Figure 3.12: Handover model: within the grey shaded areas a MS’s is located to the best
serving BS.
incorporate a fixed handover threshold. The basic mechanism of a handover threshold may be
explained with the aid of Figure 3.13. The path loss from an arbitrarily located MS to a set of
its closest BS’s (BS
 
BS
     
BS  ) is shown. It is assumed that the MS is located within the
cell 0. Then the MS is served by the BS

if, and only if         for all   %  #        .
The handover margin,  , represents the additional path loss which can be tolerated until a han-
dover process is executed to the cell offering the lower path loss. The effects of the handover
mechanism can be examined by calculating the minimum coupling loss (MCL) between the
BS and MS. The results of the MCL assuming a uniform user distribution and the path loss as
given in (3.18) are presented in Figure 3.14. The handover mechanism reduces the probability
of high coupling losses significantly. For example, the probability that the coupling losses are
less than 70 dB is about 8 % if handovers are not used and about 17 % when implementing
handovers with a 5 dB handover margin. This results in a difference of 9 %. For comparison,
the difference for 90 dB MCL is 30 %. This shows how that the probability of great coupling
losses are reduced considerably.
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Figure 3.13: The MS is assigned to BS0. The handover threshold,  , is used to model situations
where a MS is not necessarily allocated to the BS which offers the lowest path
loss (BS2 in this case).
3.3.3.3 Interference results
Simulations are conducted using the parameters given in Table 3.5. For reasons of comparison
the results in Figure 3.15 show the probability of ACI when handovers are used (solid curves)
and when handovers are not used (dotted curves). As can be seen, handovers decrease the
probability of ACI significantly. In the case of BS interference and
  
=10 m, the probability
that    is less than the thermal noise power (about -102 dBm) reduces from 15% to 3%. For the
same cell configuration the probability of ACI from the MS’s,    , when permitting handovers
resemble the distribution of ACI when disallowing handovers (Figure 3.15(b)). This effect is
anticipated since the location of the victim cell is very close to an interfering BS. Since all MS’s
are power controlled to their respective BS the signal power of each MS is about the same at the
BS receiver. Therefore, if a victim receiver is located close to a BS, the signal powers from the
MS’s do not vary greatly and are independent of the actual transmitted power of the MS. Hence,
the reduction in the transmitted power due to handovers do not affect the ACI interference from
MS’s greatly. Therefore, it becomes clear that the total interference from the MS’s is minimal
for co–siting of both BS’s. However, the total interference from BS’s is highest for co–siting
and reduces as the BS’s are moved apart. These mechanisms are documented in Figure 3.15. If
the victim BS is located at a cell corner at
 
=50 m the interference from the MS’s is maximal
– the probability that    is greater than the thermal noise power when considering handovers
is only about 1% and increases marginally to about 2% when handovers are omitted.
Given that two independent networks using an adjacent carrier are not synchronised such that
cells receive and transmit at the same time, interference between BS’s cannot be avoided. When
comparing the worst case probabilities of    and    being less than the thermal noise power
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Figure 3.14: Minimum coupling losses assuming different handover thresholds.
an important statement can be made: It is more advantageous to locate BS’s at the cell corners
of the co–existing network rather than at the same site. This finding is significant as it says
that the freedom in cell planning of a TDD network is strongly limited by co–existing networks
which makes use of an adjacent carrier. In particular, the cost–effective option of using the
same location for the BS’s is the worst option if the ACIR at the BS and the MS is equal.
A further significant finding is that the interference from the BS’s,    , (Figure 3.15(a)) is
affected by handovers to a greater extent than the interference from the MS’s,    , (Fig-
ure 3.15(b)). As an example, let
  
be 30 m, then ACI from the MS’s is in 90 % of all cases
less than -120 dBm assuming handovers. This threshold increases to about -118 dBm for the
case that handovers are not considered. The situation for   and the same cell topology is that
in 90 % of all cases the interference is less than -119 dBm with handovers carried out, but
-110 dBm where there are no handovers. The effect that   decreases by 9 dB whereas   
only reduces by 2 dB if handovers are used highlights the significance of handovers in such a
TDD system.
However, so far the same DL power control algorithm as used in the single cell model and given
in (3.30) is applied. This algorithm does not minimise the required code power for each MS. In
a multiple cell environment the actual DL powers can considerably affect the performance in the
neighbouring cells [80]. Therefore, 	 –based power control algorithms are used [156] in such
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(a) Probability of ACI from BS’s (  

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(b) Probability of ACI from MS’s (  

)
Figure 3.15: ACI distribution assuming 4 simultaneously active MS’s in each interfering cell.
Ideal power control in the UL and a DL power control algorithm given in (3.30)
is assumed. The dotted lines represent the cdf of ACI for the case that handovers
are not considered. The solid graphs depict the probability of ACI considering
handover with a threshold of 5 dB. The ACIR,  , is 35 dB.

































































(a) Probability of ACI from BS’s (  
 
)





































































Figure 3.16: ACI distribution assuming 4 simultaneously active MS’s in each interfering cell,
	 –based power control algorithms in the UL and DL, non–ideal power control
and handovers (solid graphs). For comparison the dotted curves show the results
for ideal power control, a simple DL power control algorithm and handovers (the
same as the dotted curves in Figure 3.15)
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environments. On the one hand, it is anticipated that   can be reduced using a more precise DL
power control algorithm. On the other hand, the assumption of ideal power control in the UL
and DL (all signals arrive at the same level) is not completely realistic as demonstrated in [26].
Therefore, simulations are conducted assuming a 	 –based power control algorithm and non–
ideal power control in both direction. The standard deviation of the lognormally distributed
bit–energy to interference ratios,  
 , and   respectively, are assumed to be 2.5 dB which is
taken from [26]. For convenience the two cases which are compared are numbered as follows:
(A) This is the case of ideal power control with handovers being considered (with an handover
threshold of 5 dB) and the same DL power control algorithm as in the single cell scenario.
(B) This is the case of non–ideal power control with a standard deviation  
       	 dB
and 	 –based power control algorithms and considering handovers with a threshold of
5 dB.
The results in Figure 3.16 underline the trade–off described previously. This trade–off is most
obvious in the following: In (B) (solid curves) the interference from the MS’s is greater than
in (A) (dotted curves), but this effect is reversed for the case of interference from the BS’s.
Therefore, from the latter it can be concluded that for the parameters used the impact of the
	 –based power control algorithm out–weights the effect of power control imperfections. In
the case of interference from the MS’s, of course, the 	 –based power control algorithm does
not have an impact and thus the interference situation in (B) is worse than in (A). This can
be expressed quantitatively as follows: assuming an interference threshold with the property
that, for example, in 90% of cases the interference shall be less than the given threshold, the
interference from MS’s in (B) increases by about 3 dB for all BS locations observed. For the
same scenario the interference from BS’s decreases by about 1 dB. Thus, the capacity results
assuming (A) underestimate    and overestimate   with respect to (B).
Capacity results In Figure 3.17 the relative remaining capacities in the COI are presented
using (3.10) which assumes ideal power control within the COI. The scenarios described in (A)
and (B) are investigated. The following properties become apparent:
 An ACIR of 25 dB can lead to significant capacity reductions.
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(a) ACIR: 25 dB





























(b) ACIR: 30 dB















































(c) ACIR: 35 dB
















































(d) ACIR: 40 dB
Figure 3.17: Relative cell capacity with four interfering MS’s. The capacity is shown for dif-
ferent ACIR factors. The frame synchronisation 
 is used as a parameter. The
cell load factor is   =0.75 and the tolerable outage,  
 , is 5 %. The graphs with
solid lines depict the results of scenario (A) whereas the dotted curves show the
results of scenario (B). All results implicitly assume handovers.
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 The effects of non–ideal power control (scenario (B)) on capacity are most significant for
ACIR values less than or equal to 30 dB.
 The greater interference contribution from MS’s in (B) mostly affects the capacity for
BS locations of
  30 m and synchronisations with 
   0.5. This, in turn, means
that the detrimental effects of greater interference from MS’s at locations of
  30 m
can be avoided by changing the synchronisation so that 
  0.5. Thus, the fundamental
finding in section 3.3.2 is also valid for a multiple cell scenario. The basic finding is that
opposed synchronisation ( 
  %  ) is sometimes more advantageous than synchronous
transmissions ( 
  %  % # ). Thus, this mechanism inherent to a TDD system may be
exploited to minimise severe interference scenarios resulting, for example, from non–
ideal power control. This mechanism discovered by this analysis is termed TS–opposing
technique [152, 153].
 For BS separations between 22.5 m
    
27.5 m the capacity is least sensitive to vari-
ations in the frame synchronisation factor 
 . Alternatively to the TS–opposing technique,
the fact that the interference for BS separation in the range between 22.5 m
    
27.5 m
is almost independent of TS synchronisation may be exploited to maintain a constant ca-
pacity in the COI regardless of the synchronisation to the interfering network. This may
be important if the victim cell belongs to a different operator which does not synchronise
to the co–existing network.
 An ACIR of 40 dB and 
 =0.01 merely yields a capacity reduction between 0.1 % and
6 %.
 Location of the victim BS at
  10 m results in a significant capacity drop due to the
great interference from the close–by BS unless the TS’s are synchronised with an error
of less than or equal to 1 %.
 When comparing the results of the single cell scenario with an ACIR of 35 dB (Fig-
ure 3.9(d)) with the similar results obtained from the multiple cell scenario in Figure 3.17(c)
(solid curves), it can be found that there are situations where the single interfering cell
creates greater capacity losses in the victim cell than if an interfering network with han-
dovers is considered. This finding is counter intuitive, but can be explained by the signi-
ficant interference reduction due to handovers.
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3.4 Co–channel interference in a CDMA–TDD system
In the previous sections various scenarios are considered to study the effects of ACI in a
CDMA–TDD system. The parameters used in these investigations are closely related to the
UTRA interface. The results reveal a significant property of such a system which is that syn-
chronous transmissions between victim and interfering cells does not yield the lowest interfer-
ence under all circumstances. The characteristics of CCI are different because cells usually do
not overlap, but the same carrier is used in every cell. The interference protection results from
the spatial separation and methods such as, for example, antenna sectorisation and handover.
If it can be shown that the novel, counter intuitive finding also holds in the case of CCI, DCA al-
gorithms may exploit this mechanism to permit cell independent channel asymmetries between
neighbouring cells using the same frequency carrier. Therefore, in this section the properties of
CCI are investigated, given that synchronous as well as asynchronous transmission can occur
in a CDMA–TDD system (if neighbouring cells adopt different traffic loads in the UL and DL
by TS pooling, asynchronous transmissions occur inevitably.).
3.4.1 Simulation platform
The cell structure as depicted in Figure 3.18 is used to carry out the CCI analysis, i.e. a cell
re–use distance of 1 is applied.
Interference is evaluated in the COI for different user populations within the first tier of cells.
The propagation model and handover model are the same as described in section 3.3.3. CCI
is calculated assuming non–ideal power control with  
    =2.5 dB and 	 –based power
control algorithms in the UL and DL. The simulations are conducted using the parameters given
in Table 3.5.
3.4.2 Methodology of analysis
The six neighbouring cells of the COI are equally and uniformly populated. The power trans-
mitting entities (MS’s and BS’s) of these neighbouring cells cause interference at the COI.
For this purpose a quadratic mesh is placed on top of the cell of interest in Figure 3.18 and
for each grid point,
! '
, an interference vector is calculated with one component being the
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Figure 3.18: Cell model used to calculate interference in the COI
interference resulting from the neighbouring BS’s,




  !>'  (3.52)
and with a second component being the interference resulting from the MS’s:








   !>'  (3.53)
where

is the number of adjacent cells (in the interference analysis here,

is confined to the
first tier of cells),  %  is the transmitted carrier power [158] of BS  . Furthermore,   ! ' is




coordinates and BS  ,    !>' is
the path loss between the user  in cell  and the grid point in the COI specified by !>' .  % 
 
is the transmit power of mobile  in cell  .
At each grid point a binary decision is made whether  is greater than   ,
 
 ! '     # if     # otherwise  (3.54)
Then

Monte Carlo runs were carried out and for each grid point a weighting factor calculated
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as follows:

 ! '   





it is possible to calculate the probabilities,
 !>'       ! '    !>'  %  	  #  





, within the COI were calculated. The location of the BS of the COI
is at
    %
. The radius which defines the handover regions (Figure 3.12),
  #    , equals:
  #    
    

   	 m which is set to 75 % of the distance between two BS’s . The results
as 3d plots are depicted in Figure 3.19 whereas the same results as contour plots are shown in
Figure 3.20. It is found that  dominates over   (  ! '   50 %) throughout the COI, but
not as significantly as reported in [109]. The reason for this is primarily because a 	 –based
DL power control algorithm is used whereas in [109] the DL is constant and determined by the
maximum distance from the BS. Note, that the probability of the absolute interference cannot
be inferred from
 ! '
. The maximum probability of  being greater than   is obtained at
the centre of the COI where
 !>'
is between 58.5 % – 75 % (assuming 3 to 6 interfering
MS’s). This is of particular interest since the UL performance for all connections is determined
at this location. From the contour plots it can be seen that the probability that 	 is greater than
 at the cell corners varies between 56 % – 66 %. At these locations  !>' is lowest because
the MS’s transmit highest powers at the cell corners.
The results in Figure 3.20 can also be used to find an upper limit for outage caused by MS   MS
interference at any given point within the COI. When assuming an ideal synchronised network,
  and  are mutually exclusive. This means either  or   represents co–channel inter-
ference. It merely depends on the TS configuration between neighbouring cells as to which
component needs to be considered. It is found that the maximum probability of   being
greater than   is only about 44 % for a worst case location at any of the 6 cell corners. As a
consequence, only in 44 % of the cases will outage be caused by another mobile. Hence, for the
scenario investigated, an upper bound of outage as a consequence of MS   MS interference is
given by evaluating
#   !>'
































































































































(d) 6 interfering users in each neighbouring cell.
Figure 3.19: 3d plots of the probabilities that  is greater than   within and around the COI.
the maximum probability that this is caused by MS   MS interference is
#   !>'
.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter considered interference issues inherent to a CDMA/TDD air interface. The ana-
lysis of ACI showed that interference resulting from BS’s can cause a significant capacity loss
if BS’s are located in close proximity and if both cells do not receive and transmit synchron-
ously. This limits the freedom in planning such a network if the ACIR is not increased beyond
40 dB for such BS locations. It was found that the ACI resulting from an isolated cell can
be greater than ACI from an underlying network in which handovers are used. This finding
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(a) 3 interfering users in each neighbouring cell.




















































(b) 4 interfering users in each neighbouring cell.










































































(c) 5 interfering users in each neighbouring cell.

























































(d) 6 interfering users in each neighbouring cell.
Figure 3.20: Contour plots of the probabilities that   is greater than   within and around
the COI.
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supports the use of the TDD mode to build a cellular network. This is further supported by a
new discovery which is that opposed synchronisation of TS’s can yield higher capacity than
synchronous transmissions regardless of whether an adjacent carrier or the same carrier is used
in any close–by cell. In the case of ACI, cells may not be able to synchronise to cells belonging
to another operator. The study on ACI revealed that for BS locations at about half the cell radius
the interference power is least varying with different TS synchronisations. It was further found
that a TDD system can suffer significantly if the transmitted powers in the DL are not reduced
to a minimum required power determined by the C/I ratio at each MS individually. Hence, tight
DL power control is required.
A co–channel interference investigation was carried out. In particular, the TDD inherent prop-
erty that at any given point in the network interference may result from MS’s or BS’s were
studied. It was found that at the centre of the COI, in up to 75 % of cases the interference
power from the BS’s of the other cells,  , is greater than the interference power from all MS’s
in the neighbouring cells,  . An upper bound on outage due to MS   MS interference was
found which yields 44 %. The investigation on CCI confirmed the novel finding of the ACI
analysis: in 25% – 41.7% of all investigated user distributions it is more advantageous to ap-
ply opposed synchronisation in a TDD system. These figures are obtained of a load between
3 – 6 simultaneously active MS’s in each of the six interfering cells. If this new finding is ex-
ploited systematically, cell independent channel asymmetries between neighbouring cells using
a TD–CDMA/TDD interface, such as UTRA–TDD, can be enabled whereby capacity can be
gained. This finding is counter intuitive since it is commonly assumed that cell independent
channel asymmetries in such a system yield a significant capacity drop as, for example, can be
found in [6, Chapter 10]: “Cell–independent asymmetric capacity allocation between UL and
DL is not feasible for each cell in the coverage area”. In chapter 4 and chapter 5 of this thesis
DCA algorithms are developed which exploit the novel finding and prove that cell independent
asymmetries between neighbouring cells can be feasible.
In these analyses cell sectorisation and antenna array techniques were not considered, but may
be used to reduce ACI as well as CCI. Therefore, further investigation may address the problems
of ACI and CCI in this context.
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Chapter 4
Centralised DCA algorithm using the
TS–opposing idea
4.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to exploit the key finding of chapter 3 and to apply it to the TDD air–
interface of UMTS (UTRA–TDD). The significant finding of the previous chapter is that ideal
synchronisation is not necessarily a prerequisite to obtaining the maximum capacity in a TD–
CDMA/TDD network. This has led the author to develop a novel technique which is termed:
time slot (TS)–opposing method [152, 153]. In this chapter this method is used to develop a
centralised dynamic channel assignment (DCA) algorithm [152].
The approach in this chapter is as follows: Firstly, in section 4.2 a simple centralised DCA
algorithm used in a single cell is studied. This investigation aims to find an upper bound
of the network performance when combining the TS–opposing technique with a DCA al-
gorithm. Secondly, in section 4.3 the TS–opposing algorithm is investigated in a cellular TD–
CDMA/TDD network. For this approach it is assumed that a group of BS’s (following the so
called bunch concept [112]) is connected to a radio network controller (RNC).
4.2 TS–opposing technique applied to a single cell
In this investigation an idealised deployment scenario is assumed to investigate the new TS–
opposing mechanism. This means that a TS–opposing algorithm is employed with the aim of
improving the capacity only with respect to a single cell. The capacity obtained thereby is then
compared with the capacity of an equivalent FDD interface.
A cluster of seven hexagonal cells is assumed with the cell of interest (COI) in the centre. The
effects of the TS–opposing technique on the interfering cells is neglected in order to find the
maximum capacity gain. In section 4.2.1 the TS–opposing technique is described mathem-
atically. In section 4.2.2 a simple DCA algorithm is presented and applied to the simulation
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Figure 4.1: A cell arrangement with each cell using two successive time slots where the first
begins at the same time in each cell is shown. The direction of transmission is
arranged so that the cell of interest (COI) and cell 2 receive in TS 0 and transmit
in TS 1. In contrast, the BS of cell 3 first transmits and then receives.
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environment described in section 4.2.3. The performance of the DCA is compared with the
capacity of an equivalent FDD interface with the results being discussed in section 4.2.4.
4.2.1 System model
It is demonstrated in chapter 3 that the received, power–controlled signal power from the desired





 /&0 .  #         (4.1)
where
      is the number of simultaneously active users in an FDD system,  
 the total
other–cell interference power,  the thermal noise power, * 
 the bit–energy to interference
ratio and  the processing gain. Note that symbols which are followed by the superscript ’   ’
are associated with the uplink channel; symbols which are followed by the superscript ’
 
’ are
associated with the downlink channel.
It can be seen that  

 is a function of the number of simultaneously active users,   . Therefore,
a factor can be defined as to how the required signal power at the receiver has to be increased
as the cell load increases. This factor is commonly known as the interference margin [144]:
A   

 !   '
 

 !    %('
 #









A  * 

 . (4.3)
This allows study of the dependency of the desired signal power,  

 , on the number of active
mobiles in the cell. Since the term   	     #   $./&0 in (4.2) has to fulfill !  !  # , A can be
interpreted as the value to which the infinite geometric series converges:
A  #          #    	   (4.4)
Hence, it can be seen that  

 increases non–linearly with an increasing cell load.
It is well known that CDMA is an interference limited multiple access technique. This means
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that in a system with a single user detector, the capacity is primarily limited by the multiple
access interference (MAI) power, which, in this thesis, is equivalent to the own–cell interference
power. With the aid of (3.1) given as follows:
* 











the own–cell interference power yields:
    

 !        # ' , (4.6)
Since  

 increases non–linearly with the number of active users in a cell, it directly follows
from (4.6) that own–cell interference, too, increases non–linearly. Moreover, (4.1) contains
a singularity at
     / 0 .  # which defines the theoretical maximum of users that can
be served. The capacity maximum is also referred to as the pole capacity [6, 23]. At the pole
capacity the desired signal and own–cell interference approaches infinity. This relationship will
be useful in explaining our later results.
It is illustrated in the Appendix A that (4.1) can be transformed into an equation used in a paper
by Viterbi [26]. In this paper, it was demonstrated that the maximum number of users which
can have access to a FDD–CDMA system using a single–user detector can be expressed as:
          !$#  5 '* 
 !#  . ' , (4.7)
where 5   	  	  with   	  being the maximal total acceptable interference power and . the
ratio of other–cell interference to own–cell interference at the COI.
In the assumptions leading to (4.7) only other–entity interference, as defined in the previous
chapter, is included because it describes the capacity of an FDD system. It is demonstrated in
chapter 3 that when using the TDD mode also BS   BS and MS   MS interference, character-
ised as same–entity interference, can exist. With the aid of Figure 4.1, equation (4.7) will be
modified to also include same entity interference. Figure 4.1 shows a cell arrangement with
each cell using two successive time slots (TS 0 and TS 1) — with TS 0 synchronised in all
cells. The direction of transmission is arranged such that the BS in the COI (cell 1) and the
BS in cell 2 receive in TS 0 and transmit in TS 1. In contrast, the BS in cell 3 first transmits
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and then receives resulting in an asynchronous TS overlap1 at TS 0 and TS 1 between the COI
and cell 3, and between cell 2 and cell 3 respectively. At the COI, when comparing interference
from cell 2 with interference from cell 3, two entirely different interference scenarios exist. The
interference between the COI and cell 2 only consists of other entity interference. This is the
same as for an FDD system. When investigating interference between the COI and cell 3, it
can be found that other entity interference does not exist, but instead, same entity interference
can be observed. Assuming a network with ideally aligned TS’s these are the two different
interference scenarios which can occur in a TDD system. A factor, 
 , is introduced to account
for the different interference scenarios shown in Figure 4.1. Since all TS’s are assumed to be
aligned 
 can only take values of % or # . Thus, interference from the first tier of adjacent cells





  !#  
   '       
        
   %  # (4.8)
where      is the interference power at the BS of cell 1 resulting from all mobiles in the
adjacent cell,  . Similarly,     is the interference power at the BS of cell 1 caused by the BS
in the neighbouring cell,  , and

     
#




Substituting (4.8) into (4.7) yields,
         !$#  5 '* 
  #        .    
   !     .   '  ' , (4.10)
where    is the ratio of other–cell interference conveyed by the BS  to own–cell interference in
the COI. Similarly,





.    (4.11)
1The expression ’asynchronous TS overlap’ is used to express the state in a TDD system when the same type
of entity (BS or MS) in two adjacent cells does not transmit and receive synchronously at any time. This state is
automatically created if two adjacent cells adopt a different rate of channel asymmetry.
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    
 
(4.12)
The value obtained by (4.11) is the same as observed in an FDD system and the result of (4.12)
is inherent to a TDD system.
Eqn. (4.10) shows an interesting property of a CDMA/TDD system in that the capacity can, in
principle, be higher than in an equivalent FDD system if the RX/TX direction of two neighbour-
ing cells are chosen as follows: If, for example,    is smaller than .   and 
   is chosen such
that TS’s of the respective cells overlap asynchronously (BSi is transmitting while the BS of the
COI is receiving ( 
    # ), the total other–cell interference is smaller than .   and thus smal-
ler than in an equivalent FDD system. Moreover, the implications of these findings are counter
intuitive, i.e. one would expect neighbouring cells in a TDD system adopting different rates of
asymmetry (with the consequence that TS’s will overlap asynchronously) to cause a significant
capacity loss. However, the results in section 3.4 reveal that in 25%–41.7% of all uniform users
distributions it would be more advantageous if same–entity interference was effective. Since
this scenario inevitably occurs in the case of asynchronous TS overlaps, the strategy is to ex-
ploit the previous finding by a DCA algorithm which reduces interference in the occurrence of
asynchronous TS overlaps. This eventually enables neighbouring cells to apply different rates
of channel asymmetry. Therefore, a DCA algorithm is presented which adapts 
   for each
neighbouring cell so as to minimise interference. The DCA algorithm is assumed only to min-
imise interference in the COI. This optimisation process, however, has mutual effects on the
interference in each of the 6 neighbouring cells. These effects are that the interference in the
neighbouring cells may not necessarily be diminished or may even be increased. In addition,
the simple DCA algorithm merely minimises the interference at the BS. Although it was found
that MS   MS interference is not a critical issue [109], the situation may arise where severe
MS   MS interference needs to be arbitrated. Hence, interference minimisation with respect to
the BS of a single cell results in an idealised scenario which however provides a valuable bound
on network performance.
The aim of this analysis is to directly compare the capacity results of an equivalent FDD in-
terface obtained using (4.7) with the capacity of a TDD system which uses a TS–opposing
algorithm as described in (4.10). Note, (4.10) can be reduced to (4.7) by setting 
   % for all
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user scenarios. Thus, the relative capacity can be expressed as:
           #      4  #      ! .    4   ' , (4.13)
with
4    
   !     .   ' .
4.2.2 A simple DCA algorithm
From (4.10) it follows that the best strategy is to minimise
4   with respect to 
   which can
be achieved by:

     
#




An interpretation of (4.14) is that, whenever the BS interference contribution from adjacent cell
 is smaller than the total MS interference power from cell  , the algorithm forces an asynchron-
ous overlap to occur at the respective TS’s. The consequence is that the uplink and downlink
between two cells are in opposed direction. Using the strategy as described in (4.14),
4   in
(4.13) becomes:
4     
%
if      .   ,
    .   if     .   . (4.15)
As a consequence, and quite important to note, it holds that
4   
  
4     %  (4.16)
Combining this property with (4.13), it can be found that
             #  (4.17)
This means that by using the proposed TS–opposing algorithm the uplink capacity of a single
cell is always greater than or equal to the capacity of an equivalent FDD cell for the scenario in-
vestigated. Monte Carlo techniques are used to calculate the expected value,
- !           ' .
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4.2.3 Simulation environment
A 7–cell cluster of hexagonal cells with the COI in the centre, as shown in Figure 4.1, is applied.
The interfering mobiles are distributed uniformly and allocated to the BS which offers the least
signal attenuation [20]. However, a handover margin,  , is considered such that it holds:
       for all      (4.18)
where   is the path loss from a MS to its serving BS and   is the path loss from the same MS
to the neighbouring cell  . The path loss is calculated using the static COST–231 indoor path
loss model with no wall or floor losses [149],
      %    !   '  B        (4.19)
where
 
is the transmitter–receiver separation distance in metres and
B
is a lognormal random
variable modelling shadowing effects. The model of correlated propagation paths as given in
section 3.3.2.1 is used. In addition, a simple downlink power control algorithm as described
in section 3.3.2.2 is applied. The simulations are conducted using the parameters as listed in
Table 4.1.
Parameter Value
Information bit rate 16 kbps
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Standard deviation of lognormal shadowing 10 dB
Receiver noise figure 5 dB
Max. MS TX power 10 dBm
Max. BS TX power 24 dBm
bit energy to interference ratio,
* 
 3.5 dB





Table 4.1: Parameters used for the simulation of the simple DCA algorithm.
4.2.4 Results
Monte Carlo techniques are used to calculate the expected value
- !           ' of (4.13).
The investigation is restricted to a single pair of TS’s because this is sufficient to demonstrate the
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mechanism of the TS–opposing algorithm. The results are depicted in Figure 4.2. The number



































no extra BS−BS shielding
10 dB BS−BS shielding   
Figure 4.2: Relative capacity of a TDD cell when using the TS–opposing algorithm compared
with an equivalent FDD cell.
of equally distributed users per cell and TS is varied and drawn on the abscissa. The interfer-
ence analysis carried out in section 3.4 of the previous chapter has revealed that interference
from neighbouring BS’s is dominating over the interference resulting from MS’s. Therefore,
two cases are investigated: a) extra 10 dB signal attenuation is considered between the static
BS   BS interference path, b) no extra signal attenuation is assumed. The extra attenuation may
be obtained by, for example, antenna beam-forming or additional BS isolation due to walls. It
can be seen that the largest capacity increase for the case of no extra shielding is a factor of 1.48
for 2 users per cell. In contrast, if an extra 10 dB BS   BS isolation is considered the capacity
gain is a factor of about 2.18. It can be seen that the capacity gain decreases monotonically
as the number of active MS’s increases. This behaviour can be explained with the aid of Fig-
ure 4.3. In Figure 4.3 the expected values
- ! . '
, (4.11), and
- !  ' , (4.12), as a function of the
active number of users per cell is depicted. Two interesting properties can be found. Firstly, in
the case of no extra shielding between BS’s, the interference from the surrounding BS’s is about
10 to 15 times greater than the interference resulting from all MS’s. This is primarily due to the
simple downlink power control algorithm used. However, as expected,
- !  ' is reduced by a
factor of 10 if 10 dB extra attenuation is considered. Secondly,
- !  ' increases almost linearly
whereas
- ! . '
decreases non–linearly as the number of users in the cells increase. These effects
can be explained as follows. For a given number of distributed MS’s the desired signal power,
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no extra BS−BS shielding
10 dB BS−BS shielding   
(a) Interference from other–cell MS’s normalised
by own–cell interference,
 





















no extra BS−BS shielding
10 dB BS−BS shielding   
(b) Interference from other–cell BS’s normalised
by own–cell interference, 
Figure 4.3: BS to BS interference, and MS to BS interference respectively, normalised by the
total own–cell interference power (   ) as a function of the number of active users
per cell. The results assume the use of the TS–opposing algorithm.
 

 , can be calculated using (4.3). The power transmitted by a MS is found by multiplying the
respective path loss between the MS and its BS by the signal power  

 required at the receiver.
This transmitted power causes interference at the BS of the COI which can be modelled as a
sum of independent lognormal random variables [80] where the mean of which does not in-
crease linearly with  

 which can be found from [159] and the pdf calculated in (3.48). Given,
however, that own–cell interference increases directly proportional to  

 , which can be found
from (4.6), it follows that
- ! . '
decreases non–linearly. The situation is different for
- !  ' since
the transmitted code power for each user causes interference via the same path. This causes the
steady increase of
- !  ' . As - !  ' increases and at the same time - ! . ' decreases the cases
that    is smaller than .   are less likely and thus it is obvious that the capacity diminishes as
depicted in Figure 4.2. Since FDD systems have been investigated intensively, the results for
- ! . '
can be compared with results of an investigation by Viterbi [27], in which an analysis of
other–cell interference in an FDD system (only other entity interference applies) is carried out.
The interference in the victim cell is related to the desired signal  

 instead of   as in our
considerations. However, the results for two users can be compared since in this case own–cell
interference is identical to the desired signal power,  

 , which can be seen from (4.6). - ! . '
was found by Viterbi to be 1.32 [27], whereas 1.85 (Figure 4.2) is obtained in this investigation.
The difference observed can primarily be attributed to the following: The path loss exponent in
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our model is 3.0 compared to 4.0 used by Viterbi. This is verified by conducting the simula-
tion with the parameters applied by Viterbi’s approach. This results in:
- ! . '  #   % 
which
provides the necessary evidence to support the model used and the results obtained. It is found
that the capacity gains of a CDMA/TDD interface over an equivalent CDMA/FDD interface can
be significant, but the assumed simplifications lead to a more detailed approach in the following
section.
4.3 TS–opposing technique in a multiple cell environment
Based on the findings of the investigation in section 4.2, a new, centralised DCA algorithm
applied to a multiple cell environment is developed. Once again, this algorithm exploits the
discovery made in chapter 3 which is that it sometimes is advantageous to oppose TS’s. In
the following, a limited number of BS’s connected to a RNC is assumed. The DCA algorithm
considered henceforth is assumed to be operated at the RNC level. At this level considerably
more system information is available than at the MS or BS level. For example, information
about the state of interference in several cells is available simultaneously.
The group of cells which are connected to the RNC can be considered as a higher level cell.
These assumptions are used to build a mathematical framework as described in section 4.3.1
followed by the description of the new DCA algorithm in section 4.3.2. The simulation plat-
form is presented in section 4.3.3. In section 4.3.4 the results are discussed. As a consequence
of the novel DCA algorithm, cell independent asymmetric capacity allocation between the up-
link and downlink for each cell do not cause a significant capacity loss. In some cases, with
different channel asymmetries in neighbouring cells a greater capacity can be obtained than if
synchronous transmission and reception is applied.
4.3.1 System model
In the following, several definitions are made to describe the system and its mutual dependen-
cies. The set of

cells connected to the RNC is defined as:
$   %   %   % =   (4.20)
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Each cell consists of one BS and as there are

cells the set of BS’s yields:
            =   (4.21)
Moreover, several MS’s are allocated to one BS which results in

sets of MS’s,
                  #    (4.22)
where
!  !
is the cardinality of the respective set. Note, in a practical scenario, each BS of

serves a different number of MS’s. Therefore,
!   ! may be different for each cell,  .
A single radio frequency carrier is assumed. Due to the TDMA component in UTRA–TDD a
frame is divided into a maximum of  TS’s which can asynchronously overlap with respect to
the transmission direction, i.e. neighbouring cells may or may not simultaneously transmit and












     
   =

    %  






 =   









     
%
if %  and %  simultaneously transmit or receive at TS   
#
if %  and %  adopt opposed transmission at TS    (4.24)










% #  #










     (4.25)
For each set of MS’s,
  , and each TS,   , a vector of transmitted powers can be established,
 
    % 
    % 
        #     (4.26)
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Given that

cells are connected to a RNC, (4.26) finally yields:
 
  !  
    
 = '  (4.27)
Similarly, the slot powers transmitted by the

BS’s can be denoted as:
        = '  (4.28)
As demonstrated earlier, four interference scenarios can be ascertained in a TDD system (MS   BS,
BS   MS, MS   MS and BS   BS). Therefore, in general, four path loss matrices between the
respective entities can be established. It can be shown that it is convenient to use the reciprocal
value of the path loss, also referred to as path gain. The path gain matrix for the MS   MS case










  " "        " "     
" " 














" "      is a !   ! !   ! matrix and represents the path gain between all MS’s in % 
to all MS’s in %  ,






                  	  ... . . . ...





For example,       , is the path loss between MS   in cell %  and MS   in cell %  . With
(4.29) the path gain between any MS and all other MS’s within the set
$
is fully described and
used to calculate MS   MS interference.
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"       is a vector defined as
" #      
 #       #   	         (4.33)
and
 
is the matrix transpose operator.       is the path loss between   in cell  and the BS
in cell  . For the reciprocal case that the BS in cell  interferes with the MS’s in cell  the path
gain matrix is:
#"  "    (4.34)
The interference experienced by the MS’s can now be written as:
 
	  !  
 ' !   ) " " '  
same entity interference




Similarly, the BS’s experience:
   !   ' !   )   '   
same entity interference
 !  




where ) is the operator for the Hadamard Product [160]. The generalised equations, (4.35)
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and (4.36), for other–cell interference in a TDD system highlight that the uplink and downlink
cannot be treated independently unless   equals the null matrix, i.e. synchronous transmission
and reception would result in an equivalent FDD system. If this is not the case the required
uplink power of an arbitrary MS is not only dependent on the transmitted powers of the MS’s
in the other cells, but also on the powers transmitted by the BS’s in the neighbouring cells, i.e.
the power transmitted in the downlink. Note, that this has an impact on the requirements for
the downlink power control algorithm.
In the following, the vectors of transmission powers
 
 , and    respectively, in (4.35) and
(4.36) are calculated. This can be achieved by writing (3.12) in matrix notations. Equation
(3.12) is repeated here for convenience:
* 





   

    




The transformation using matrix notations yields:
!    diag ! 3 '  3  ' !  
 '   ! 3    ' ) " !      (4.38)
where
 
is the identity matrix; diag
! '
is the diagonal matrix representation, 3   ) 
  ) 
     ' 
is the vector of the required carrier to interference ratios at the BS in cell  with dimension:
   ! 3 '  !   ! ;  is also a vector of dimension:    !  '  !   ! with each element set to
one;    is the accumulated interference from other cells and thermal noise at the BS in the cell,
%  .
Making the substitution:
     diag ! 3 ' , (4.38) yields:
   3    !  
 '    3      ) "        (4.39)
Using the Bartlett-Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury Formula [161, Chapter 2] and the property of

being a diagonal matrix, (4.39) can be solved for
 
 which results in:
   3    #    #   
#  3    # #    #  3   (4.40)
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and thus
  
       #  3      
#  3    #  3 #    #  3  
 ) " #      (4.41)
The denominator in (4.41) is a scalar and a singularity is observed at the pole capacity. Thus, by
re–arranging the two terms within the brackets of (4.41) using the lowest common denominator,
equation (4.41) can be simplified yielding:
 
    #    
 ) " #    
   




#  ) 
  ) 
    #  ) 
        (4.43)
From (4.42), given the    term, it can be seen that the transmission powers of the mobiles are
linearly dependent on the interference received at the associated BS. The interference power at
  ,    , is a function of the transmitted powers of the MS’s and BS’s in the other cells which
can be seen from (4.36). This describes a system of mutual dependencies, i.e. theoretically any
change of a transmission power, regardless whether it is an MS or a BS, has an impact on the
required transmission powers of all other entities.
The transmitted code powers of the MS’s in a single cell  is described in (4.42). The scope of
this equation can be extended to the entire network. Using the vector   !        ' 
where
  
is given in (4.42), the general expression for
  
 can be found as
 
   )    (4.44)
A similar equation can be derived for the the transmitted code powers in the downlink. It is
assumed that 	 –based downlink power control is employed. The equation (2.22) which is
repeated here for convenience,
)  
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can be written in matrix notation. This yields:  diag  ! 3 ) "       '  '  diag ! "       '     ! 3 ) "         ' 	 !   '   ! 3 )  
	   '  
(4.46)
where   are the transmitted code powers at one TS in the  th cell — in contrast to the slot
power which is the sum of all code powers;
 
	  
is the interference vector at the MS’s in cell,
%  ; 3   )   )     '  is the vector of the required carrier to interference ratios at the MS
in cell  with dimension:     ! 3 '  !   ! .





  ' #    #    #  
   # #   #  
  (4.47)
Applying (4.47) to (4.46) the required code powers at the BS in cell %  , can be found as:
!   '   
#  ! 3 )  
	   '    #  
   #  ! 3 )  
	   '    #  ! 3 )  
	   '    #  
#    #  
 
(4.48)
The pole capacity in the downlink is reached if:
 #  
  #
.
It is straightforward to calculate the slot power for cell %  from (4.48) which results in:
       (4.49)
which gives the final vector of transmitted slot powers:
             = '  (4.50)
From (4.48) it can be seen that the slot power in each cell, %  , is a function of the interference
powers at the served MS’s,
 
	  
. Thus (4.50) may be more generally denoted as:
   . !  
	 '  (4.51)
Using (4.51) and (4.44) the system equations in (4.35) and (4.36) may be rewritten:
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    !  
	 ' !   ) ! '   )   !   ) "  ' 
(4.52)
The annotated system equations in (4.52) highlight the interference dependencies in a CDMA–
TDD system. The self–jamming effect due to co–channel interference is inherent in a cellular
system with frequency re–use. This effect also appears in an FDD interface and can be reduced
by power control and manipulating the path gain matrix,
#"
, for example, by applying fre-
quency re–use factors greater than 1. A notable example where this technique is employed is
GSM — a second generation FDMA–TDMA/FDD system. When using TDD instead of FDD
an additional cross–jamming effect can be ascertained. The magnitude of self–jamming and
cross–jamming in a TDD system can be manipulated by the synchronisation matrix,   . If   is
the zero–matrix cross–jamming is eliminated, but self–jamming may be increased. In contrast,
if each element of   equals one, self–jamming does not exist, only cross–jamming. If, as in
UTRA–TDD, the multiple access mode consists of a hybrid TD–CDMA interface an additional
degree of freedom is added due to the TDMA mode. One TDMA frame is divided into  TS’s
where each TS can be used for either uplink or downlink traffic. Since the symmetric use of a
channel can be considered as a special case of asymmetric usage, the more general term rate
of asymmetry is introduced to characterise the load in the uplink and downlink more precisely.
For a given rate of asymmetry several solutions for all    , where    !$#   ' , may exist.
This particular degree of freedom is exploited by the centralised DCA algorithm which utilises
the TS–opposing idea. Due to the complexity of the system equations in (4.52) the model is
estimated by Monte Carlo simulations. The novel DCA algorithm which is applied to these
equations is described in the following section.
4.3.2 DCA algorithm
A DCA algorithm is developed which minimises interference at the BS’s by either applying
opposed or synchronous transmission to the neighbouring cells. It has been demonstrated that
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a cellular TDD system can be exposed to more interference scenarios than an FDD system.
Since CDMA, as an interference limited technique, heavily relies on low interference, the per-
formance of UTRA–TDD can be significantly poorer compared to an equivalent FDD system.
However, it was demonstrated in section 4.2 that the additional interference mechanism and
the resulting flexibility in a TDD system can be exploited constructively in order to minimise
interference. In a system such as UTRA–TDD which uses CDMA a reduction of interference
is equivalent to increasing capacity. Such a capacity improvement or an increase of the quality
of service (QoS) is intended to be achieved by the new centralised DCA for a TD–CDMA/TDD
air interface. The basic principle of how this DCA functions, can be explained with the aid of
Figure 4.4. The DCA algorithm is executed for each BS of a cellular network. In the example








Figure 4.4: A cell arrangement with each cell using two successive time slots where the first
begins at the same time in each cell is shown. The direction of transmission is
arranged so that the cell of interest (cell 1) and cell 2 receive in TS 0 and transmit
in TS 1. In contrast, the BS of cell 3 first transmits and then receives.
of Figure 4.4, the DCA algorithm is executed in cell one (COI). In order to reduce interference,
in the example the DCA algorithm decides to use synchronous transmission with respect to
cell 2 ( 
     % ), but opposed transmission with respect to cell 3 ( 
     # ). For each TS
in Figure 4.4 a symmetric synchronisation matrix can be established. Since only two TS’s are
used and a symmetric service in each cell is implied the synchronisation matrices for both TS’s
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in (4.53) indicates the synchronisation factors 
    , and 
    between cell 2 and cell 3 are
not directly manipulated when the DCA is carried out at the BS of cell 1. It however indirectly
follows from the settings of 
     % and 
     # that 
    must be 1 as shown in Figure 4.5.














Figure 4.5: The dependencies of 
 .
opposed TS can be interpreted as a potential difference between two vertices (BS’s). With the
definition of   in (4.23), for any circuit






         %  (4.54)
where
   
is the operator for modulo division. The dependency which results from (4.54)
leads to:
  
     # . This effect may cause greater interference in cells for which the DCA is
currently not executed (cell 2 and cell 3) and thus cancels out or diminishes the capacity gains in
cell 1. However, situations can occur where cell 2 or cell 3 can tolerate higher interference, but
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only little interference at the BS in cell 1 may be permitted. Hence, the algorithm effectively
improves capacity in this case. The final algorithm is explained in pseudo–code depicted in
Figure 4.6.
The algorithm starts when the mobile is requested to transmit with higher power than the max-
imum power permitted, i.e. the state at which outage or service degradation would occur. The
algorithm steps in assuming that a MS uses at least two TS’s for the communication to the BS
(TS in Use
 
2). It monitors the interference in all   TS’s of all neighbouring cells. Two cases
can then be distinguished:
1. If TS   in cell
 
is used for RX (from the BS point of view) the interference from this
particular neighbouring TS is caused exclusively from its MS’s since 
  % and ideal
synchronisation is assumed. Furthermore, it is assumed that the MS’s in the neighbour-
ing cell are able to determine the path loss to their neighbouring BS’s. This may be
accomplished by a fixed transmission power on the pilot channel. The MS’s report their
transmission power and path loss measurements to the BS which makes it available to
the RNC2. Hence, the information about the path gain matrix of the mobiles in cell
 
to
the BS in cell  , "        , and the vector of transmission powers of the mobiles in cell  ,  
  , are assumed to be available to the DCA algorithm.
2. If TS   at the BS is used for transmission the interference contribution from cell
 
results
only from the BS (same entity interference as 
  # ). The transmission powers at the
BS’s are known and can easily be reported to the RNC and so can the path loss to the
neighbouring BS’s,
  
     .
A check is made to examine if there is one TS   in the neighbouring cell %  which would cause
less interference than the current TS

. If this is true and TS   is used for RX while TS

was
used for TX, or vice versa, then the neighbouring cell, %  , interchanges TS   with TS  . This
results in TS–opposing time slots with respect to the %  . Note, the algorithm is only carried out
if the TX power of a MS tends to exceed a given TX power maximum.
2These measurements may already be required for handover decisions. Hence, the signalling traffic is not in-
creased significantly
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BEGIN
Request the measurement of the required TX power,  % 
 , of user  in time slot  of cell % 
if  % 
   % 
 
for
  #   ! Neighbouring Cells '
for  
 #    ! TS in Use ' where    set of used TS’s
if TS       RX time slot
determine interference from mobiles:
     !  
  '  " !       
else
determine interference from BS:
       %     !#       
end if




TS   '   direction ! TS  '  










Repeat this algorithm for each user in the RNC area if necessary
END
Figure 4.6: The centralised DCA algorithm exploiting the TS–opposing idea.
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4.3.3 Simulation platform
A propagation environment with severe lognormal shadowing, a cell re–use factor of one and
user assignments based on the minimum path loss results in a negligible impact on system
performance for particular cell shapes. Of more importance is the maximum distance to the
closest BS, usually at the furthest corner of the cell. In order to overcome cell boundary effects
a cell wrap around technique is used. Square shaped cells as depicted in Figure 4.7 are applied.
The reasons for this are: firstly, the cell wrap around technique is easy to apply and secondly, the
square shaped cells represent a good approximation to an indoor environment. The wrap around

























Figure 4.7: The user distribution and user assignment based on the minimum path loss is
shown for a random scenario. A wrap around technique is applied to prevent
cell boundary effects.
technique ensures that each cell is completely surrounded by a symmetric pattern composed of
three different cells. The principle of this method is depicted in Figure 4.8. MS’s are assigned
to the BS offering the lowest path loss, but a handover margin as described in section 3.4.1 is
considered. Ideal power control in the uplink is assumed.
The path loss model for indoor office test environment as described in [149] is used,
      %    !   '  #    
     #      B        (4.55)
where
 
is the transmitter–receiver separation in metres,  is the number of floors in the path
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Cell 1
Cell 2Cell 3
Cell 4 Cell 4
Cell 4 Cell 1 Cell 4Cell 1
Cell 2
Cell 1
Cell 2Cell 3Cell 2 Cell 3
Cell 3
Axis of  Symmetry
Figure 4.8: Wrap around technique applied.
and
B
is the lognormal variable modelling shadow fading.
In the simulation environment four consecutive TS’s are considered. An example is presented
in Figure 4.9. It is assumed that the MS’s in cell 2 – cell 4 use two TS’s whereas in cell 1 a
MS occupies 4 consecutive TS’s. This enables an asymmetric communication channel to be
created in cell 1 with different loading in uplink and downlink. Channel asymmetry in cell 1,
in turn, inevitably results in asynchronous TS overlaps to at least one of the neighbouring cells.
After a predefined number of users have been distributed randomly and uniformly in space,
the power control loops in the up– and downlink are initiated (equations (4.44) and (4.48)). In
Figure 4.10, a power control snapshot of a mobile, which was randomly chosen, is shown. It
can be seen that the transmission power rapidly increases, which leads to the conclusion that
the total noise floor in the system is high, because of mutual interference effects in a CDMA
system. However, a high noise floor means that some mobiles will not achieve the target 	
at the BS and so will experience outage. Removing extreme interferers in turn results in a
reduction of the noise floor until the TX power converges to a stable level as can be seen in
Figure 4.10. If the required code power of a MS exceeded the maximum power threshold the
novel DCA algorithm described above would step in and try to reduce interference to maintain
the required bit–energy to interference ratio,
* 




. Monte Carlo techniques are used to calculate the pdf of outage,
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Figure 4.9: Deployment scenario.


























[                                     ]Time
Figure 4.10: Dynamic uplink power control: The transmission power of the mobile is success-
ively adjusted.
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 !   	$
  ' . The expected value thereof, -     	$
   , is used to analyse the system performance
of the centralised DCA algorithm. From
-     	$
 
the capacity for cell: %  is determined as
follows:
   
#
 !$#  -     	$
  '    	 [kbps/TS]  (4.56)
where  is the user data rate and    	  is the total number of MS’s which are distributed to
the network. Since 4 TS’s are assumed in the model, an averaging factor of

 is applied. The










Two channel assignment approaches are compared:
1. TX and RX transmission direction are chosen such that the number of asynchronous TS
overlaps is minimum and the MS’s are then allocated randomly. Hence, this method is
equivalent to a fixed channel assignment (FCA) strategy.
2. The new centralised DCA algorithm developed in section 4.3.2 is applied which uses the
new TS–opposing technique.
4.3.4 Results
Four scenarios with different rates of asymmetry are investigated: two which favour the uplink,
one of symmetric TS arrangement and one which favours the downlink. These scenarios are
summarised in Table 4.2.
TSRX:TSTX cell 1 cell 2 cell 3 cell 4
Scenario 1 3:1 1:1 / 1:1 1:1 / 1:1 1:1 / 1:1
Scenario 2 3:1 2:0 / 1:1 1:1 / 1:1 1:1 / 1:1
Scenario 3 2:2 1:1 / 1:1 1:1 / 1:1 1:1 / 1:1
Scenario 4 1:3 1:1 / 1:1 1:1 / 1:1 1:1 / 1:1
Table 4.2: Simulated scenarios: The ratio of UL (uplink) versus DL (downlink) usage is shown.
The first figure corresponds to the number of TS’s used for the UL and the second
figure shows the number of TS’s used for the DL.
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Bit rate,  16 kbps
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Standard deviation of lognormal shadowing 10 dB
Thermal noise density 169 dBm
Max. MS TX power 10 dBm
Max. BS TX power 24 dBm
Bit energy to interference ratio,
* 
 3.5 dB
Path loss indoor test environment [148]
Handover margin ) 5 dB
Table 4.3: Parameters used for the simulation of the centralised DCA algorithm.
throughout the entire area covered by cell 1 – cell 4. The path loss and the handover margin
determine to which cell a MS is allocated.
TS1 TS2 TS3 TS4











1 := BS receives








Figure 4.11: The initial TS assignment for scenario 1.
Results of scenario 1 The results of scenario 1 are depicted in Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b)
which show the capacity versus the number of distributed MS’s. Figure 4.12(a)) shows the
average capacity for each cell individually (using (4.56)), while Figure 4.12(b) depicts the ac-
cumulated average capacity (using (4.57)) over all cells. It can be found that for a distributed
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Figure 4.12: Results of scenario 1. The rate of asymmetry, UL:DL, in cell 1 is 3:1 and 1:1 in
all other–cells. The graphs show: for a) the capacity in each cell in [kbps/TS]
and b) the total capacity in [kbps/Cell/TS]. The results labelled with ’FCA’ are
obtained by the fixed channel assignment procedure and the results labelled with
’DCA’ are these obtained from the novel centralised DCA algorithm.
load of less than 28 MS’s the capacity in cell 1 is greater than in cell 2 – cell 4. The reason
for this is that one MS in cell 1 occupies twice as many TS’s as a MS in all other–cells (Fig-
ure 4.9). Furthermore, the capacity in cell 1 has a maximum for a total number of 28–32
distributed MS’s. This can be explained with the aid of (3.3). With the parameters applied, it
can be found that the pole capacity is reached when about 8 MS’s are instantaneously active
(
   /&0 .  # 
        ). This means that every additional MS (beyond the 8th user)
experiences outage. This state is reached when a total number of about 28–32 users are dis-
tributed throughout the network due to the uniform user distribution. The situation is different
in cell 2 – cell 4 because every MS in these cells only utilise 50% of the data rate that is used
by a MS in cell 1. This means that approximately twice as many MS’s can be accommod-
ated in cell 2 – cell 4. As a consequence of an increasing number of users in cell 2 – cell 4,
the interference in cell 1 is increasing accordingly which results in capacity losses in that cell.
Therefore, a capacity maximum in cell 1 can be ascertained at about 28 MS’s. Note, that the
capacity maximum is strongly dependent on the required bit–energy to interference ratio
* 
 at
the BS receiver. Methods that enable the same bit–error performance at a reduced bit–energy
to interference ratio have a vital impact on the pole capacity and hence on the overall system
performance.
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As expected, the capacity in cell 2 – cell 4 is almost the same due to symmetry. The centrally op-
erated TS–opposing algorithm improves capacity in cell 1 considerably by about 20 % – 30 %
in the range between 14 and 35 distributed users. The improvement in the other–cells is negli-
gible which causes the total capacity improvement to be averaged to about 8 % (48 kbps/Cell/TS
instead of 52 kbps/Cell/TS for 28 distributed users). As described earlier the TS–opposing
algorithm re–adjusts the components of   in (4.52) dynamically in order to obtain the best
capacity. For scenario 1, the expected values,
- !   ' , resulting from this optimisation process
are presented in Figure 4.13. In the case of using the FCA strategy all components of   are
deterministic and its values are given in the sub-captions of Figure 4.13. From the results in
Figure 4.13 two important properties with respect to scenario 1 can be derived:
1. The DCA algorithm does not change   significantly for TS 3 and TS 4, i.e. synchronous
transmission and reception for all cells is applied. This is the same as for the FCA
scheme. Furthermore, since each MS in cell 1 occupies all 4 TS’s, and swapping TS’s
in cell 1 would involve TS 3 (because it is the only TS used for TX), it can be inferred
that primarily TS 1 and TS 2 in cell 2 – cell 4 are re–arranged in this scenario. The
results in Figure 4.13 are analysed and the probabilities of those TS’s which change most
frequently are depicted in Figure 4.14. The arrows indicate which TS’s are re–arranged




    '   #  - TS  ! 
    '      (4.58)
- TS
 ! 
   '   - TS  ! 
   '          for all     (4.59)
It can be summarised that for scenario 1 the DCA re–arranges TS’s in cell 2 – cell 4 to
improve the throughput in cell 1 without affecting the capacity in cell 2 – cell 4.
2. From Figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) it can be seen that the greatest changes with respect
to the FCA strategy are for a load between 20 and 30 MS’s which therefore can be
considered as the optimal operation load for the centralised DCA.
Results of scenario 2 In the second scenario, in addition to the asymmetric traffic in cell 1
(as discussed in scenario 1) the rate of asymmetry in cell 2 is different from 1:1. In this scenario
cell 2 uses both TS 1 and TS 2 for reception inducing an additional asynchronous TS overlap
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(a) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 1. In the case of FCA:                   
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(b) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 2. In the case of FCA:                   
   
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(c) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 3. In the case of FCA:                   
   
                 .



































(d) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 4. In the case of FCA:                   
   
                .
Figure 4.13: Scenario 1: The expected values of the components of   as a result of the novel
DCA algorithm are depicted for all 4 TS (In a) the results with respect to TS 1 are
depicted, in b) the results with respect to TS 2, etc.).
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Figure 4.14: This illustration shows the initial TX/RX configuration with respect to the BS’s
for scenario 1. The arrows highlight the TS’s which changed most frequently and
the associated maximum probabilities are shown.
TS1 TS2 TS3 TS4
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Figure 4.15: The initial TS assignment for scenario 2. The modification with respect to the
previous scenario is highlighted.
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(see Figure 4.15(a)). In scenario 1 an asynchronous TS overlap between the following cells
exists:
Cell 2 	 Cell 1

Cell 3 	 Cell 1

Cell 4 	 Cell 1

(4.60)
In scenario 2 the situation now is:
Cell 3 	 Cell 1

Cell 4 	 Cell 1

Cell 3 	 Cell 2

Cell 4 	 Cell 2

(4.61)
It is obvious from (4.61) that the TS’s between cell 1 and cell 2 can be arranged without gen-
erating an asynchronous overlap between these cells. Furthermore, compared to scenario 1,
the minimum number of asynchronous TS overlaps experienced by cell 1 is reduced by one.
The results in Figure 4.16 reveal that the capacity improvement in cell 1 is maintained and,











































Figure 4.16: Results of scenario 2. The rate of asymmetry, UL:DL, in cell 1 is 3:1, in cell 2:0
and 1:1 in all other–cells (cell 3 and cell 4). The graphs show: for a) the capacity
in each cell in [kbps/TS] and b) the total capacity in [kbps/Cell/TS]. The results
labelled with ’FCA’ are obtained by the fixed channel assignment procedure and
the results labelled with ’DCA’ are these obtained from the novel centralised DCA
algorithm.
in addition, the capacity in cell 2 is improved over the FCA technique. Thus the improve-
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ment in cell 2 is not at the expense of capacity in cell 1. It is important to note that since
cell 1 only faces opposed transmission from two neighbouring cells, the capacity in cell 1 when
applying the FCA method is greater than in scenario 1. However, since cell 2 suffers from
asynchronous TS overlaps the capacity in cell 2 is reduced when using the FCA scheme. The
gain over the FCA technique in both cells (cell 1 and cell 2) is between 10 % – 15 % resulting
in a total maximum improvement of about 8 % (52 kbps/Cell/TS instead of 48 kbps/Cell/TS for
28 distributed users). It is interesting to note that the relative capacity improvement is similar
to the one achieved in scenario 1. The results of the expected values of 
   are depicted in
Figure 4.17. The following properties and upper bounds for
-  ?  ! 
   ' can be observed:
%   - TS  ! 
    '   %  % #  (4.62)
%   - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   %  % #  (4.63)
%      - TS  ! 
    '   - TS
 ! 
    '   %   (4.64)
%  	 #   - TS  ! 
    '   - TS
 ! 
    '   %  # (4.65)
%  % 	   - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   %    (4.66)
%  % 	   - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   %    (4.67)
- TS
 ! 
    '   #  - TS  ! 
    ' (4.68)
- TS
 ! 
    '   #  - TS  ! 
    ' (4.69)
%  % 	   - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   %   (4.70)
Using properties (4.62) – (4.70) it can be concluded that the DCA algorithm primarily uses
TS 1 and TS 2 in cell 3 and cell 4 to minimise interference. Only with a maximum probability
of about 1.4 % is TS 3 in cell 1 exchanged with TS 1 in the same cell. These mechanisms are
illustrated in Figure 4.18.
Results of scenario 3 In the third scenario it is investigated whether the TS–opposing al-
gorithm can also achieve better results in the case when no asynchronous TS overlap exists, i.e.
equal traffic in uplink and downlink applies. The results of the third scenario are depicted in
Figure 4.20. Firstly, where the TS–opposing algorithm is not employed, the maximum capacity
in cell 1, for example, is increased from 50 kbps to about 63 kbps compared to the first scen-
ario. Note that in the case of symmetric traffic and no DCA algorithm the maximum capacity
in cell 1 is greater than in the other cells. This is anticipated as the own–cell interference in
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(a) Expected values of the components of   at TS
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(b) Expected values of the components of   at TS
2. In the case of FCA:                  
   
                 .
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(c) Expected values of the components of   at TS
3. In the case of FCA:                  
   
                .




































(d) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 4. In the case of FCA:                   
   
                 .
Figure 4.17: Scenario 2: The expected values of the components of   as a result of the novel
DCA algorithm are depicted for all 4 TS (In a) the results with respect to TS 1 are
depicted, in b) the results with respect to TS 2, etc.).
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Figure 4.18: This illustration shows the initial TX/RX configuration with respect to the BS’s
for scenario 2. The arrows highlight the TS’s which changed most frequently and
the associated maximum probabilities are shown.
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Figure 4.19: The initial TS assignment for scenario 3. The modification with respect to the
previous scenario is highlighted.
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Figure 4.20: Results of scenario 3. The rate of asymmetry, UL:DL, in cell 1 is 2:2 and 1:1 in
all other cells. The graphs show: for a) the capacity in each cell in [kbps/TS]
and b) the total capacity in [kbps/Cell/TS]. The results labelled with ’FCA’ are
obtained by the fixed channel assignment procedure and the results labelled with
’DCA’ are these obtained from the novel centralised DCA algorithm.
cell 1 is lower than in cell 2 – cell 4. The results reveal that the TS–opposing algorithm does
not achieve a capacity improvement if the TS’s can be arranged such that no asynchronous TS
overlap exists. On the contrary, it was demonstrated previously in section 4.2 that synchronous
transmission and reception is not the ideal case with respect to an isolated cell. However, it is
anticipated that the capacity gains observed through the investigation in section 4.2 cannot be
maintained when considering a cellular network. The reason for this is that TS–opposing with
respect to a certain cell also has an impact on the neighbouring cells remaining. The impact on
the remaining cells may be such that the interference in one cell, several cells or even all cells
but one is increased. This, in turn, means that the capacity gain obtained for a particular cell
is offset by higher interference in some other cells. If the higher interference in the neighbour-
ing cells cannot be tolerated (usually the case when assuming uniformly distributed MS’s) the
TS–opposing does not increase the overall system performance.
Figure 4.21 demonstrates that in scenario 3 the DCA algorithm does not change the initial TS
configuration which is not subject to an asynchronous TS overlap. The same configuration
applies to the FCA scheme. Therefore, the capacity results of the FCA technique and the DCA
algorithm are almost identical.
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(a) Expected values of the components of   at
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(b) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 2. In the case of FCA:                   
   
                .



































(c) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 3. In the case of FCA:                   
   
                 .



































(d) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 4. In the case of FCA:                   
   
                .
Figure 4.21: Scenario 3: The expected values of the components of   as a result of the novel
DCA algorithm are depicted for all 4 TS (In a) the results with respect to TS 1 are
depicted, in b) the results with respect to TS 2, etc.).
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Figure 4.22: The initial TS assignment for scenario 4. The modification with respect to the
previous scenario is highlighted.
Results of scenario 4 The first two scenarios are with channel asymmetry in favour of the
uplink. In scenario 4 the performance of the TS–opposing algorithm for channel asymmetry in
favour of the downlink is investigated. The results are depicted in Figure 4.23. In cell 1 the TS–
opposing algorithm, since it is operated on the uplink, can minimise interference with respect to
only one TS out of four available (TS 4). The TS’s can be arranged such that no asynchronous
TS overlap with respect to TS 4 exists. This is the reason why the capacity results in cell 1 do
not differ greatly when using the DCA or FCA assignment strategies. The benefits due to the
TS–opposing algorithm are now experienced by cell 2 – cell 4 as can be seen in Figure 4.23.
The capacity in cell 2 for 35 initially distributed users increases from 50 kbps/Cell/TS to about
55 kbps/Cell/TS which results in a relative gain of about 10 %. Similar results can be obtained
for cell 3 and cell 4.
Again, the results of the expected values of 
   are presented in Figure 4.24. It is useful to
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Figure 4.23: Results of scenario 4. The rate of asymmetry, UL:DL, in cell 1 is 1:3 and 1:1 in
all other–cells. The graphs show: for a) the capacity in each cell in [kbps/TS]
and b) the total capacity in [kbps/Cell/TS]. The results labelled with ’FCA’ are
obtained by the fixed channel assignment procedure and the results labelled with
’DCA’ are these obtained from the novel centralised DCA algorithm.
highlight the following properties:
%   - TS  ! 
   '   #       for all       %  %   (4.71)
%      - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   %   (4.72)
%  %    - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   - TS  ! 
    '   %  	  (4.73)
- TS  ! 
    '   #  - TS  ! 
    ' (4.74)
Using the properties (4.71) – (4.74) it can be inferred that the DCA algorithm uses TS 2 and
TS 4 in cell 1 to a great extent to improve capacity in cell 2 – cell 4. Note that this mechanism
is opposite to that used in scenario 1 and scenario 2. In scenario 1 and scenario 2 TS’s in
cells 2– 4 are most frequently changed by the DCA algorithm to improve capacity in cell 1. In
Figure 4.25 the basic mechanisms utilised by the new DCA algorithm with respect to scenario 4
are illustrated.
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(a) Expected values of the components of   at TS
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(b) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 2. In the case of FCA:                    
and    
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(c) Expected values of the components of   at
TS 3. In the case of FCA:                   
   
                .
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(d) Expected values of the components of   at TS
4. In the case of FCA:                  
   
                .
Figure 4.24: Scenario 4: The expected values of the components of   as a result of the novel
DCA algorithm are depicted for all 4 TS (In a) the results with respect to TS 1 are
depicted, in b) the results with respect to TS 2, etc.).
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Figure 4.25: This illustration shows the initial TX/RX configuration with respect to the BS’s
for scenario 4. The arrows highlight the TS’s which changed most frequently and
the associated maximum probabilities are shown.
4.4 Conclusions
For a single cell it was demonstrated that by using a TS–opposing technique in a TD–CDMA/TDD
interface, capacity can be increased significantly compared with an equivalent FDD system. As-
suming, for example, a population of 2 users per cell, with the same power levels, the capacity
in the TDD cell is up to 48% greater than in an FDD cell.
The capacity gain was reduced as the population in the adjacent cells increased. This was due
to: firstly, the BS   BS interference being about 15–20 times greater than interference from
other–cell mobiles, and secondly the non–linear increase of own–cell interference. BS   BS
interference might be reduced by static shielding between two BS’s (location in different rooms
which provide extra shielding or antenna beamforming) or by a more complex downlink power
control algorithm. It was demonstrated that by decreasing the BS   BS interference by a factor
of 10, the gain due to the TS–opposing technique increased by a maximum of 118%.
The limitations of the approach used in this section were that outage due to high MS   MS
interference was not considered and that the optimisation was aimed at a single cell neglecting
the mutual impacts on the adjacent cells. However, the results obtained provided an upper
bound on capacity gains when using the TS–opposing technique. The simplifications applied
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in the initial study were eliminated in a further, more complex investigation of a TS–opposing
algorithm where the scope of operation was extended to a multiple cell environment.
In this context, a novel centralised DCA algorithm utilising the TS–opposing principle was
operated at the RNC. This resulted in a strategy to avoid interference, with asynchronous over-
laps being the prerequisite for capacity improvements. Thereby it could be demonstrated that
the existence of asynchronous TS overlaps in a TD–CDMA/TDD system did not result in sys-
tem degradations. The very important implication of this is that channel asymmetry between
neighbouring cells in a TD–CDMA/TDD system did not cause a capacity reduction as a con-
sequence of same entity interference (MS   MS and BS   BS interference). Since arranging
channel asymmetry is one of the most significant advantages of TDD, the fact that the disad-
vantages of different rates of asymmetry within a TDD network were eliminated is an important
result. Furthermore, it was found that the total maximum capacity for channel asymmetry in
favour of the downlink is greater than the reverse or even synchronous case. This is equally
important since it is predicted that future data applications such as Web browsing will require
more downlink than uplink capacity [108].
The DCA algorithm applied to the model of a cellular network did not achieve greater spectral
efficiency than an equivalent FDD interface. However, the main advantage was that different
channel asymmetries in neighbouring cells did not result in a significant capacity loss regardless
of the actual rate of asymmetry.
Furthermore, it can be concluded that MS   MS was not a severe problem with the system para-




Distributed DCA algorithm utilising
the TS–opposing idea
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter a novel distributed dynamic channel assignment (DCA) algorithm [153] applic-
able for the TDD mode of the UMTS terrestrial radio access (UTRA) is presented. It is closely
related to the DCA used in the DECT (Digitally Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications) sys-
tem [110]. Once again, the discovery made in chapter 3 is exploited; that is, that for certain
scenarios opposed synchronisation of TS’s between neighbouring cells is advantageous. The
new distributed DCA algorithm is supported by the results of the investigation in section 4.2. In
this section it was demonstrated that synchronous transmission and reception between neigh-
bouring cells may not yield the greatest capacity that is attainable in a single cell. However, it
was found that, when the centralised DCA algorithm developed in section 4.3 was applied to
multiple cells, it was not feasible to fully exploit the potential gains revealed by the capacity
analysis of a single cell.
In this chapter it is demonstrated that by applying the novel distributed DCA algorithm, which
utilises the TS–opposing idea, greater capacity can result than would be obtained by synchron-
ous transmissions. Most importantly, this is shown to be valid for a TDMA–CDMA/TDD
(TD–CDMA/TDD) network which accounts for full spatial coverage. Channel asymmetry is
assumed to be arranged by code pooling rather than TS pooling [163].
As a consequence of using the TS–opposing principle, a new method is required to separ-
ately measure the total interference from mobile stations (MS’s) and the total interference from
base stations (BS’s). It is shown that this method can also be used to prevent cases of severe
MS   MS interference. This mechanism is incorporated into the new decentralised DCA al-
gorithm presented here.
This chapter is structured as follows: in section 5.2 the problems are stated. In section 5.3
a novel TS assignment plan is presented, followed by a new decentralised DCA algorithm in
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section 5.4. Subsequently in section 5.5 a brief description of the simulation model and the
methodology for measuring the system performance is described. A discussion of the results
follows in section 5.6 before conclusions are drawn in section 5.7.
5.2 Problem formulation
A channel in a TD–CDMA/TDD interface (used for UTRA–TDD) is characterised by a com-
bination of a carrier frequency (FDMA component), time slot (TDMA component) and spread-
ing code (CDMA component). Since only 4 carriers are available in the licensed UTRA–TDD
frequency band, it is anticipated that any one operator will only be able to use one carrier which
would reduce the channel characterisation to the combination of a time slot (TS) and spreading
code. In this case the interfaces for DECT and UTRA–TDD are similar, the basic difference be-
ing that the FDMA component in DECT is replaced by the CDMA component in UTRA–TDD.
In the DECT system a dynamic channel selection (DCS) procedure initiated by the MS is used.
Due to the similarities between DECT and UTRA–TDD a distributed DCS incorporating the
TS–opposing idea is investigated for the UTRA–TDD interface. This combined with the basic
differences between UTRA–TDD and the DECT standard means that the following problems
must be addressed:
1. The MS must be able to separately measure the interference contribution from other MS’s
(   ) and the interference component from neighbouring BS’s (   ) in order to exploit
the TS–opposing idea.
2. As the TS–opposing method is used, cases of severe MS   MS may arise which need to
be resolved by the DCA algorithm.
3. If a cellular TDD system is considered the same entity interference (BS   BS and MS   MS
interference) may require a TS’s re–use distances1 greater than one. It is aimed to develop
a decentralised DCA algorithm to avoid the necessity of cell re–use distances greater than
one in order to maintain high spectral efficiency [10].
1The terminology used here follows the terminology introduced for FDMA/FDD systems [164] where the re–use
of channels separated in the frequency domain is described. The same logic can be applied to channels which are
separated in the time domain.
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In order to solve the problems mentioned above, the combination of a fixed TS plan and a
TS–opposing algorithm is proposed. A fixed TS assignment means that TS’s for uplink and
downlink direction are pre–selected in a systematic manner. Thus, the target is to enable the
MS to selectively and easily measure each interference component    and   . It could be
argued that the pre–selection of the TS’s reduces the flexibility to adjust the TDD mode to
varying traffic loads in the up and downlink. However, in the UTRA–TDD mode a resource
unit (RU) is specified by the combination of a TS, a code and a frequency carrier. Therefore,
channel asymmetry can in principle be achieved in three dimensions: a) in the TS dimension
by means of TS pooling (multislot operation) or b) in the code dimension by code pooling
(multicode operation) c) in the frequency dimension, which is not realistic for UTRA–TDD
due to the low number of carriers. In [163] this problem is taken into account. The finding
is that code pooling is more advantageous using the ’unsatisfied users’ criterion in [149] than
TS pooling for UDD (unconstrained delay data) packet data. This supports the concept of pre–
selected TS’s. In addition, areas which are known for high traffic imbalances can be catered for
by defining more downlink TS’s than uplink TS’s.
In the analysis carried out, for simplicity each user is assumed to be using the same service with
one TS being allocated for uplink and downlink respectively. The total other–cell interference
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is the number of surrounding cells,
   is the total number of active users in the
neighbouring cell  ,    is the path loss between the user of interest,  , and the interfering
user  . Similarly     is the path loss between the user of interest,  , and the BS number  .
The transmitted carrier power of user  in cell  is described by  
   and    is the total carrier
power transmitted by the BS in cell  . The TS synchronisation factor between cell  and cell

to which user  is allocated is modelled by 
    . Note that symbols which are followed by
the superscript ’   ’ are associated with the uplink channel; symbols which are followed by a
superscript ’
 
’ are associated with the downlink channel.
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The interference observed at any BS,














    
 
    
 
   
		
   

(5.2)
From (5.1) it can be seen that the interference at any MS is composed of MS 	 MS interference
multiplied by a synchronisation factor 
    . Due to this synchronisation factor the MS 	 MS
interference,    , may only be a fraction of the maximum possible MS 	 MS interference. The
second type of interference experienced at any MS is BS 	 MS interference (    ) for which a
similar scaling applies as for (   ). Hence, the magnitude of each type of interference can be
manipulated by varying 
    , where   #         , with respect to cell  .
It is interesting to note that    and     , also described as other entity interference, are
coupled through 
    . The same holds for     and     which is categorised as same en-
tity interference. This mechanism can be deduced from (5.1) and (5.2) which means that an
interference reduction at the MS, for example, through adjusting 
    also has an impact on
interference at the BS. In the worst case, the interference at the BS increases despite the inter-
ference reduction at the MS. Hence, the interference at the opposite end, for example at the BS,
of a communication link may not be minimised automatically if the interference is minimised
by manipulating 
    at one end, in this case the MS. This particular property is undesirable,
but it is inherent in DCA algorithms [122, chapter 8].
In the following sections a novel decentralised DCA for UTRA–TDD is investigated, which is
built on a TS assignment plan that enables a mobile to exploit the TS–opposing mechanism.
5.3 TS assignment plan
In the following a novel TS assignment scheme is presented which allows each TS to be used in
each cell of a cellular TDD network with a frequency re–use distance of 1. However, in order
to exploit the TS–opposing mechanism, fixed TS assignment patterns are introduced. In this
way the TDD specific property of being able to use any TS for uplink or downlink traffic is
exploited such that a TS–opposing algorithm can be operated locally.
In (5.1) it has been shown that any location within the network can be characterised by an
interference vector with one component being the interference resulting from all MS’s. The
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second component describes the sum of the total interference caused by the BS’s. If the frames
are synchronised these components are mutually exclusive. It merely depends on 
      %  #
whether     or    becomes effective. Furthermore, if these interference components are
known   "  " a new mobile entering the cell2 may be allocated to a channel with opposed
TS’s to all other cells if:
 =         =       .
However, two notable problems result from the interference minimisation process described.
Firstly, at the mobile receiver a composite interference signal from BS’s and MS’s is received. It
is therefore difficult to measure the single interference components    or     since the MS
and BS entities within the surrounding cells transmit at the same time. Secondly, adjusting 
   
with respect to cell

will require the neighbouring cell  to alter the direction of transmission
(uplink versus downlink, or vice versa). If the respective neighbouring cell  has  adjacent
cells itself, this adjustment procedure might have undesirable implications for the interference
in cell  and its   # neighbouring cells.
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nX = nTime slot pair:
is opposed (X) to all 6 neighbouring cells.
Figure 5.1: TS assignment plan. The ’X’ indicates that the respective TS pair is opposed.
2This can be caused by a handover procedure or by a call establishment procedure
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is assumed that one frame is composed of 7 symmetrical, full duplex channels3 . It is designed
so that at least one pair of TS’s is opposed to all neighbouring cells permanently. The illustration
in Figure 5.1 shows a multiple of 7–cell clusters. Each cell is supposed to occupy 7 subsequent
pairs of TS’s. In cell 0, for example, the first pair of TS’s is opposed to all 6 neighbouring
cells (cell 1 to cell 6), illustrated by the capital ‘X’. Similarly, in cell 1, the second pair of TS’s
(TS 3 and TS 4) are opposed to all their neighbouring cells. This is repeated in cell 2, and so

















Figure 5.2: The mechanism of measuring the interference from BS’s and MS’s at the opposed
channels.
cells,   , can be measured easily as it can be found that:

     # for all  and   (5.3)
Hence, the interference measured at one of two TS’s of the opposed full duplex channel merely
results from other MS’s since:
!$#  
    '      % for all  and   (5.4)
Similarly, the interference at the second TS of the opposed channel (which is only considered
as a downlink channel during the measurement phase; during normal operation this is used
for uplink traffic) results from the neighbouring BS’s because when considering this TS as a
3Here the combination frequency/TS is referred to as a simplex channel. In UTRA–TDD each channel can be
divided into subchannels by utilising the code domain
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downlink TS it holds that:

     % for all  and   (5.5)
Consequently, the interference conveyed merely results from the surrounding BS’s since:
! 
    '     % for all  and   (5.6)
The basic mechanism of the measurement procedure described above is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
In this figure the scenario is shown where cell 0 uses an opposed channel (with respect to all
neighbouring cells) and measures the interference component from the MS’s of the neighbour-
ing cells, and BS’s respectively.







The unfilled arrow marks an X-TSBS transmits
BS receives




1 2 2 2















Figure 5.3: TS configuration in a 7–cell cluster.
downlink slots are distributed throughout a 7–cell cluster. This cluster can be repeated as often
as required in order to achieve full spatial coverage. It can be seen that in cell 0, TS

(the
superscript refers to the channel number whereas the subscript refers to the TS number of the
respective channel) and TS
 are opposed to all other adjacent cells. In cell 1 it is TS   and TS  ,




It can be found that the TS assignment plan illustrated in Figure 5.1 causes at least one pair
of TS’s to overlap asynchronously to one of its adjacent cells. Therefore, the term ‘quasi–
synchronous’ channels is introduced. Once again, this can be illustrated with the aid of Fig-
ure 5.3. As an example, the TS’s of channel 2 (Ch 2), TS   and TS  , in cell 0, are opposed to
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cell 1, but synchronous to all other cells           . The same mechanism can be found for
all other channels in cell 0, except channel 1. Thus, in each cell there are 6 quasi synchronous
channels and one channel with opposed synchronisation to all other cells.
The interference measured at any of the ‘quasi–synchronous’ channels can be found as:
   
 
      

    (5.7)
       
 
    
 
(5.8)
where   indicates the single, opposed duplex channel. In order to resolve severe MS   MS
interference it is necessary to determine    and     respectively. This can be achieved if
an idle frame is introduced. This idle frame is also necessary to enable the opposed pair of TS’s
to track the measurements of    and    after the resource units (RU’s) have been allocated.
The duration of a multi–frame including one idle frame will depend on the maximum specified
time for ‘service establishment’ and the maximum speed of a mobile in the TDD deployment
environment. Let the maximum speed of a mobile be 3 km/h and assume that the shadowing
will not change its characteristic within a range of about 1.5 m (obtained using the correlation
model in [147] and assuming an average transmitter–receiver distance of 25 m and a correlation
coefficient of   %  	 ), the time interval within which an idle frame is required will be 1.8 s.
With a frame duration of 10 ms, the idle frame would need to occur every 180th frame. If
not only an indoor scenario is considered, but also a higher mobility environment with, for
example, a maximum speed of 50 km/h under the same propagation conditions, the idle frame
would have to occur after every 20th frame. In the event of an idle frame in cell   which is the
only cell with opposed synchronisation, (5.7) and (5.8) become,
    1     
 
  
    

(5.9)
   1     
 
  
   
 
(5.10)
and subtracting (5.9) from (5.7) and (5.10) from (5.8) gives:
            1     (5.11)
           1      (5.12)
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Figure 5.4: Decentralised DCA algorithm exploiting the TS–opposing technique.
and consequently,
      1         (5.13)
        1           (5.14)
5.4 TS–opposing algorithm
The concept presented in the previous section represents the foundation for the decentralised
DCA algorithm depicted in Figure 5.4. This DCA algorithm is operated as a fast DCA ac-
cording to [163]. Due to the novel TS arrangements, the DCA algorithm is enabled to exploit
an additional degree of freedom which is generated by the opposed TS’s. This means that an
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power
PSfrag replacements
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  	  
time
Figure 5.5: Interference vectors for an arbitrary location within cell 0. It is assumed that a
channel consists of at least two TS’s, one for the uplink and one for the downlink.
arbitrary location is characterised by an interference vector of two components as depicted in
Figure 5.5. The property of each interference component is that the source of the interference
(BS or MS) is the same. The DCA algorithm basically chooses a channel for which the lower
interference component applies.
Moreover, the DCA algorithm (in particular the second condition) in Figure 5.4 ensures that
MS 	 MS interference is always smaller than BS 	 MS interference. Hence the problem of
MS   MS interference inherent in a TDD system is eased so that its effects are less of an issue
than BS 	 MS interference.
Each time a MS enters the network   and   are measured. First, it is calculated which of
  and    is smallest, for the channel with opposed synchronisation. If   is smallest, the
MS requests to be allocated to the opposed channels provided that spare capacity is available. If
however spare capacity is not available or   is greater than    , the MS assesses one of the
‘quasi synchronous’ channels. This means that exactly one neighbouring cell,   , transmits and
receives opposed to the cell of interest (COI). The interference components conveyed by cell
  ,    and     , are calculated as described in section 5.3. If        and      
the MS is allocated to the observed channel. In addition, this mechanism ensures that severe
MS   MS is prevented. If however the two conditions are not fulfilled, the same procedure is
carried out for the next ‘quasi synchronous’ channel,
  # , until the end is reached. If the
two conditions above are still not fulfilled, the MS allocates itself to that ‘quasi synchronous’
channel for which      !   ' holds.
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5.5 System model
The simulation platform as described in section 3.4 is used to carry out Monte Carlo simulations
of the DCA algorithm depicted in Figure 5.4. The cells will be populated under the following
conditions:
 Non-optimal power control.
 Mobiles allocated to the best serving BS.
 Handover margin of 5 dB.
 Correlated shadowing according to a model by Klingenbrunn [147].
 Symmetrical speech service.
 7–cell cluster with the COI in the centre.
In a CDMA system it is important that a MS is allocated to the best serving BS (in terms of
received signal power) rather than the closest BS as otherwise the interference may increase by
up to a factor of 20 as reported by Viterbi [27]. In this research, therefore, a simulation model
is created where the MS’s are allocated to a BS based on the minimum path loss criterion. In
this context, however, in a real system a MS cannot always be assigned to the BS offering the
lowest path loss due to handover imperfections. Thus, a handover margin as described in section
3.3.3 is considered. Furthermore, when assigning a MS to the best serving BS regardless of its
location, situations may arise where a MS actually is located outside the cell from which it is
served due to lognormal shadowing. This behaviour is accounted for by the introduction of a
second cell radius,
  
   , as depicted in Figure 5.6. With the radius        the scope of a cell in
terms of coverage can be expanded to cater for a more realistic scenario that MS’s or BS’s do
not have knowledge about the actual cell boundaries. Instead, the path loss is the factor which
determines which BS is to be used.
Again, as in chapter 4, the indoor office test environment described in [149] is used which
gives the following relationship for the path loss,  , in terms of the transmitter–receiver separ-
ation distance,
 
, the number of floors,  , and the lognormal random variable (RV) B to model
shadowing effects :
      %    !   '  #    
        #      B        (5.15)
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Figure 5.6: Simulation environment: The DCA algorithm is operated at the cell of interest
(COI). The first tier of cells is equally populated and handover regions (grey shaded
area) are considered so that MS’s can be allocated to the best serving BS.
5.5.1 Uplink
For an arbitrary user  the bit–energy to interference ratio * 




 .   
 
    

.
+ '   
   

(5.16)
where    
 is the received signal power from the desired user  , 
 is the information bit rate,
 is the total bandwidth,  
 is the other–cell interference density and   is the thermal noise
density. It has been demonstrated in [26] that
* 
 needs to be considered as a RV due to multipath
propagation and power control imperfections. In addition, it was shown by Viterbi [26] that
* 

can be approximated by a lognormal RV with mean 	 
 and standard deviation  
 . Each time
a new user enters the cell, the bit–energy to interference ratio of each user will be affected and
some MS’s may not be able to maintain the required threshold, and hence experience outage
or a degradation in performance. Therefore, dynamic power control is assumed to maintain the
required
* 
 for each user  . Solving (5.16) for    
 and multiplying with the respective path
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loss yields the carrier power for user  as follows:
 % 








   
     (5.17)
From (5.17) it can be seen that any change in the desired power, (    
 ) affects the transmitted
power of all other MS’s. With the substitutions of: ) 
  1 
+ ,     !  
    ' and using
matrix notations, (5.17) has been solved in section 4.3.1 resulting in (4.42).
5.5.2 Downlink
It has been demonstrated in [80, 91] that downlink power control in a cellular CDMA network
is required in order to reduce interference, in particular for MS’s located at outer regions of a
cell. In addition, in [92] it has been reported that downlink power control is only effective if it
is combined with some handover strategy.
For a TD–CDMA/TDD cellular network in general, and UTRA–TDD in particular, downlink
power control seems to be required even more as BS’s can interfere with each other and thereby
affect the uplink performance (this is more precisely described in section 4.3.1 with (4.52)). In
an investigation by Povey [109] it was found that BS   BS interference is a severe problem in a
TD–CDMA/TDD system. This, however, is primarily because only a simple downlink power
control mechanism was assumed in that study.
In this analysis two different downlink power control algorithms are applied in order to assess
their impact on system performance when using the new decentralised DCA:
 The first downlink power control approach is 	 based in which the code power for
each mobile is adjusted so that:
*    *  for all   #    , where *  is the required
bit–energy to interference ratio at the MS.
 The second downlink power control algorithm is related to the distance based algorithm
as proposed in [80] and [164, Chapter 9]. Since distance based algorithms only func-
tion in low shadowing environments a modification is made to incorporate lognormal
shadowing. Hence, the carrier power in the downlink is determined by that MS which
experiences the highest path loss. The same code power is then applied to every other
user. This algorithm is more precisely described in section 3.3.2.2.
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BEGIN
Add new user,  , to the COI





!  !  #
if CellLoadMaxIdentifier == 10




      #
end if
END
Figure 5.7: Blocking and maximum cell load criterion.
5.5.3 Capacity and Blocking Definitions
The novel TS assignment as described in section 5.3 ensures that every cell has the same number
of quasi–synchronous and opposed channels. Due to this symmetry, the performance of the
DCA algorithm is evaluated for a single cell, the COI, whilst the neighbouring cells are being
uniformly populated. The traffic load in the first tier of cells is varied. For a constant load
in the neighbouring cells, the capacity (number of instantaneously active MS’s) in the COI is
determined by successively adding new users. The strategy as to how a new MS is allocated
is such that an already established connection has higher priority than a new access attempt
(resulting in user blocking in favour of outage). Therefore, if for any     #          it is
found that  % 
   % 
 or  %    %    , the new MS cannot be assigned and is blocked for
the respective TS’s (function of the admission control). Due to the interference limited nature of
CDMA a hard limitation of the number of users seems inappropriate. Therefore, in this analysis
the ‘maximum cell load criterion’ (Figure 5.4) is defined as follows: the cell is considered to
be fully loaded if a predefined number of consecutive blocking events have occurred. The
number of permitted consecutive blocking events can be considered as a measure of the quality
of service (QoS) and is set to 10. This parameter can be used to trade–off QoS and capacity.
The mechanism to determine the maximum capacity and the resulting blocking is described
with the algorithm in Figure 5.7.
From the total number of users obtained by the procedure described by the pseudo code above,
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cell) can be calculated. It is assumed that the data rate of each
MS is the same. Then, the average capacity yields:
 

   7      (5.18)
where

is the number of Monte Carlo runs and
   the maximum number of users for a single
Monte Carlo run. Similarly, the average blocking is determined as:
!  
   !   (5.19)
It must be stressed that blocking as defined above is dependent on the total maximum number
of distributed MS’s at the COI. The maximum number of distributed users at the COI is held
constant, but it is varied in the first tier of cells.
The average capacity and blocking figures are used to compare the performance of the new
DCA strategy with a system having a TS configuration such that all entities throughout the
entire network transmit and receive at the same time. This means that only other entity in-
terference is present and thus this configuration represents an equivalent FDD system. The
parameters used for the simulation are based on [12], but modified as a consequence of the
UTRA–TDD standardisation process. The principle parameters are summarised in Table 5.1.
Parameter Value
TDD cell radius 50 m
Max MS TX power,  % 
   15 dBm
















Bandwidth,  4.68 MHz
Handover margin 5 dB
Total effective thermal noise density,   169 dBm
Number of floors,  , in (5.15) 2
Table 5.1: Simulation parameters used to assessing the performance of the combination of the
novel TS assignment plan and the decentralised DCA algorithm.
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5.6 Results
When a new MS enters the network the aim is to assign it to the best serving BS. Due to
handover imperfections and lognormal shadowing the best serving BS may not be located in
the cell in which the MS resides. In order to account for this mechanism, two scenarios are
investigated. The first scenario is where the MS allocated to a cell is bound within a circle
specified by the radius
  #    (Figure 5.6) which has an area approximately equal to that of the
hexagon, e.g. a hexagon with radius of 50m corresponds to a circle with radius
  #       	 m.
The second, more realistic, scenario is that a MS can be located outside the respective cell, but
still be served by the BS in the centre. This is arranged by setting
  #    such that it exceeds
the cell radius. Thus, in the second scenario
  #    is set to 75 % of the distance between two
BS’s, which for a cell radius of 50m results in
  #       	 m. The results of the DCA algorithm
for these scenarios and two different DL (downlink) power control methods are depicted in
Figure 5.8.
For all cases investigated the combination of the novel TS plan and the new distributed DCA
algorithm performs better than an equivalent FDD scenario. This is a most important result. It
was shown for a single cell scenario (section 4.2) that the capacity of a CDMA/TDD interface
can, in principle, be greater than that of an equivalent CDMA/FDD interface. However, the
disadvantage was that the DCA algorithm changed the uplink and downlink assignment of a
TS which, in turn, effected the interference in the neighbouring cells. This disadvantage is
eliminated here by the use of fixed TS assignment.
For the simple DL power control scheme the proposed method increases the capacity by up to
8 %. This is reduced to 5 % if the more sophisticated DL power control method is applied.
Therefore, not only does the decentralised DCA algorithm achieve better capacity results, but
it also can compensate for a poor DL power control algorithm.
Note, as the DCA is operated in a decentralised manner, the decision of which TS’s are to be
used is made at a single end of the communication link ignoring the interference situation at the
other end (at the BS). In addition, if the maximum path loss based DL power control method
is applied, it can be derived from the results in section 3.3.3 that the BS   BS interference at
the opposed TS’s will on average increase. This means that for the opposed pair of TS’s the
probability   !        ' decreases. As a consequence the relative capacity improvement
associated with the new DCA algorithm is expected to be less compared with the results of
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Figure 5.8: Average capacity results of the decentralised DCA algorithm.
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the 	 –based DL power control technique which minimises the transmitted power on the
downlink. As the results reveal the opposite (8 % improvement for the simple DL power control
compared with 5 % for the 	 –based DL power control algorithm), it can be concluded that
the interference caused at the MS by a greater downlink power in the quasi–synchronous case
is more detrimental than the greater BS   BS interference at the opposed TS’s. This is obvious
because, with the cell topology applied, the distance between an interfering BS and any MS
is always smaller than the BS–BS distance. Nevertheless, the total capacity improvement of
the 	 –based DL power control algorithm, in all cases, is significantly greater than that of
the simple path loss based DL power control technique. As an example, consider 4 interfering
MS’s using the decentralised DCA algorithm. The capacity as shown in Figure 5.8(a) and
Figure 5.8(b) for the  	 –based DCA algorithm is about 18 % greater. This highlights the
importance of a well designed DL power control algorithm as was also found in chapter 3. In
the case that
    is increased from 45 m to 65 m, similar behaviour is found. In this case,
however, the absolute capacity is reduced by about 5 – 10 % due to an increased interference.
Although in this case the MS’s are still assigned to the best serving BS (only limited by the
handover margin) the probability of a greater path loss to the serving BS increases, resulting
in a greater TX power and thus more interference. Note that in all scenarios investigated, the
decentralised DCA algorithm performs better than an equivalent FDD system. This result is
significant as a novel TS assignment plan enables the TDD system to account for full spatial
coverage, too.
The blocking results are depicted in Figure 5.9. The noticeably high blocking is a consequence
of the offered load being 7 simultaneously active users in the COI. In addition, the high block-
ing can be attributed to the use of the “blocking in favour of outage” strategy. It is interesting to
note that uplink blocking in each scenario is higher than downlink blocking and that it increases
with the load in the neighbouring cells, whereas downlink blocking is not a strong function of
the number of distributed users. This is primarily due to the uplink being a multi–point to
single–point transmission scheme and, in contrast, the downlink being a single–point to multi–
point transmission scheme. Therefore, if the interference at the BS is at a high level all users
are affected and this increases blocking as defined here. On the other hand, a single MS might
require the BS to transmit high power, but the probability that this is the case for all randomly
located MS is small and thus blocking is less likely than in the uplink direction. These results
confirm the findings by other researchers that the uplink in a CDMA system limits the capacity
[25, 26, 144]. However, the uplink and downlink cannot generally be treated as independent if
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Figure 5.9: Blocking results of the decentralised TS–opposing algorithm.
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TDD is employed. Since uplink and downlink are on the same frequency carrier both directions
are coupled depending on synchronisation and asynchronous TS overlaps. This effect can be
studied using the blocking results. If, for example, the results in Figure 5.9(a) and Figure 5.9(b)
are compared it can be found that, although only the downlink power control algorithm is
changed, the uplink blocking is greatly affected by the performance of DL power control. The
reason for this is that the TS assignment plan used generates asynchronous TS overlaps which
yield the strong coupling between uplink and downlink direction. However, it needs to be
stressed that blocking and capacity are not independent, and as the capacity increases the prob-
ability of blocking is also affected. This is also why uplink blocking also decreases with a better
DL power control algorithm in the case where all TS’s are quasi–synchronous.
As expected, and demonstrated in Figure 5.9, the downlink blocking is significantly reduced by
the decentralised DCA algorithm developed in this chapter. However, it also becomes clear that
the total blocking is dominated by the uplink blocking which is about 4 – 10 times greater. Due
to the nature of the decentralised DCA algorithm used, interference at the BS is not explicitly
reduced. Therefore the uplink blocking is not improved. This proves to be a remaining problem.
In a further experiment it is assumed that each user requests a symmetric 64 kbps service. In
this case a maximum of two users per cell and TS can be supported. The capacity results are
summarised in Table 5.2 and blocking in Table 5.3.
  #       	    #       	    #       	    #       	 
path loss based 	 –based path loss based 	 –based
DCA equiv. FDD DCA equiv. FDD DCA equiv. FDD DCA equiv. FDD
118.5 119.4 118.2 118.2 111.4 111.7 111.1 111.4
Table 5.2: Average capacity for the case of 2 users per cell/TS each with a data rate of 64 kbps.
The blocking in the uplink (UL) is presented in the first row of Table 5.3. Similarly, the row
marked with DL presents the blocking in the downlink. As own–cell interference decreases
  #       	    #       	    #       	    #       	 
path loss based 	 –based path loss based 	 –based
DCA equiv. FDD DCA equiv. FDD DCA equiv. FDD DCA equiv. FDD
UL 5.1 3.5 4.5 3.8 6.7 5.8 6.0 6.0
DL 0.1 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.2 1.0 0.3 1.1
Table 5.3: Average number of users blocked for the case of 2 users per cell/TS each with a data
rate of 64 kbps.
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with the number of users, the total capacity increases. Moreover, for the same reason, the
effect of a tighter downlink power control algorithm is reduced. The gain of the proposed DCA
algorithm with respect to capacity is diminished for the case of 2 high data rate users per cell.
Once again, the reason that the DCA algorithm for a symmetric data rate of 64 kbps performs
worse than for a symmetric rate of 16 kbps can predominantly be attributed to outage in the
uplink due to a decreased processing gain.
Again from Table 5.3 it can be seen that uplink blocking is greater in the case of opposed TS’s,
but downlink blocking is significantly reduced.
5.7 Conclusions
A new distributed DCA algorithm exploiting the TS–opposing technique has been investigated.
In addition, a fixed TS assignment was developed. Special emphasis was placed on ensuring
ease of implementation. It was predominantly assumed that channel asymmetry is achieved by
code pooling rather than TS pooling. The very important result is that this technique can result
in higher capacity than an equivalent FDD system, even for a multiple cell environment. A
further important result is that the DCA algorithm ensures that severe MS   MS is avoided.
The proposed DCA algorithm helps to abate a tight requirement on DL power control, but the
relative capacity improvement obtained by using the DCA algorithm is less than the improve-
ment which can be obtained by using a  	 –based DL power control algorithm instead of a
path loss based DL power control method. Furthermore, the uplink and downlink direction are
strongly coupled in a TD–CDMA/TDD interface if asynchronous TS overlaps occur. Therefore,
an isolated treatment of either direction may produce unrealistic results.
A possible drawback is that the decentralised DCA algorithm does not minimise the interfer-
ence at the BS. However, it has been demonstrated that the impact of interference at the BS
can be more severe than at the MS’s since several links are affected simultaneously. Hence, the
uplink direction prevents to fully exploit the potential interference reduction capabilities of the
decentralised DCA algorithm. This important finding may be used in further investigations of
decentralised DCA techniques which make use of the novel TS–opposing principle. It may, for
example, be interesting to study the effects of a combined decentralised and centralised DCA
algorithm where the decentralised DCA algorithm is basically the same as presented in this
chapter. When using the same algorithm at the MS and BS, conflicting decisions regarding the
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best channel selection may arise which would need to be arbitrated by an additional algorithm.
If own–cell interference is reduced by, for example, joint–detection it is anticipated that the
performance of the DCA concept presented in this chapter is further improved. This may be




The aim of this chapter is threefold: Firstly, a summary of the work that has been conducted in
each of the previous chapters is presented. Secondly, the main conclusions that can be drawn
from the novel findings and their exploitation are highlighted. Finally, the limitations of this
work and further research options are outlined.
6.1 Summary
Chapter 1 described the key aim of cellular wireless communication systems which is to max-
imise the capacity per unit area of a limited radio resource. This has led to different multiple
access methods with code division multiple access (CDMA) being the technique which fulfils
the maximisation criterion best. In addition different channel modes were discussed (simplex,
half duplex and full duplex). It was shown, that, although time division duplex (TDD) is a
full duplex mode, it is based on the half duplex principle. Therefore, the TDD technique was
deemed well suited to cater for asymmetric traffic of future data oriented services.
Chapter 2 discussed multiple access techniques focusing in particular on CDMA. It was shown
that interference from other cells can offset the gains obtained by techniques that reduce mul-
tiple access interference (MAI). In addition, an overview of the TDD technique and its advant-
ages and disadvantages was presented. In this context, results of an investigation of the TDD
underlay concept carried out by the author were presented. These results confirmed the feas-
ibility of the TDD underlay concept provided that certain constraints regarding the location of
the base stations (BS’s) are maintained. Another issue highlighted was how the ability of TDD
to cater for channel asymmetry is compensated by additional interference mechanisms which
create additional other cell interference in a cellular CDMA/TDD network. If CDMA is com-
bined with the time division multiple access (TDMA) technique, dynamic channel assignment
techniques may be used to avoid severe interference. A hybrid TDMA/CDMA–TDD interface,
which is referred to as TD–CDMA/TDD, is used for the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
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System (UMTS). This interface was described briefly. Finally, different DCA approaches were
presented.
Chapter 3 addressed the interference issues of a CDMA–TDD air interface. In particular, ad-
jacent channel interference (ACI) was investigated since this type of interference is considered
to create a significant problem in a CDMA–TDD system if the same frequency is used in every
cell (frequency re–use of one) and only a single carrier is available for any one operator. Fur-
thermore, frame synchronisation to the cells of a co–operator could not be assumed. The pole
capacity of such a system for ideal and non–ideal power control was calculated. Furthermore,
a novel performance measure was introduced which is the capacity relative to a single, isolated
and thus non–interfered cell. The relevant equations allowed for the study of the impact of
power adjustments on capacity. An interference model for synchronisation errors in a TDD
system was developed. Moreover, the probability density function (pdf) for interference from
a neighbouring cell was derived assuming ideal power control and a propagation model that
included lognormal shadowing. This pdf was used to verify a static Monte Carlo system simu-
lation platform which was used to study two deployment scenarios: a) a hot spot scenario with
only a single interfering cell and b) interference of a multi cell network. The effects of different
base station (BS) separation distances and different frame synchronisations were investigated.
It was found that the interference caused by the downlink renders co–location of BS’s difficult.
In addition, this investigation led to the important discovery that ideal synchronisation is not
always the ideal scenario in terms of interference powers. The same result was confirmed by
the ACI study of a multiple interfering cell scenario. With the aid of the cellular network model,
the impact of handover and downlink power control was investigated. It was found that these
functions have a vital impact on system performance. In addition, it became clear that only the
joint use of both techniques will eventually increase the capacity of the system investigated. Fi-
nally, co–channel interference for the system described was studied with the aim of confirming
the validity of the finding that ideal synchronisation does not always yield the highest capa-
city. It was found that in 25%–41.7% of all cases it is more advantageous to apply opposed
transmission with respect to the BS location. Furthermore, the results revealed that interference
between mobile stations was not a significant issue. The remainder of this thesis was aimed at
exploiting these key findings.
In chapter 4 the novel finding of chapter 3 which was that in 25%–41.7% of all scenarios it is
more advantageous to apply opposed synchronisation, was exploited by developing centralised,
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interference based DCA algorithms [152]. Since opposed synchronisation was to be exploited
the new process was termed ’time slot (TS) opposing technique’. The approach was twofold:
firstly, a TS opposing algorithm was applied to a single cell in order to identify upper bounds
for the network performance. The results revealed that the capacity of a TDD network could be
48 % greater than that of an equivalent FDD network when using the TS opposing technique.
If 10 dB static shielding between BS’s could be achieved, the gain was even greater with a
maximum of 118 %. These performance gains clearly represented an upper bound since the
capacity maximisation was restricted to merely a single cell neglecting the mutual effects on
the neighbouring cells. Secondly, the system model was refined so as to assess the network
performance rather than the ideal performance of a single cell. The system investigated was first
described mathematically which resulted in two novel system equations. The model revealed
that uplink and downlink in a TDD system can be strongly coupled with the consequence that
a poor downlink power control algorithm can have a severe impact on the uplink performance.
Based on the system model which included all interference sources, a simulation environment
consisting of 4 indoor cells was created. In addition, dynamic, 	 –based power control in the
downlink was considered. A novel centralised DCA algorithm was developed and applied to the
system model. The system performance was evaluated for four scenarios of different channel
asymmetry between neighbouring cells. It was found that the novel centralised DCA algorithm
prevented capacity losses as a consequence of different channel asymmetries in neighbouring
cells. This result was significant since it had generally been assumed that in a cellular TD–
CDMA/TDD network each cell needed to adopt the same rate of asymmetry in order to avoid
severe interference. For instance, Holma [6, p. 301] writes: “Cell–independent asymmetric
capacity allocation between uplink and downlink is not feasible for each cell in the coverage
area”.
Chapter 5 investigated the TS opposing technique when applied to a decentralised DCA al-
gorithm. The aim was to simplify the measurement of the interference components from BS’s
and MS’s by introducing idle slots. Cases of severe interference between MS’s were arbitrated
by the DCA algorithm. Furthermore, the complexity of the TS switching process was to be
eliminated. The approach taken was to combine fixed channel assignment (FCA) with DCA
where the direction of transmission (uplink and downlink) of TS’s was pre–defined. Therefore,
a new TS assignment scheme was developed. The aim was to fulfil three basic requirement: a)
full spatial coverage, b) maintain a frequency (and TS) re–use of one and c) enable a DCA to
exploit the TS opposing technique. The respected TS assignment plan consisted of 7 full duplex
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channel utilising 14 TS’s. The uplink and downlink directions were permanently assigned ac-
cording to a novel TS assignment scheme [153]. This enabled the TS opposing technique to be
used at the mobile entities. The disadvantage was the requirement of TS planning. A decent-
ralised DCA algorithm was developed which was applied to the cellular network. Dynamic,
	 –based power control in the downlink was assumed. The key result was that the system
performed better than an equivalent FDD system for low bit rate users — most importantly, this
could be demonstrated for a cellular network. However, in the case of two MS’s per TS where
each required 64 kbps, the performance of the TDD system and an equivalent FDD system were
found to be approximately the same. This could be attributed to the basic findings of the co–
channel interference study of chapter 3. In this chapter, it was observed that the probability of
interference from BS’s being greater than interference from MS’s, has a maximum at the centre
of the cell which is the exact location of the BS. Since the decentralised DCA algorithm tries
to minimise interference solely at the downlink direction, the uplink represents the capacity
limiting direction (since there is no interference avoiding mechanism in this direction). This
particularly holds in the case of high bit rate users where the processing gain is small.
6.2 Conclusions
The pdf of interference from the MS’s in a neighbouring cell has been derived analytically.
This function can be used to analyse many interference related issues of cellular networks. It
provides an ideal means to study the effects of relevant system parameters such as, for example,
the level of the desired signal power at the receiver or the impact of the path loss exponent.
In this thesis it has been shown that in a CDMA/TDD based system not only a tight power
control algorithm in the uplink is required, but also a well performing power control algorithm
in the downlink. This is primarily due to the potential coupling of uplink and downlink channels
as both are at the same radio frequency carrier.
The investigation of ACI in a hybrid TD–CDMA/TDD interface using UMTS related paramet-
ers has revealed that a significant capacity reduction might be obtained for co–sited BS’s. The
capacity reduction has been found to be more than 20% if an adjacent channel protection factor
of less than 40 dB and synchronisation errors of more than 10% are used. From this result
it follows that adjacent channel protection factors greater than 40 dB or precise frame syn-
chronisation are required if co–siting is to be used. However, in practice frame synchronisation
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between adjacent carriers is considered to be difficult to achieve.
To the author’s best knowledge it was shown for the first time that in a TD–CDMA/TDD net-
work opposed synchronisation of TS’s results in less interference for 25%–41.7% of all possible
uniform user distributions. This finding has an important implication with respect to achieving
cell independent asymmetry in a cellular TD–CDMA/TDD network. It was shown that cell
independent asymmetry in a TD–CDMA/TDD system can be achieved without a significant
capacity reduction. This enables such a cellular system to exploit this TDD inherent advantage
without the accompanied potential disadvantage of greater interference.
The novel finding of systematically applying opposed synchronisation has been used to show
that a TD–CDMA/TDD cell can achieve greater spectral efficiency than an equivalent FDD cell.
It has also been demonstrated that the spectral efficiency of a cellular TD–CDMA/TDD system
can be greater than that of an equivalent FDD system. This has been shown for symmetric
channels.
The centralised DCA algorithm proved to be a powerful means to permit cell independent
asymmetries without a significant capacity loss. The disadvantage is the operational complex-
ity associated. The decentralised DCA algorithm proved to be a powerful compromise between
fixed channel assignment (FCA) and DCA strategies. It was shown that TDD inherent prop-
erties (TS opposing) can still be exploited so as to avoid high other–cell interference. The
advantage of this type of DCA is its simplicity with regard to the implementation. The res-
ults of two totally different DCA algorithms using the same principle (TS opposing technique)
demonstrate that the use of this technique is not limited to a specific scenario. Furthermore, it
is found that a DCA algorithm acts as a key function in order to exploit the flexibility of the
TD–CDMA/TDD air–interface.
6.3 Limitations and Future work
The results in this research were generated using a series of mathematical models and computer
simulations. They are therefore subject to certain limitations in connection with the assump-
tions supporting the models and simulations used. These limitations are outlined further below:
The interference analyses were based on static system simulations. The author recognises that
this model has its weaknesses, for example, with regard to user mobility and real time power
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control. The static models, however, provided a good insight into the system with respect to the
sensitivity to system functions such as power control and handover. It is further recognised that
the system performance of a TD–CDMA/TDD is dependent on a variety of parameters (e.g.
bit–energy to interference ratio, processing gain, power budgets, cell radii). In particular, the
required bit–energy to interference ratio has a significant impact on the maximum system capa-
city. For this reason it was difficult to generate absolute statements which means that the results
are largely scenario specific. For the investigated scenarios, however, clear statements could be
made. It was found that BS   BS interference renders co–siting of BS difficult. However, as
this is the most cost–efficient deployment scenario, interference cancellation algorithms or an-
tenna beamforming algorithms may be an interesting field for further study. Furthermore, it was
shown by the author that the TDD underlay is an interesting technique to enhance capacity in a
dual mode TDD and FDD air interface with harmonised air–interface parameters. Interference
issues cause tight constraints with respect to the location of BS’s. Once again, techniques to cir-
cumvent high interference, including ODMA (opportunity driven multiple access) techniques,
will result in relaxing the tight geometrical constraints.
The proposed centralised DCA algorithms made use of the separate measurement of the sum
of interference from BS’s and the sum of interference from MS’s. A method of calculating the
individual interference components was proposed. This method requires the interfering cells to
be part of the same network. In case of ACI this is not guaranteed since the adjacent carrier
might belong to another operator. Therefore, it may be interesting to develop new methods
to separately measure the interference contribution from BS’s and MS’s. Current research at
the University of Edinburgh addresses this issue. Moreover, a limitation of this investigation
is the underlying assumption of a simple receiver structure. Further research may concentrate
on studying the performance of the TS opposing algorithm assuming different types of receiver
and coding techniques. In particular, if the impact of own–cell interference is reduced or almost
eliminated it is anticipated that the DCA algorithm results in further improvements. An addi-
tional point of interest is the question of how the centralised TS opposing algorithm interacts
with a decentralised DCA. Furthermore, the process of opposing TS’s requires an additional
signalling overhead, the extent of which may be interesting to investigate. Although centralised
DCA algorithms are envisaged to perform best in low mobility or fixed wireless environments,
the effect of various user mobility scenarios and uneven traffic distribution scenarios on the per-
formance of the centralised TS opposing algorithm may represent a way forward to obtaining
further knowledge about this technique. In addition, it seems promising to combine the DCA
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proposed in [145] with the TS opposing technique.
The decentralised DCA algorithm was designed to ease practical implementation by supporting
the interference measurements by a novel TS assignment scheme and idle slot periods. The
respective algorithm aimed to minimise interference in the downlink. It became clear that the
uplink is the critical path. Therefore, it would be interesting to apply the opposing technique
decentrally, but aim at minimising the interference in the uplink. The MS could make use of
the knowledge about the path loss and the required transmit power to estimate interference at
the BS, or the BS might simply report this to the MS. The MS then has information about
interference at the BS and at its own location and can thus use this to exploit the TS opposing
technique. Furthermore, it would be interesting to evaluate the system performance for different
cell sizes, shapes, number of TS’s and deployment scenarios (non–uniformly distributed MS’s).
All analyses in this thesis are primarily based on indoor propagation environments. Future
research may apply the techniques developed in this thesis to different environments in order to
further test these techniques.
It is clear that the flexibility of TDD poses challenges, but these can be exploited construct-
ively in order to enhance the overall system performance. The feasibility of using a hybrid
TD–CDMA/TDD air interface in a cellular environment has been demonstrated, emphasising
that TDD, in addition, enables other techniques such as, for example, ODMA to co–exist. This
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Solving (A.5) for % , using .  
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ABSTRACT
We investigated the feasibility of the coexistence of CDMA-
TDD micro cells under a CDMA-FDD macro cell network with
both sharing the same frequency band. A dynamic channel
allocation (DCA) algorithm decides on the basis of mutual in-
terference which FDD band is to use for the micro cell TDD
channel. On the assumption of giving the macro cell higher pri-
ority we investigated the lower bound probability of total micro
cell loss (outage) dependent on the distance between the micro-
and macro cell BS. We also considered wall loss at the boundary
of the micro cell and studied the effect of different propagation
conditions on the assumption of equally distributed macro cell
subscribers. A mathematical model for outage is developed and
the results are compared with simulations. The results reveal
a good match between the theoretical approximation and the
simulations. This, in turn, indicates that micro cell outage is
mainly caused by a single macro cell mobile within a certain
area around the micro cell BS. It can be seen that the outage
goes up to about 15 % when the micro cell is located at the
macro cell boundary. This value exponentially decreases when
the micro cell is moved towards the macro cell BS. Walls around
micro cells do have a significant influence on outage. It has been
shown, that outage converges towards a value determined by the
micro cell size.
I INTRODUCTION
In order to cope with the challenges of future personal com-
munication systems (PCS) there is a growing interest in the
investigation of intelligent network structures which enable the
integration of many sophisticated services [1–3]. New mobile
communication standards, such as e.g. “UMTS”, aim to cater
for high- and low mobility user populations within an integ-
rated system. The service of pure voice transmission will be
complemented by services like data, video, fax, etc. This re-
quirements combined with different environmental conditions
point to hierarchical network concepts. However, frequencies
which are exclusively allocated to a certain system but remain
unused due to low traffic in that specific system represent an
inefficient use of common radio resources. DS-CDMA as a
multiple access technique uses the bandwidth more efficiently
than TDMA and FDMA systems [4]. These systems are con-
sidered to use FDD for serving the duplex channel. Recently,
there has been an increased interest in using TDD-CDMA for
low-mobility users within smaller cells. The combination of
TDD and DS-CDMA has shown to be advantageous in respect
to the receiver complexity [5, 6]. However, the benefits of TDD
techniques will be reduced in environments with high Doppler
shifts, which is shown in [7]. In two investigations [8, 9] these
ideas are combined and a hierarchical system with the following
properties is proposed:
  the macro cells use DS-CDMA combined with FDD.
  the micro cells make use of DS-CDMA and TDD, because
they are intended to cover hot-spot areas which are usually
located within buildings and, thus, assigned to users of low
mobility.
  a DCA algorithm allocates the CDMA-TDD micro cell
channel at either the FDD up-link or down-link band, so
that least mutual system interference will be generated.
It thereby exploits the asymmetry of up- and down-link
capacity of a CDMA system.
Figure 1 illustrates this cellular system. The quality of the pro-
posed architecture is derived from the rate of mutual interfer-
ence. The four instances which can either be a source or a sink
of interference are: micro cell mobile (indoor mobile), macro
cell mobile (outdoor mobile), micro cell base station (indoor
base station) and macro cell base station (outdoor base station).
The consequences of BS losses are much worse because many
communication links can be affected simultaneously. Combin-
ing the four instances it can be found that there are 10 pos-
sible link-to-link combinations of mutual interference. Four
out of these cannot be directly resolved by the proposed DCA
algorithm. They are:
1. Micro Cell BS – Macro Cell MS
2. Micro Cell BS – Macro Cell BS
3. Micro Cell MS – Macro Cell MS
4. Micro Cell MS – Macro Cell BS
In this paper we investigate the outage of case 1., i.e. the
influence of a macro cell mobile to a micro cell base station.
We, thereby, assume that the DCA algorithm gives the outdoor
mobile higher priority and therefore is utilising the FDD up-link
for an additional TDD channel. We further assume that a macro
cell mobile might not be necessarily switched to the micro cell
system because both networks can be run by different operators
















Figure 1: System Overview
II CELL TOPOLOGY ASSUMPTIONS
We consider one macro cell with the BS in the centre. Further
we assume that no network planning will be carried out for the
micro cells (e.g. the macro- and micro cells might not be run
by the same operator). Furthermore the locations of the micro
cells are places dictated by increased traffic. So, the distance
between the inter network base stations is randomly distributed.
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Figure 2: System Topology
For modelling the radio propagation we use a stationary path
loss model described by [10, pp. 61–68]. The propagation con-
ditions are determined by two parameters: (a) the path-loss
slope  and (b) a reference power at a certain distance. Further-
more, we assume ideal power control in the up-link. Thus, the
transmission power of any mobile in the outdoor environment
yields         "!$# (1)
Where
  
is the transmission power required for a mobile loc-
ated at radius
 
from the macro cell centre.
 
determines
the macro cell boundary.   is the distance of mobile 
from its base station. We normalise every distance to
 
.  is
the path-loss exponent of the outdoor environment. The micro
cell is designated to cover hot-spot areas usually located within
buildings. To cater for this circumstance we have introduced
a second path-loss slope for the indoor cell in our propagation
model. We also consider a specific attenuation at the micro cell
boundary due to the walls. Thus, the interference power at the
micro cell base station can be written as follows: &%  '() *+ ,   .- ./103246587 !# 2 if 9;:  $<=?>@587A   24 587 !$# 9/ 0B2 2 !C# 2 otherwise (2)6 defines a close in area around the micro cell BS in which a
mobile is not expected in order to keep the propagation model
valid. Thus, signals received at the indoor BS can be related to 6 .  represents the distance between mobile  and the
micro cell base station.
-
is the factor to compensate for wall
loss. In order to obtain the lower bound of micro cell outage
caused by users assigned to the macro cell system we assume a
micro cell mobile at the boundary of its cell. Thus the carrier to
interference ratio is given byDFE HGIFJ K       L/ 0B2 2 ! # 2 % (3)   is the power required for a micro cell user at its cell bound-
ary to communicate with the associated base station.
  de-
notes the radius of the micro cell. In order to determine the
micro cell outage figures a threshold for M E;N O IPJ K  has to be
determined. A general expression to obtain the lower threshold
is given by E  RQST VU W (4)
With a minimum of QS N TX ZY[]\ (see [4] for example)
for error free voice transmission M E;N 9O IPJ K  is mainly derived
by the applied processing gain. The value M E;N 9O IFJ K  will be
referred to as threshold. In our simulations we assume a pro-
cessing gain of 128 (21 dB)[11]. Subsequently, this value was
increased to 256 to investigate the influence of the processing
gain on micro cell outage. We further randomly distributed

mobiles within the macro cell. Totally we generated about 3000
random distributions for each geometrical configuration. From
these statistical oberservations we derived the outage probabil-
ity
  ^ M E;N O_`
a cbd aecf hg . Since we investigate the micro
cell outage dependent on the system geometry and the propaga-
tion conditions the total number of subscribers is kept constant,




III OUTAGE CALCULATION MODEL
To verify the simulation results, we developed a model for a the-
oretical approximation for the outage. We assume the mobiles
to be equally distributed. Hence, the cdf of the user location
 
can simply be expressed by
  	
   (5)
Here we neglect the close in area around the base station marked
by off

which serves as an area around the outdoor BS where
a mobile is not allowed to stay in order to keep the propagation
model valid. Because of the assumed independence of the user
locations, the probability that one mobile stays within an area
marked off by r is can be approximated as follows:
    
    (6)
This approximation is only valid for
 
.  is the number
of macro cell subscribers. Since we assume an equal distribu-
tion, the relations found by (5) and (6) are valid for any location
of a BS. After having defined the threshold, the corresponding
distance  could be calculated. Where  denotes the minimal
separation between macro cell user and the micro cell BS, so
that  !"$#&% ')( is just kept. Because of the applied propagation
model this distance varies dependent on the relative location of
the mobile to its base station. However, we can define an upper
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Figure 3: Area of Total Outage
of the cell will have higher transmission power. This results in#+*-, . Whereas, .#&% ' is derived from the point closest to the
the macro cell base station. We can interpolate an area around
the micro cell base station including these two points. This area
has the property that only one mobile within it will cause 100%
loss of the complete micro cell. If we apply the same path-
loss exponent for micro- and macro cell which is equal to / we
can calculate  #&% ' and  #0*1, in closed form by combining (1),
(2) (case  23  ( ) and (3), substituting 42 with 506 
and solving for  which, thus, gives to solutions 7#8% ' , #0*1,
respectively.
 #&% '79:#0*1,  5;=<<?>A@ B7C >D B CEGF 9:HIKJ?L M >?NPO 9$Q.RTSVU (7)
In this case we obtain a linear relationship between the distance
of the inter network base stations
 5
and the resulting  #&% '79:#0*1, .
If we substitute

in (6) with  #8% '79:#+*-, of (7) we get a theoret-
ical upper and lower bound of outage, which results in
    !"   !."#&% ')( 
   5;+; <XW< > @ B C >D B)C EYF 9:HZI J[L M > N O 9$QR S  R  (8)
In case /]\ / ( numerical methods have to be applied. The
following equation has to be solved for  to get )#&% ' and #0*1, .
^_a`Xb ;  < < ( R b : !c" #8% '7( b
;  ( R
Q > b ; 5?6  R Qed U
(9)
Afterwards we again substitute 7#&% ' and .#0*1, into (6) to obtain
the theoretical outage probability.
IV SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The simulations are based upon the parameters listed in Table
1 and 2. The estimated maximal number of users in the macro
cell when applying ideal power control is obtained by using [10,
pp. 309–312]. All further parameters are related to [8]. By
taking a minimum receiver sensitivity of -116 dBm [11, 12] and
a total path loss of 142.3 dB [8] at a distance of 1 km we get <  ^ef gih
.

does not have an impact on outage. However,4
must satisfy:
    
so that eq. (5) maintains valid. From
(8) and (9) it can be seen, that
 ( does not have influence on
the theoretical outage result, either. The simulations confirm
these results. The values of / and /i( are obtained from the
investigation undertaken in [13]. In the simulation we first con-
sidered different path loss exponents in the micro- and macro
cell environments. Figure 4 shows the theoretical and simulated
outage results dependent on the distance
c5
for a threshold of
-19 dB. The results shown by Figure 6 are based on a threshold
of -16 dB. In the following step we increased the indoor path
loss slope to match the outdoor exponent in order to simulate
a indoor building with several stories. Thus, the probability of
line sight for the micro cell mobile to its base station is con-
siderably reduced. Although in reality the attenuation inside a
building can be much higher, e.g. with metal shielding inside
walls. On the one hand this supports a reduction of micro cell
outage because the interfering signal from the macro cell mobile
is much more attenuated. On the other hand, since there is a
limited power budget for the indoor mobile the useful signal is
also received at a lower level. Figure 5 shows the result for a
threshold of -19 dB, whereas the results given by Figure 7 are




Table 1: Macro Cell Simulation Parameters




area of no users  50 m
reference power  400 mW
number of subscribers  15
Table 2: Micro Cell Simulation Parameters




area of no users    5 m
reference power 
  10 mW
V DISCUSSION
Different propagation conditions have been studied as well as
different processing gains. However, it has been found that the
parameter with the largest impact on micro cell outage is the
distance between micro and macro cell BS, referred to as  .
The smaller it is the better the outage results. Although, in the
latter case the interference from the micro cell system to the
macro cell BS will increase. Thus, there is an optimal value for
 in the sense of mutual interference. In case of locating the
indoor BS in a range of about           the rates
of outage do not differ greatly if we either apply a threshold of
-16 dB or -19 dB, and they are still below 5 %. The assumption
of an equal path loss     reveals, in total, worse
results than in the case of   and    . This implies
that the effect of the attenuation of the useful signal has a higher
impact than the attenuation of the interferer. This could be
overcome by giving the micro cell mobile a higher transmission
power. However, this, in turn, effects the interference at the
macro cell BS caused by the indoor mobile. Since the results
are only based on one micro cell mobile it must be taken into
account that the probability for micro cell outage will increase
if the more realistic case of the existence of several indoor sub-
scribers will be applied. However, some of those mobiles could
also be moved by the DCA algorithm to the FDD down-link
band. This, on the other hand rises the risk of causing outage to
the macro cell mobile. Further it can be stated that the results
follow closely the average value between the upper and lower
limits given by mathematical approximation of eq. (8) and eq.
(9), indicating a close match between them. Although, at the
normalised distance of about 0.9 the simulations seem to reveal
a decline in outage which is because of the cell-boundary effect.
From the close match between theory and simulations it can be
concluded, that outage is mainly caused by a single interferer
within a distance of  "!$#&% ,  "!(' ) respectively. This implies that
the accumulation of interfering signals from several mobiles
located farer away is negligible for severe outage. The walls
around a micro cell system also have an influence on outage.
Since the theoretical model has served as an accurate approx-
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Figure 5: *<  ,=  , -/.1032"4 !(' )  >57683 :
After substituting
  
into (6) the probability for the event that
one macro cell mobile stays within the micro cell coverage is
obtained. This immediately can be converted into outage prob-
ability which is quasi stationary for a wide range of  (see
Figure 8). This is because the interfering energy from mobiles
outside the building is shielded, whereas a mobile inside has to
transmit at a even higher level. This results in a quasi-constant
outage probability beginning at certain value of  , i.e. from
there on the influence of  on outage is substantially reduced.
Now the most determining factor on outage is the size
 ?
of
the micro cell. With the parameters given in Table 1 and 2, and
an assumed wall loss of 10 dB, this value is 21.6 %. Hence, up
to an outage range of 21.6 % wall shielding will have negative
influence on micro cell outage. Above this limit the micro cell
will benefit from wall shielding. To make this effect visible, in
the simulations we increased   to 1 W.
VI CONCLUSIONS
Applying the proposed system architecture macro cell sub-
scribers cause losses of underlayed micro cells, assuming the
macro cell system has a higher priority. This outage probability
is a lower bound of outage because it was assumed that the
conditions of the micro cell system are ideal (only one micro
cell user). This lower bound of outage, however, is strongly de-
pendent on the base station separation. Hence, if the FDD band
of an overlayed CDMA system is to be used by CDMA micro
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Figure 6:    ,  	
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Figure 7:  #$   %&  ,  '    	!
down-link FDD band, the locations of the micro cells have to be
defined properly. Otherwise, the lower bound micro cell outage
can become intolerably high. This, in turn, raises the need for
network planning in respect to the micro cell locations. This
constraint restricts the freedom of placing the micro cell any-
where within the macro cell which is inflexible and undesirable.
Hence, it can be stated that there are conflicting requirements.
If, however, this trade off can be resolved TDD techniques com-
bined with a DCA algorithm represents an excellent method to
increase capacity of a CDMA macro cell environment substan-
tially. If the micro cell is used within buildings and the size
of the cell is kept small the walls can be used to minimise the
outage ratio. However, all these conclusions imply an equal
distribution of the subscribers. Furthermore the effects of inter
cell interference caused by the micro cell components have not
been addressed in this paper.
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Abstract — Asymmetric use of a CDMA–FDD chan-
nel results in underused radio spectrum in one of the du-
plex frequency bands. Due to practical restrictions a dy-
namic partitioning of the FDD duplex bands is difficult
to achieve. However, an asymmetrical channel utilisation
is inherent in future multi–media applications supported
by, for example, the Universal Mobile Telecommunica-
tions System (UMTS). Therefore, we analyse a method
which exploits this underused FDD spectrum in a soft
manner. The idea is that a CDMA–TDD link is put into
the underused CDMA–FDD duplex band. An analytical
approach based on a uniform user distribution has been
taken to calculate the mutual interference at the base sta-
tions of an hierarchical system topology. This consists
of a CDMA–TDD pico cell underlaid to a CDMA–FDD
macro cell. It is assumed that the pico cell is placed
within a building with 10dB wall attenuation. Since this
method is ideally applicable for UMTS, we used para-
meters of the UTRA (UMTS terrestrial radio access) air
interfaces (UTRA–FDD and UTRA–TDD) to carry out
capacity analysis. It was shown that the TDD underlay
can significantly increase the flexibility on the UMTS air–
interface and that the greatest advantageous can be gained
from a BS separation of about 300m and lognormal shad-
owing with   less than 11 dB.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently the 3rd generation mobile communication
system UMTS, which belongs to the IMT-2000 family, is
being standardised [1]. Two UTRA interfaces have been
chosen: UTRA–FDD and UTRA–TDD. The TDD–mode
is useful for low mobility populations and services which
require a high channel asymmetry [2, 3]. It is predicted
that these asymmetrical services, such as Internet Web–
browsing, will be widely used in future mobile communic-
ations systems. The channel asymmetry will be mainly in
favour of the downlink resulting in underused uplink spec-
trum when employing the FDD mode. Unused frequency
spectrum, however, represents a waste of expensive radio
resources. Taking into account that CDMA is an interfer-
ence limited system and that the basic frame structures of
UTRA-TDD and UTRA–FDD are harmonised, we pursue
the idea of exploiting unused UTRA–FDD spectrum by








































































Fig. 1. Principles of the UTRA–TDD underlay. The components of the
UTRA–TDD pico cell or indoor cell are followed by the letter ’i’
(BSi, MSi respectively) while the UTRA–FDD macro cell or outdoor
cell entities are marked with an additional ’o’.
concept of this idea. Additional UTRA–TDD links will
be placed into the underused UTRA–FDD uplink band.
The fact that many data services have relaxed timing re-
quirements supports the basic concept of the UTRA–TDD
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underlay. This method was first proposed in [4].
The UTRA–TDD interface is ideally suitable for pico
and micro cell environments. Pico cells are used mainly
within buildings and are therefore often shielded by walls.
This results in a reduction of interference to an overlaid
system. The capacity of a non–hierarchical CDMA–FDD
system has been intensively studied [5, 6]. We took a new
analytical approach to derive the probability density func-
tions (pdfs) of inter–cell interference1 of an hierarchical
macro/pico cellular CDMA system where the pico or in-
door cells utilise unused spectrum of the overlay. Using
the generated pdfs and defining an outage threshold, sys-
tem capacity figures can be calculated. This give evidence
about the feasibility of the UTRA–TDD underlay.
In section II, the system model is described and in the
subsequent section III simulation results are presented and
discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in part IV.
II. INTERFERENCE MODEL
















Fig. 2. Cell topology and inter–cell interference definitions.
indoor and outdoor cell mobiles are assumed to be distrib-
uted uniformly in space which yields the following pdf:  !#" $&%&' (1)
where  denotes the distance between the mobile and the
BS and % is the cell radius.
The deterministic functions for the inter–cell interfer-
ence power ( ) and ( ) can be derived with the aid of
Fig. 2 assuming the mobiles to be ideally power con-
trolled. Using these functions and the pdf found in eqn.
(1), a random variable transformation system can be es-
tablished. In this way it is possible to derive the pdfs of the
interference power ( ) , ( ) respectively. In the following*
inter–cell interference is used to describe the interference between the
UTRA-TDD pico cell and the UTRA-FDD macro cell.
all signal powers are in dB. After some calculations the
pdfs can be found as:# ( ) !+" ,  '-./% 103254 6 $87 9;:< : 9 '>=?@ 'ABDCFEGGGG
H 'BJI 6 H BLKNMPO  !5QRH B I KNMPO  ! GGGG
H < 7BTSVUXW <ZY 00[ 0]\^  ^ _
(2)
with , "a`cb  Rd!feXRgd , . the pathloss exponent,  - the
BS separation distance, %  the macro cell radius and _
the lognormal shadowing variable. It is assumed that the
lognormal shadowing variables on the desired and the in-
terference path have zero mean and equal standard devi-
ation
2
. The normalised covariance (correlation coeffi-
cient) of both variables is set to 1/2. The auxiliary func-
tions H BXhjik l3k m#noqp are:H BXrsik l3k m#no p " KNMPO    !  I R! But hviPk lNk m+no p bu"TR  6 (3)
andt hviPk lNk m+noNp "wxxy xxz5{ K3MO    ! ' Q U  < '1| h m no < l < m}~ < p ! I R if MSo inpico cell
{ K3MO    ! ' Q U  < '1| h m#no < l < m }~]  p ! I R otherwise (4)
Where (  is the signal power coming from the desired
user. The angle component of the MSo location is ex-
pressed by
 
and P describes wall losses at the pico
cell boundary. In a similar manner the probability dens-
ity function of the additional inter–cell interference at the
BSo can be denoted.# ( ) !" ,  '-.%  0 2 4 6 $ 7 9 :< : 9 '>=?@ 'ABCE GGGG
 'B Q 6  BLKNMPO    !QR B Q KNMPO    ! GGGG
 < 7B SU W <Y 00[ 0 \ ^   ^]_
(5)
with BXrjik l3k m#no3p " I KNMPO    !  I R! B+ hji n k l3k m }oPp bu"TR  6 (6)
and hvi n k lNk m }op " { KNMO    ! ' Q U  < 'f| h m }o < l < m n~   p ! I R(7)
Eqn. (2) and eqn. (5) have been solved numerically. It
is straightforward to calculate the first and second mo-
ment from the derived pdfs. The moments have been
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transformed to the linear scale and the Central Limit The-
orem has been applied to extend the pdfs to a multi–user
scenario. With the final pdfs and an outage probability 	 
    ,    can be calculated and fed
into eqn. (8) to obtain the desired capacity figures.        ! #"$    $&% (8)
Again,
  
is the signal power received from the desired
user,    is the total interference coming from the coex-
isting system,
%
represents thermal noise and
 
is the
number of macro cell mobiles. The same method has been
applied to calculate the additional pico cell capacity
 
.
The simulations have been carried out with the para-
meters listed in Table I. The

thresholds and data rate




Description Para – Value Unit
meter
Radius of macro cell '  1000 m
Radius of micro cell '  50 m
Wall loss (*) 10 dB










Data rate per user — 16 kBit/s
Power budget MSo — 1 W
Power budget MSi — 10 mW
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The capacity results are shown for a varying / of the
lognormal shadowing variable. Furthermore, different BS
separation scenarios are investigated.
Fig. 3 and 4 show the pdf of the inter–system interfer-
ence for two different BS separations

,0
and a fixed / 	1 .
When comparing both Figures following properties can be
derived:
1. 243   65 decreases with an increasing 
0 , whereas798 ':3    5 does not change significantly.
2.
798 '<;  -= increases with a greater BS separation 
 0 ,
whereas 2 ;   = does not change significantly.
The capacity results are depicted in Fig. 5 a) – d). Not
only can the actual numbers of users be ascertained from
Fig. 5, but in addition, it is possible to study the mutual in-
terference effects. With the proposed system underlay the
additional pico cell capacity (
 
) basically is a function
of the number of macro cell users:  	> ?  "
(9)
The situation is different for the remaining FDD uplink
capacity (
 
) which is determined by the actual number
of pico cell mobiles MSi:  	> @  "
(10)
Thus, in Fig. 5, the range for eqn. (10) is the ordinate, and
the image can be found at the abscissa. The situation is
inverse for the additional TDD capacity (eqn. (9)). Hence,
the plots in Fig. 5 comprise two independent investiga-
tions:
1. The solid curves show the remaining capacity in the
FDD uplink dependent on the number of MSi’s.
2. The dashed curves depict the additional TDD capacity
dependent on the number of MSo’s.
In both cases the arrows indicate the functional relation-
ship and how to interpret the results. It can be seen that the
higher the BS separation the more the basic FDD uplink
capacity is preserved. On the other hand, the higher the
BS separation the less additional pico cell capacity due to
the greater transmission powers of the macro cell mobiles
at outer regions. This trade–off leads to an optimum for
the BS separation.
The aim is to accommodate as many mobiles as pos-
sible within both layers (pico and macro cell) instantan-
eously. There is no real gain in flexibility if there is,
for example, additional pico cell capacity but the FDD
uplink is blocked. One exception is when there is only
downlink capacity required in the FDD cell and the FDD
uplink is mainly unused (only a negligible amount of con-




=200m). It can be seen that with /    there is
only additional pico cell capacity but any pico cell mobile
will on average destroy the FDD uplink capacity due to
the close location. This effect is explained more precisely
with the aid of Fig. 5 c) and with the following example.
Initially 10 macro cell mobiles are assumed which leads to
approximately 17 additional links in the pico cell. In turn,
17 pico cell users will accommodate up to about 72 macro
cell mobiles. Here the effects of mutual interference be-
come apparent because, on the other hand, 72 macro cell
mobiles would generate too much interference even for a
single TDD link within the uplink frequency band. Hence,
the flexible exchange of radio resources between the FDD
and the TDD mode is limited. It is desirable to define a
measure for the flexibility of the pico cellular underlay.
This can be derived with the aid of Fig. 6. Defining setA
as the operation area of the additional pico cell capa-
city and B the same for the FDD uplink capacity. LetC  AED B then it can be stated that the flexibility increases
with
C
. This can be applied to the results in Fig. 5 a) –
d). Set
C












=500m it shrinks just to one
point. Furthermore, it can be gathered that for small BS
separations
C
is determined by the reduction of FDD up-
link capacity. In contrast for high BS separations only the
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Fig. 3. Probability density function of the inter–cell interference power  ,   respectively, with  =200m and  =6.
It is easy to calculate that the theoretical maximum of
capacity of one UTRA-TDD channel is 64 (8 users per
slot and in total 8 slots per frame) assuming equal data
rates, symmetrical services and no multi–user detection.
This maximum for the UTRA-FDD uplink is about 81
users with an overall spreading factor (SF) of 256. These
figures can be compared with the cumulative maximum
in Fig. 5 b) with 	
 which is about 70 users (e.g. 40
pico cell users and 30 macro cell mobiles simultaneously).
Thus, there is no absolute increase in spectral efficiency.
It can be found in Fig. 5 that 	
 gives no common
capacity, i.e. 
 . Furthermore, lognormal shad-
owing with 	
 yields optimal results for  =300m.
In this case even the spectral efficiency can be increased
because in total more than 81 users can be accommodated
within the UTRA–FDD uplink (as an example, with 40
MSo’s about 60 MSi’s can be served in the FDD uplink
resulting in an increased spectral efficiency of about 25%).
Moreover, in this case there is significant flexibility for all
investigated BS separations (Fig. 5 a) – d)).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
An analytical approach has been adopted to investig-
ate the feasibility of a TDD pico cellular underlay with
air interface parameters gathered from the UMTS system.
10dB wall attenuation at the pico cell boundary and a spa-
tially uniform user distribution have been assumed.
It was found that the TDD underlay does not in-
crease the spectral efficiency for a lognormal shadowing
of 	 . However, the main gain is the flexible ex-
change of radio spectrum between the FDD and TDD
mode. This becomes important when considering highly
asymmetrical data services, which might be dominant in
future applications (e.g. Web browsing). With the TDD
underlay underused FDD spectrum can be exploited, thus
increasing the data throughput by the gained flexibility.
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Fig. 6. The area defined by $ serves as a measure for the flexibility of
the TDD Underlay. Within $ FDD uplink radio resources can be
exchanged between the macro cell and pico cell.
Hence, with this additional degree of freedom the utilisa-
tion of radio spectrum in a dual mode air interface has
been significantly improved.
Furthermore, it can be shown that there exists an op-
timum for the BS separation. This was found to be around
300m. Moreover, the higher the lognormal shadowing the
narrower the interval for useful BS separations. In general
the flexibility gained by soft–combining UTRA–FDD and
UTRA–TDD is dependent on the severity of lognormal
shadowing. With 	%
& the benefits from TDD under-
lay are limited because either a single mobile using the
UTRA–FDD uplink will inhibit any additional UTRA–
TDD capacity or a single additional TDD user will com-
pletely occupy the UTRA–FDD uplink. However, even in
this case, the option exists to convert FDD uplink radio
resource into TDD duplex capacity if, for example, the
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Fig. 5. The additional numbers of mobiles in the pico cell are indicated by dashed lines. Whereas, the capacity reduction in the FDD uplink is shown
by the solid lines. Different lognormal shadowing scenarios are depicted in each plot. Moreover the effects of different BS separations are shown in
plot a) – d): a)  =200m, b)  =300m, c)  =400m and d)  =500m.
FDD uplink does not carry any data traffic.
With system enhancements such as multi–user detec-
tion or antenna sectorisation the constraints to obtain op-
timal benefits of the TDD underlay might be further re-
laxed. These enhancements are the subject of further in-
vestigation.
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Abstract— The subject of this analysis is the effects
of adjacent channel interference (ACI) on capacity in
a hybrid TDMA/CDMA system using time division du-
plex (TDD). The parameters of the UTRA (UMTS ter-
restrial radio access) air interface were used for this
investigation. A statistical approach assuming a spa-
tially uniform user distribution was taken to investig-
ate the capacity reduction due to ACI. The probability
density function (pdf) of ACI at the base station (BS)
of interest was calculated and by defining a certain
outage threshold (
 
), the interference used to cal-
culate the capacity loss was determined. A pathloss
model which accounts for the correlation of lognormal
shadowing between useful link and interference link
was adopted. The impact of the following parameters
were studied: a) BS separation, b) adjacent channel
protection (ACP), c) load in the interfering cell and
d) frame synchronisation. It was found that there are
sub–optimal BS separations due to a trade–off between
MS  BS and BS  BS interference. Moreover, it be-
came apparent that an intelligent dynamic channel as-
signment (DCA) algorithm is required.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys-
tem (UMTS) comprises two air–interfaces which are
UTRA–FDD and UTRA–TDD. The UTRA–TDD
interface utilises a hybrid multiple access method
consisting of a TDMA and CDMA component and
the duplex communication channel is achieved in
the time domain by means of TDD. The unpaired
frequency bands for TDD operation are 1900–1920
MHz and 2010–2025 MHz with the first one be-
ing directly adjacent to the UTRA–FDD uplink fre-
quency band. It is likely that the 1900–1920 MHz
band will be licensed whereas the 2010–2025 MHz
band might be for unlicensed usage. This results in a
variety of ACI scenarios. In this paper we restrict the
scope of investigation to ACI between UTRA–TDD
carriers and the resulting capacity loss. The effects
of ACI in UTRA–TDD differ from those in UTRA–
FDD[1, 2] due to the following facts:
 TDD systems are ideally applicable for slow fading
channels [3] and, hence, channels with low Doppler
spread. Therefore, the TDD mode is predestined for
the pico– or micro cell layer.
 Due to the nature of TDD additional mutual inter-
ference scenarios exist (MS 	 MS and BS 	 BS),
the severity of which is dependent on frame syn-
chronisation. In FDD systems these interference
scenarios are not significant due to the frequency sep-
aration between uplink and downlink. Frame syn-
chronisation between different operators cannot be
expected. Thus, MS 	 MS and BS 	 BS interfer-
ence must not be neglected in the analysis of UTRA–
TDD.
 The carrier spacing of 5 MHz and the fact that the
licensed UTRA–TDD spectrum is likely to be merely
20 MHz have the consequence that in some countries
an operator might only obtain one UTRA–TDD car-
rier. The implications are that once ACI reaches a
certain threshold services have to be dropped since
no other carrier is available for a handover.
Taking into account the properties mentioned above,
we studied ACI on the UTRA–TDD air–interface and
showed the capacity reduction accompanied. In sec-
tion II, properties of the UTRA–TDD air–interface
and its implications on ACI are given. In section
III, the model derived from the previous section is
presented. In section IV, results are shown followed
by a discussion. Finally, in section V conclusions are
given.
II. PROPERTIES OF UTRA–TDD
The air-interface parameters of UTRA–FDD and




frame duration is 10 ms divided into 16 time slots
yielding a slot duration (
  
) of 625  s. In the
UTRA–TDD case each cell is assigned a set of 16
Walsh codes multiplied by a cell specific PN scram-
bling sequence. Moreover, each TS can either be
used for uplink or downlink transmission which eas-
ily enables channel asymmetry. Up to 8 different
users can be served by one TS and in case of a single
user occupying the whole TS, 9 or even 10 bursts can
be accommodated in one TS[4].
In this investigation we used a single cell model
since it is likely that UTRA–TDD does not account
for a continuous coverage and is rather employed
to deal with traffic hot spots. In Fig. 1, a pos-
sible UTRA–TDD multi–operator scenario is depic-








Fig. 1. A possible multi–operator scenario
ner. Hence, as seen from Fig. 1, a mobile station of
network B (MSb) might approach a base station of
system A (BSa), or vice versa. Taking into account
that UTRA-TDD is ideally applicable to micro or
pico cells having small antenna heights, the distance
between MSb and BSa might become very small.
In Fig. 2, one TS of the scenario shown in Fig. 1
is depicted. The most critical inter–operator interfer-
ence scenarios (MS  BS and BS  BS) are sketched
with different shadings. The time slots have an ar-




) to model incorrect frame
synchronisation or different asymmetries. The syn-




The uplink faces interference from the co–existing
BS and MS instantaneously. The severity of each
type of interference is dependent on frame synchron-
isation, but the uplink interference has the property
that it cannot be resolved completely by manipulating
PSfrag replacements
	 	    
Fig. 2. Interference in a TDD system dependent on frame
synchronisation.
frame synchronisation. The synchronisation factor scales MS  BS and BS  BS interference as fol-
lows: diminishing  reduces the BS  BS interfer-
ence contribution, but causes more MS  BS inter-
ference to reach the receiver. On the other hand,
increasing  permits more BS  BS interference and
inhibits MS  BS interference. Thus, irrespective of
what the synchronisation is, the complete uplink TS
experiences ACI provided that at least one mobile
in the other cell is active. The consequences of this
behaviour in respect to BS locations is different. The
MS  BS interference is highest with the BS located
at the other cell boundary. In other words, to min-
imise the impact of MS  BS interference, it is ad-
vantageous to co–locate1 the base stations or to chose
synchronisation such that  =1. Co-location, on the
other hand, results in maximum BS  BS interfer-
ence. In order to circumvent high BS  BS interfer-
ence either the base stations have to be separated as
much as possible, which is in direct opposition to the
measures taken to reduce MS  BS interference, or
synchronisation has to be set such that  =0. Hence,
there is a trade–off with the interesting result that
synchronisation can be utilised to compensate for
high interference which results from an unfavourable
BS separation.
III. INTERFERENCE MODEL
The idea is to get results of capacity reduction in
a UTRA–TDD cell resulting from ACI. Other–cell
interference (on the same carrier) is ignored in the

within this paper, co–location is defined as the state in which




calculations since it has no significant contribution to
the target results.
Thus, we can define the signal–to–noise ratio as
follows: 
	  !"# (2)
where $ is the power controlled signal conveyed by
the desired user,  is the number of users that can be
served by one TS,  ! is the adjacent channel inter-
ference and # is thermal noise. The processing gain
is expressed by  . Since we are interested in the
capacity reduction due to  %! , eqn. (2) is solved for and the ratio     is calculated where   is
the capacity in the cell of interest (COI) without ACI
( & %! 	(' ). Hence, the ratio     can be written as
follows:
   )	 *  !,+-. /102436587$9;: <# (3)
Since the scope of our investigation is a single time
slot, the ratio     is interpreted as follows:=    >	?' : This particular @ACB is completely
occupied by the interfering cell. A DCA algorithm
might assign @ACBED4F to the COI. Hence, the total ca-
pacity is shared on a time basis yielding a total capa-
city which is equivalent to that of a single cell. Defin-
ing the accumulated capacity of both cells in a non–
interfered state as 100%, with    
	G' , the total
capacity of the COI is reduced to 50%. However, in
this paper the focus is on a single TS, hence we refer
to the capacity of a single TS implicitly being aware
of the implications for the capacity of the whole cell.=    	  : This particular TS of the COI suffers
no capacity reduction from ACI. Hence, according to
the previous definition the total, accumulated capa-
city is now 100%. However, this is just an asymptotic
upper bound.
From Fig. 2, one can see that ACI at the BS has
two sources:  ! 	 IHKJ>ILMJ (4)
where NHOJ represents the BS P BS interference andILMJ defines the MS P BS interference. Downlink
power control can only be applied for the whole TS
i.e. the downlink power is determined by the mobile
which experiences the highest pathloss [5].
The path loss is modelled according to the
COST–231 indoor model with no wall or floor losses.Q 	SR-T VUXWE ' WIY[Z]\8^`_EacbEdfedEgKh i;jElknm dpoq
(5)
where U is the path loss exponent and d the distance
between transmitter and receiver. The distance d
is lower–bounded by an exclusion zone defined bydEgOh i . Lognormal shadowing is modelled by k with
the standard deviation r and zero mean.
To account for the correlation between desired
path and interfering path it is necessary to introduce
a relation between the BS separation distances and
the correlation coefficient of the lognormal shadow-
ing variables on each path. Let sk be the lognormal
shadowing variable on the desired link and k the same
on the interference link, then the conditional probab-
ility assuming a certain correlation coefficient t can
be denoted as:
u vk`wxsk- 	 rzy {z| }~ t  a
  +&k> t WKsk :{zr  }~ t  
I
(6)
In eqn. (6) it is implied that on both links the standard
deviation r is the same. Furthermore, we assume the
following relation between t and the BS separation
distance d : t 	 ~ ! if de'
otherwise
(7)
where  is the cell radius.
Monte Carlo simulations are carried out assum-
ing a spatially uniform user distribution to obtain the
probability density function (pdf) of  %! at the BS
of the COI. A constant bit rate, which was set to
16 kbit/s, is assumed for each mobile. The cell radius was set to be 100 m and the standard deviation of
lognormal shadowing was 10 dB. Given a certain
outage threshold, which is ON 	  t 8N~,& !N ,& %! can be derived and fed into eqn (3) to get the
relative capacity reduction.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the BS P BS inter-
ference (dashed curves) decreases monotonically as
the BS separation increases, whereas the MS P MS
interference (solid curves) has a maximum when the
COI is placed at the cell boundary of the interfering
cell. The reasons for this are twofold: firstly, the
power control mechanism in CDMA to cope with the
near–far effect results in high transmission powers of
the mobiles at the cell boundary and low transmission
powers close to the BS, and secondly the high correl-
ation of lognormal shadowing for close BS separa-




explained by the fact that, the higher the correlation
between interference path and the useful path the less
the interference power varies. Furthermore, it can be
seen from Fig. 3 that the better the synchronisation
(   ) the less BS  BS and the more MS  BS
interference. With the parameters assumed here, co–





































Fig. 3. Adjacent channel interference at the BS with
ACP=30 dB,  =8 and 	
 =5%.
location of base stations using adjacent carriers res-
ults in a significant capacity loss (Figures 4 and 5).
This is because, despite almost perfect synchronisa-
tion (   ), the BS  BS interference in case of co–
location is quite severe (about -90 dBm). Comparing
























Fig. 4. Remaining capacity —  with ACP=30 dB,
 =8 and 	
 =5%.
Fig. 4 with Fig. 5 it can be inferred that by increas-
ing the ACP from 30 dB to 35 dB the capacity drop
can be reduced considerably, especially when locat-
ing the COI within the area of the interfering cell.
With a synchronisation of   and a BS separ-
ation of 60 m, for example, the remaining capacity
increases from about 25 % to 75 %. Furthermore, in
Fig. 4 the capacity for   =0.01 and   =0.1 increases
significantly when moving the COI out of the centre
of the interfering cell before it drops again in a BS
separation range between 30 m and 90 m. With BS
separations higher than the cell radius (  100 m)
the capacity constantly increases since no continu-
ous coverage was assumed. Hence, sub–optimal BS
locations can be found inside the cell employing the
adjacent carrier. This effect can be explained with the
aid of Fig. 3. From eqn. (4) it can be seen that ACI is
composed of ! and "# . The trade–off that $ 
has its maximum at the cell boundary whereas %"# is
highest for co–location and the fact that %$ does not
increase in the same way as  "# decreases results in
the discovered sub-optimal BS locations. In addition,
to this effect can be attributed that in Fig. 5 for a BS
separation of 90 m the capacity for inverse synchron-
isation (BSa is transmitting whereas BSb is receiv-
ing —  &' ()( ) is better (70 %) than for   =0.01
(52 %). Again, it is worth noting that the graphs in
Figures 4 – 6 only show the remaining capacity due
to ACI; other cell interference on the same carrier is
omitted. The results in Figures 4 and 5 are from a
worst case scenario since the interfering TS is at its
maximal load. Therefore, in Fig. 6, the load has been
























Fig. 5. Remaining capacity — *+ with ACP=35 dB,
 =8 and 	
 =5%.
reduced to a single user. The most significant res-
ult here is that co–location is still accompanied by a
considerable reduction of capacity. Qualitatively, the
same behaviour can be ascertained as in Fig. 4. The
results improve significantly; assuming, for example,
a BS separation of 90 m and   =0.01 the capacity in-
creases from 0 % up to about 78 %. All the results

































DCA algorithm. However, the potential of such an
DCA algorithm is of general interest since the results
shown are rather poor. Therefore, we modelled the
utilisation of a DCA algorithm by increasing the out-
age threshold  to 50 % implicitly assuming that
the increased probability of high interference can be
resolved by intelligent radio resource management.
The results are given in Fig. 7. The results in Fig.





























7 have to be compared with those in Fig. 4. It can
be seen that the improvement in capacity is signi-
ficant. With a BS separation of 30 m and perfect
synchronisation (   ) the remaining capacity
is almost 100 % compared to 75 % in the previous
case. Since the underlying assumption is that outage
for the given TS is 50%, on average, every second
uniformly distributed mobile requires the DCA to re-
arrange users between time slots. It remains unclear
whether a DCA algorithm is capable of dealing with
this situation so that the overall performance does not
deteriorate.
It can be shown that the results gained by the
single–cell model do not differ significantly com-
pared to those obtained by a multiple-cell scenario.
The reasons for this are that, on the one hand, in a
single–cell scenario there is a greater probability of
high power interference due to lognormal shadowing
and not having the possibility to hand over to the ad-
jacent cell. On the other hand the interference from
surrounding cells is neglected. Both effects counter
each other.
V. CONCLUSIONS
From the set of scenarios investigated it is apparent
that an intelligent DCA algorithm has to be employed
to enable co–location of cells using adjacent carriers
unless a significant drop of capacity can be tolerated.
Furthermore, a DCA algorithm can exploit the fact
that perfect synchronisation does not always yield
the highest capacity and that sub–optimal BS separa-
tions exist. Further investigation will concentrate on
exploiting these findings to develop an appropriate
DCA algorithm.
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Abstract — The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) is composed of an FDD and TDD mode. The spectrum
allocation is in such a way that both modes have an adjacent car-
rier at 1920 MHz. The implications thereof with respect to system
capacity are investigated in this paper. In this context the separ-
ation distance of the TDD and FDD base station (BS) and frame
synchronisation are varied. It is shown that the most detrimental
effects for the FDD interface are for small BS separations. In con-
trast, the optimum with respect to TDD capacity is found for the
co–location of both base stations. This yields a trade–off for the
optimal BS locations. Moreover, an adjacent channel protection
factor of 30 dB in an interference limited system such as CDMA
is shown to be too low unless a significant capacity loss is accept-
able.
I. INTRODUCTION
In Europe, the third generation mobile telecommunication standard
UMTS comprises two air interfaces. One of these interfaces util-
ises CDMA combined with frequency division duplex (FDD). The
other uses CDMA/TDMA and time division duplex (TDD) to achieve
two way communication. The TDD mode is referred to as UTRA–
TDD with UTRA standing for UMTS terrestrial radio access. Like-
wise, the FDD mode is referred to as UTRA–FDD. The spectrum
allocation for UTRA–TDD is split into two bands: 1900–1920 MHz
and 2010–2015 MHz. The UTRA–FDD uplink frequency band is
between 1920–1980 MHz and the UTRA–FDD downlink uses the
frequency band in the range of 2110–2170 MHz[1]. In this frequency
plan UTRA–TDD and the uplink of UTRA–FDD have a common
boundary at 1920 MHz. This situation has several implications on
adjacent channel interference (ACI1).
In a previous paper [2] the statistics of the minimum coupling loss
(MCL) between UTRA–TDD and UTRA–FDD were investigated
without showing the effects on system capacity.
In general, the main problem is that, due to the different duplex meth-
ods, both systems suffer differently from ACI. In the FDD system
only the uplink is affected, i.e. only the BS of the FDD system is
subject to ACI from UTRA–TDD entities. In turn, the FDD mobiles
contribute to ACI at the UTRA–TDD interface. Since in a TDD sys-
tem, uplink and downlink are on the same carrier frequency both dir-
ections are affected by interference from FDD mobiles. This scenario
is depicted in Fig. 1.
In section II, a general equation for the relative capacity reduction due
to ACI is developed, followed by the description of the propagation
1Usually ACI is defined as interference from an adjacent carrier of the
same radio interface. However, throughout this paper ACI is defined as in-












Fig. 1: Principles of inter–system interference in UMTS. Operator A is as-
sumed to utilise the UTRA–TDD carrier below 1920 MHz and operator B
uses the FDD uplink carrier next to 1920 MHz. Since each cell is assumed to
belong to a different operator the cells may overlap in a random manner.
model in section III. In section IV, the results of the capacity analysis
for the UTRA–FDD system are presented while in section V the im-
pact of ACI on capacity in the UTRA–TDD system is investigated.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II. CAPACITY DEFINITIONS
The capacity calculation used here is based on the methodology as
defined in [3, 4]. In these papers cell capacity in the presence of
other–cell interference2 is analysed. The characteristic of ACI is dif-
ferent form other–cell interference. As demonstrated in [5] this is
because in a CDMA system, the assignment of users based on the
minimum path loss rather than on the minimum distance has a severe
impact on capacity. As a consequence, handover, soft–handover in
particular, can decrease high other–cell interference. All these meth-
ods are of limited use in the presence of ACI since the adjacent chan-
nel might belong to a different operator. This becomes particularly
important when only a limited number of carriers are available, as in
W-CDMA (Wideband CDMA).
Ideal power control in the uplink is assumed. With this assumption
2Interference from cells using the same carrier. Usually a reuse distance






I0 can be denoted using the same model as in [3],
Eb
 
I0  Pu pgPu  M  1  Iad  N  (1)
where Pu is the received, power–controlled signal power from the
desired user, M is the number of users that can be served, Iad is ACI
power, N is thermal noise and pg is the processing gain. Since in
this paper the focus is on the capacity reduction due to Iad , equation
(1) may be rearranged and the ratio M
 
M0 calculated, where M0 is
the capacity derived from (1) with no adjacent channel interference
(Iad  0),
M0  pgEb   I0  NPu  1  (2)
Thus, the ratio M
 
M0, which can be interpreted as the relative re-
maining cell capacity, denoted as follows:
M
 
M0  1  Iad
Pu
	
1  pgEb 
 I0   N  (3)
From (3), it can be seen that the capacity reduction term is directly
proportional to Iad . Moreover, it can be shown that the useful signal
becomes:
Pu  N Eb   I0 Imarpg  (4)
with Imar representing an interference margin to account for an in-
creased noise floor due to own–cell interference. Imar can be calcu-
lated as follows:
Imar  1
1  M  1  Eb 
 I0pg  (5)
Since the denominator in (5) must be positive and greater than zero,
an upper bound for the cell load can be determined which yields
Mmax,
Mmax  pgEb   I0  1  (6)
Moreover, in this paper the relative capacity load is expressed by:
µ  MMmax  (7)
By substituting (4) and (5) into (3) and using (7) the relative capacity
M
 
M0 can be written as:
M
 
M0  1  IadN  1µ  1  (8)
Equation (8) highlights an interesting property. It is that the sensitiv-
ity to ACI decreases with the cell load because the useful signal Pu is
lowest for only one own–cell user and increases in a non-linear fash-
ion with the number of users, i.e. for Mmax users Pu tends to infinity
(equation (5)). However, the conclusion is not that a large population
in the own–cell diminishes the impacts of ACI. This is because the
TDD and FDD mode are mutually coupled by ACI. This means an in-
crease of the number of own–cell users results in a greater ACI term,
Iad , in the co–existing, independent mode. Therefore, the victim cell
has to increase its useful signal power to compensate for an augmen-
ted ACI contribution. This, in turn, results in an increased ACI in the
system which originally has increased the number of users.
The aim of this paper is to calculate Iad with the cell load not ex-
ceeding a certain threshold set by the admission control of the radio
resource management.
Tab. 1: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Logn. standard deviation, σ 10 dB
ACIR 30 dB
Noise figure (receiver) 5
Minimum distance, dmin 5 m
Path loss exponent, γ 3.0
ACI is caused by transmitter and receiver imperfections. The final
adjacent channel protection factor taking into account transmitter and
receiver imperfections is defined as Adjacent Channel Interference
Power Ratio ACIR [6]. Throughout this paper this definition will be
used.
III. PROPAGATION MODEL
The path loss model used here is based on the COST–231 static
propagation models [7]. The same path loss model is applied for
the TDD mode and the FDD mode as well as for the interference
between both modes. In particular, the indoor office test environment
assuming no floor or wall losses is used. This results in:
a  37  γ10 log  max  d  dmin   ξ  dB   (9)
where γ is the path loss exponent and d is the distance between trans-
mitter and receiver. The distance d is lower bound by an exclusion
zone defined by dmin. The effects of shadowing are modelled by a
lognormal random variable, ξ, with the standard deviation σ and zero
mean.
If the UTRA–TDD BS (BSTDD) and the UTRA–FDD BS (BSFDD)
are co–sited and both mobiles (MSFDD and MSTDD) are in close
proximity, the desired signal and the interfering signal experience
similar propagation conditions. Therefore, the signals cannot be as-
sumed to be uncorrelated. To account for the correlation between
the main path and the interfering path it is necessary to introduce a
functional relationship between the BS separation distances and the
correlation coefficient of the lognormal shadowing variables on each
path [8]. Let ξd be the lognormal random variable on the desired link
and ξI that on the interference link, then the conditional probability
assuming a correlation coefficient r can be modelled as:
p  ξI  ξd   1σ  2π  1  r  exp   ξI  r ξd  22σ2  1  r2   (10)
In (10) it is implied that the standard deviation σ is the same on both
links. Furthermore, we assume the following relationship between r
and the BS separation distance d
r ! 1  dR if d " R 0 otherwise  (11)
where R is the cell radius. This model is applied for interference
calculation at the BSTDD and BSFDD. For the interference calculation
the parameters listed in Tab. 1 are used. In the subsequent sections
the interference scenarios are described.
IV. INTERFERENCE: UTRA–TDD TO UTRA–FDD
A Interference Model
In the first instance the UTRA–TDD mode may primarily be used for




Tab. 2: UTRA–TDD simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Radius 100m
Maximum MS Tx power 4 dBm
Maximum BS Tx power 10 dBm
Minimum Eb
 
I0 at the MS 2.0 dB
Minimum Eb
 
I0 at the BS 2.0 dB
Bitrate 16 kbps
cell is considered. In this analysis a symmetric services in the UTRA–
TDD mode is assumed. The UTRA-TDD interface is designed in
such a way that up to 8 individual mobiles can be served by one TS.
Only a simple downlink power control mechanism is applied: the
code power is determined by the mobile experiencing the greatest
path loss. The same code power is then applied to each user. This
ensures that the Eb  I0 threshold is maintained for all users as shown
in the following:
Let the downlink code power, Pcode, be determined by that user for
which the maximum path loss, amax, applies so that the required bit
energy to interference ratio,  Eb  I0  req, is maintained which results
in:
 Eb  I0  req  Pcode pg M  1  Pcode  amax  Iad  N  (12)
and it follows that:
Eb  I0 	  Eb  I0  req 
 a  amax  (13)
The interference scenario of UTRA–TDD interfering with UTRA–












Fig. 2: Interference at the BS of the UTRA–FDD system
BSFDD is not constant for each TS, but is dependent on the frame off-
set (to f f ). Let the transmission power of the TDD entities be constant
over one TS period and with α  to f f  tslot being the frame offset
relative to one slot duration (tslot ), the maximal interference at the
BSFDD becomes:
Îad  max  1  α  IBS  α IMS    α IBS   1  α  IMS   (14)
where IBS represents the BSTDD  BSFDD interference and IMS
defines the MSTDD  BSFDD interference as shown in Fig. 2.
Simulations were carried out using the parameters as shown in Tab. 2.
A spatial uniform user distribution, uniform in x and y, was assumed
to obtain the probability density function (pdf) of Iad at the BS of
the cell of interest (COI). Given a certain outage threshold, which is
Pout  Pr  Îad 	 Iad  , Iad can be derived and fed into (8) to get the the
relative remaining capacity.
B Results
In Fig. 3, the interference power at the BSFDD caused by UTRA–
TDD entities is shown. Since only the uplink of the FDD cell is
affected by ACI from the TDD mode the actual FDD cell radius does
not have an impact on the results. Therefore, the BS separation, on
the x-axis, is normalised to the TDD cell radius. As expected, the
relative frame offset of α  0  5 improves the results by about 3 dB.
As can be seen from (14), the results with α and 1  α are equal by
symmetry.
Fig. 3 demonstrates that the interference decreases with an increasing
BS separation. However, the interference power is almost constant
for a relative BS separation in the range of 0.5 to 1.0. The reason for
this is that Iad is the sum of IMS, which increases with a greater BS
separation until the cell boundary of the UTRA–TDD cell is reached,
and IBS , which decreases monotonically.


























Fig. 3: Interference at the BSFDD caused by UTRA–TDD entities which use
the adjacent UTRA–TDD carrier with M  8 users, ACIR  30 dB and
Pout  5 %.
Fig. 4 shows the relative capacity in the UTRA–FDD cell as a con-
sequence of ACI from the adjacent TDD interface. It can be found
that the capacity reduction in the FDD cell changes drastically for
BSFDD locations close to the TDD cell boundary. Locating the
BSFDD inside the TDD cell causes a significant capacity loss whereas
locating the BSFDD outside the TDD cell results in a considerable in-
crease of the relative FDD capacity. This means that the FDD system
cannot be operated without largely stealing capacity from the TDD
system within a relative BS separation range of 0 to 1.0.
The UTRA–TDD system inherently generates a bursty type of inter-
ference. Therefore, as seen from Fig. 2, the interference profile over
one UTRA-FDD frame is not constant. Given that the interference
maximum calculated according to (14) does not apply over the entire
frame, the results are for the worst case. Moreover, a symmetrical
speech service with fully loaded TDD time slots is assumed. Since
the symbols of the UTRA–FDD user are spread over one frame, for-



































Interference case: TDD −> FDD
Fig. 4: Capacity in the UTRA–FDD cell relative to capacity in a
non–interfered state — M
 
M0 with ACIR  30 dB, M  8 users, µ  0  75
and Pout  5 % .
Tab. 3: UTRA–FDD simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Radius 2000 m
Max MS Tx power 24 dBm
Max BS Tx power 30 dBm
Minimum Eb  I0 at the MS 7.9 dB
Minimum Eb  I0 at the BS 5.6 dB
Bitrate 15 kbps
Users per frame 70
of compensating for the bursty UTRA–TDD interference. Therefore,
the results have to be considered as a worst case scenario.
V. INTERFERENCE: UTRA–FDD TO UTRA–TDD BS
A Interference Model
The parameters for UTRA–FDD (Tab. 3) are taken from ETSI
(European Telecommunications Standards Institute) simulations of
Vehicular A, 120km/h and speech service [9].
UTRA–FDD mobiles are assumed to transmit continuously. Ideal
handover in the FDD system is assumed. A frame offset as outlined
in Fig. 2 does not have any impact. The UTRA–FDD system is
assumed to account for full spatial coverage. In contrast, the TDD
mode is likely to be used for ’hot spots’ in pico cellular environments.
Therefore, the cell topology according to Fig. 5 is applied.
B Results
Fig. 6 shows the interference at the BSTDD. Due to the underlying
cell topology it is apparent that the results are symmetrical to a BS
separation which equals the FDD cell radius (2000 m).
The interference has a maximum when placing the BSTDD at the
cell boundary of the FDD cell since the interferer (UTRA–FDD
mobile) transmits high powers when located at the cell boundary.
















Cell plan and user distribution
UTRA-FDD Cell UTRA-FDD Cell
UTRA-TDD Cell
-1000 0 3 4 5 6020 0
Fig. 5: Cell topology applied for calculation of UTRA-FDD to UTRA-TDD
interference.
The gradient of the interference as a function of the BS separa-
tion distance in Fig. 6 is significantly greater for a BS separation
range between 5 m – 500 m (about 2.0 dB/100m) than for the range
between 1500 m – 2000 m (about 0.17 dB/100m). However, the ab-
solute interference level for small BS separations is about 20 dB be-
low the thermal noise floor. Therefore, the greater sensitivity of inter-
ference to small BS separations will not greatly affect capacity. On
the other hand, the interference level approaches the thermal noise
level for BSTDD locations at the cell boundary and since the spatial
sensitivity of interference is low for these locations a great percent-
age of the area within the FDD cell may cause considerable capacity
reductions in the TDD cell if the BSTDD is located within these areas.
Fig. 7 shows the relative capacity results in the TDD cell. When the
BSFDD and BSTDD are co–sited, the interference at the BSTDD is min-
imal since the interfering signal from the MSFDD arrives in a power
controlled manner. Therefore, co–location of the BSTDD and BSFDD
results in the least capacity reduction with respect to the TDD mode.
This is contrary to the results from the TDD  FDD interference
investigation. For the scenario investigated the maximum capacity
reduction in the TDD cell is about 22 % for a BSTDD location at the
FDD cell boundary. The capacity reduction in the TDD cell is less
severe than in FDD cell. One explanation for this is that the FDD mo-
biles can chose between two serving BS which results in significantly
less interference than if only one serving BS would exist. This was
demonstrated by Viterbi in [13]. However, since the UTRA–FDD
mobiles transmit continuously, all 15 time slots of the UTRA–TDD
interface are affected. This is an important difference from the case
of ACI between carriers of the UTRA–TDD interface where a dy-
namic channel allocation (DCA) algorithm can be employed to re-
solve severe interference scenarios [10, 11].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
 On the one hand, it has been shown that in order to minim-
ise interference of the UTRA–TDD carrier from the UTRA–
FDD uplink carrier, it is advantageousto co–locate BSFDD and
BSTDD. On the other hand, in order to minimise the interfer-
ence at the UTRA–FDD carrier caused by the UTRA–TDD
mode, it is necessary to separate the base stations as far as


























Interference case: FDD −> TDD
Fig. 6: Interference at the BSTDD caused by mobiles using the adjacent
UTRA–FDD uplink carrier with M   70 users, ACIR   30 dB and
Pout   5 %.
optimal BS locations. Co–location with the assumed ACIR is
not feasible and the BSFDD is ideally located outside the TDD
cell unless the ACIR is increased significantly.
 An adjacent channel protection factor of 30 dB results in a sig-
nificant capacity reduction in both modes, i.e. both interfaces
have to share capacity. This is of special importance if both
carriers belong to different operators. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that the ACIR is increased in this particular case.
 It has been shown that the effect of the bursty interference
from the UTRA–TDD carrier to the UTRA–FDD uplink is
more significant since the receiver sensitivity at the UTRA–
FDD BS is greater. However, due to continuous transmission
in UTRA–FDD, baseband methods such as forward error cor-
rection coding (FECC) might be able to compensate for the
bursty interference from the TDD interface. This is an area of
further investigation.
The capacity reductions may be compensated by dynamic transmit
power adjustments on the expense of cell coverage. This mechanism
was studied in an extended paper [12] where also non–ideal power
control was assumed.
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ABSTRACT — When comparing UTRA–TDD with
UTRA–FDD it can be found that in the UTRA–TDD
mode additional interference scenarios exist. Mobile sta-
tions (MS’s) can interfere with each other and so can
base stations (BS’s). Since the source and sink of this
type of interference are the same we call it same–entity
interference. It is shown by a novel interference resolv-
ing algorithm that same–entity interference can be con-
structively exploited to enable asynchronous overlaps in a
UTRA–TDD network. Asynchronous overlaps exist when
any cell A is transmitting while the neighbour cell B is
receiving. It was found that in a network where an asyn-
chronous overlap exists the algorithm proposed reduces
outage from 14 % to 6 %. In contrast, the outage of an
ideally synchronised network was found to be 3.5 %. In
this ’ideal’ network asynchronous overlaps are disallowed
resulting in a significant drawback. This is that the flex-
ibility of a TDD system to easily adopt different channel
asymmetries is significantly limited.
I. INTRODUCTION
The air interface of UMTS is composed of two types of
access modes. Firstly, the FDD mode in combination with
W–CDMA is employed in the paired spectrum (2 x 60
MHz). Secondly, in the unpaired radio frequency bands
(20 MHz and 15 MHz) the TDD mode and a hybrid form
of TDMA and CDMA are used. The latter is referred to
as UTRA–TDD where UTRA is UMTS Terrestrial Radio
Access. The FDD mode is referred to as UTRA–FDD.
Previous capacity analyses have concentrated on FDD
systems [1–5]. The analysis carried out in this paper will
focus on the UTRA–TDD mode and its TDD inherent fea-
tures. In this context, when comparing UTRA–TDD with
UTRA–FDD two main differences can be ascertained:
1. The TDMA component in UTRA–TDD results in an
additional orthogonality due to the separation in time and
thus provides an additional degree of freedom with respect
to allocating a radio resource unit. This requires special
radio resource management algorithms [6].
†Elektrobit (UK) Ltd, Edinburgh Technology Transfer Centre, May-
field Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JL, Scotland UK
2. Due to the nature of the TDD method additional inter-
ference scenarios exist [7]. In an FDD system primarily
MS   BS interference exists which we call other–entity in-
terference. In addition to that, in a TDD system MS   MS
and BS   BS interference exist since uplink and downlink
are on the same carrier frequency. Since source and sink
of interference are the same we categorise this type of in-
terference as same–entity interference. This means that a
TDD system in principle is subject to more interference
mechanisms than an FDD system. In order to demon-
strate this, Fig. 1 shows a possible interference scenario
in UTRA–TDD.
Fig. 1. A cell arrangement with each cell using two successive time slots
where the first begins at the same time in each cell is shown. The
direction of transmission is arrangedso that the cell of interest (COI)
and cell 1 receive in TS0 and transmit in TS1. In contrast, the BS of
cell 2 first transmits and then receives resulting in an asynchronous
overlap in TS0 and TS1 with respect to the COI and cell 1.
Since a TDD system is exposed to more interference scen-
arios than an FDD system, and CDMA is an interference
limited technique, the performance of UTRA–TDD can
be significantly poorer compared to an equivalent FDD
system. Therefore, it is suggested that the TDD network




and that neighbouring cells need to adopt the same rate of
asymmetry1 . This means that at any arbitrary time, t, the
direction of transmission of two neighbouring cells must
be the same. In contrast, we define the state in which one
cell transmits while the other receives as an asynchronous
cell overlap. Being aware that one advantage of TDD
is to enable different rates of asymmetry, since this can
be managed in the time domain, a requirement to avoid
asynchronous overlaps is clearly a significant limitation.
However, the TDMA inherent property stated in 1., i.e.
that an additional dimension of orthogonality exists, can
be utilised to overcome the problems of additional inter-
ference stated in 2.. In this paper a novel method is pro-
posed called the opposing algorithm [8]. This exploits the
fact that interference in TDD is composed of same–entity
interference and other–entity interference, where the mag-
nitude of each varies depending on the current scenario
[7].
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In
section II, the motivation for the opposing algorithm is de-
rived from an analytical consideration of the TDD inher-
ent properties. Subsequently, in section III the opposing
algorithm and the simulation model are presented. The
results are given in section IV which are followed by con-
clusions in section V.
II. MOTIVATION
In previous papers [1, 4] the capacity (number of users)
for a CDMA system using FDD was approximated as,
MFDD   pg

1  η 
Eb  I0  1  f  , (1)
where pg is the processing gain, η   N0  I0 with N0 the
thermal noise density and I0 the total maximum allow-
able interference density, Eb the bit energy and f the ratio
of other–cell interference to own–cell interference at the
cell of interest (COI). It is assumed that joint detection
in UTRA–TDD is applied [9] which means that own–cell
interference in the baseband is reduced. The utilisation of
joint detection in the baseband is modelled by assuming
a reduction in the required carrier–to–interference (C/I)
ratio.
In the assumptions leading to eqn. (1) only the mobiles of
the adjacent cells contribute to the other–cell interference
in the uplink since it is an FDD system. The model de-
scribed in Fig. 1 is adopted here. A factor α is introduced
to account for the different interference scenarios shown
in Fig. 1. Thus, interference at the BS from the first tier





1  αi  IMSi  αi IBSi  αi 	
 0  1  (2)
1Since the symmetric use of a channel can be considered as a special
case of an asymmetrical usage of a communication channel we use the
term rate of asymmetry to indicate that a duplex channel can carry dif-
ferent loads in uplink and downlink.
where IMSi is other–entity interference at the BSi, IBSi
same–entity interference at the BSi and αi is defined as
αi  

1 if opposed TX/RX direction,
0 otherwise  (3)
Substituting eqn. (2) into eqn. (1) yields,
MT DD   pg

1  η 
Eb  I0  1  ∑ki  1  fi  ζi  , (4)
with
ζi   αi  gi  fi  (5)
where gi is the ratio of other–cell interference conveyed
by the BS number i to own–cell interference in the cell
of interest (COI). Similarly, fi is the ratio of the total MS
interference of cell i to own–cell interference in the COI.
The quantity fi is related to f for an FDD system. Eqn.
(4) shows an interesting property of a TDD system. It
says that the capacity of a CDMA/TDD system can, in
principle, be higher than in an equivalent FDD system if
the RX/TX direction of two neighbouring cells are clev-
erly chosen. If, for example, gi is smaller than fi and αi
is chosen such that the time slots overlap asynchronously
(hence αi   1) the total other–cell interference is smaller
than fi and thus smaller than in a similar FDD system.
To demonstrate this, let
αi  

1 if gi  fi.
0 otherwise.
(6)
In words, whenever the BS interference contribution from
adjacent cell i is smaller than the total MS interference
power from cell i, the algorithm opposes the respective
time slot, i.e. the direction of transmission between two
cells in the same time slot is always in the opposite direc-
tion. Thus, ζi in eqn. (4) becomes:
ζi  

0 if gi  fi,
gi  fi if gi  fi. (7)
As a consequence, and quite important to note, it holds
that
∑ki  1 ζi  0  scenarios. (8)
This means, the capacity in a particular CDMA/TDD cell
can even be greater than or equal to the capacity of an
equivalent CDMA/FDD cell. Thereby asynchronous cell
overlaps are exploited constructively. The implications of
these findings are counter intuitive as one would expect
neighbouring cells in a TDD system adopting a different
rate of asymmetry to cause a significant capacity loss.
However, it is clear that if each cell in a multi–cell en-
vironment is using the strategy proposed, conflicting situ-
ations may arise. Therefore, a simulation model has been
developed to assist in the analysis. This model will be




III. SYSTEM MODEL AND OPPOSING
ALGORITHM
A. System Model
The system consists of four cells placed on a square grid
as depicted in Fig. 2. Each cell has k=8 neighbouring
cells (due to the application of a wrap around technique) in
order to overcome cell boundary effects. The square grid
has been chosen since the mobiles are assigned to a BS
based on the minimum path loss, in addition to a handover
margin, rather than based on the cell–membership. Thus,
the actual cell layout does not greatly affect the results.
After a predefined number of users have been distributed

























Fig. 2. The user distribution and user assignment based on the minimum
path loss is shown for a random scenario. A wrap around technique
is applied to prevent cell boundary effects.
randomly and uniformly in space the power control loops
in the up– and downlink are initiated. In Fig. 3, a power
control snapshot of a mobile, which was randomly chosen,
is shown. It can be seen that the transmission power rap-
idly increases, which leads to the conclusion that the total
noise floor in the system is high due to mutual interference
effects in a CDMA system. However, a high noise floor
means that some mobiles will not achieve the target C/I
ratio at the BS and so will experience outage. Removing
extreme interferers in turn results in a reduction of the
noise floor until the TX power converges to a stabile level
as can be seen in Fig. 3.
The distribution of a predefined number of mobiles was
repeated n times with n   10  000 and the number of mo-
biles which experience outage in each Monte Carlo run
was stored. This enables one to calculate the probability
density function (pdf) of outage from which the expected
value of outage can be extracted.
B. Opposing Algorithm
In the model above dynamic power control is considered.
If the noise floor can be minimised the capacity is op-
timised automatically. If a TDD system is synchronised
in principle two scenarios of interference exist. Firstly,
consider the BS of the COI and any neighbouring BS to
transmit and receive at the same time, then only other–
entity interference exist. The implication for the uplink,
for example, is that only the mobiles of the neighbouring
cell contribute to interference. Secondly, the BS of the
COI transmits while the neighbouring cell is receiving.
In this case only same–entity interference exists. Hence,
the only interferer in the uplink is the BS of the neigh-
bouring cell. Therefore, as described in section II, an
algorithm can be developed which minimises interference
by either applying opposed or synchronised transmission.
This leads to the following algorithm which is operated
within the radio network controller (RNC):
BEGIN
Determine the required TX power of user i, Pi, in time slot
j of cell k
if Pi
 Pmax
for l   1 : max  Neighbouring Cells 
for n   1 : max  TS in Use  with j  TS in Use
if TSln
   RX time slot
determine interference from mobiles:
Iln
  Ilthermal  Ilother
1 
	 C  Imin  number of mobiles in TSln  1 
number of users in TSln  W
else
determine interference from BS:
IIn
  Transmitted carrier power in TSln




Iln  Ilj  &
direction

TSln   direction  TSlj  









The algorithm starts when the mobile is requested to trans-
mit with higher power than the maximum permitted, i.e.
the state where outage would occur. The algorithm steps
in assuming that at least two time slots are occupied by
the communication link processed (TS in Use  2). It
monitors the interference in all TS’s n of all neighbouring
cells. Two cases can then be distinguished:
1. If TS n in cell l is used for RX the interference from
this particular neighbouring TS is caused exclusively from
its mobiles due to the assumption of ideal synchronisa-
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Fig. 3. Dynamic uplink power control: The transmission power of the
mobile is successively adjusted.
(the cell and TS inspected by the algorithm) is composed
by different sources in a multi–cell environment the exact
interference contributed by the mobiles in the observed
cell l is not known a priori in a real system. However, this
interference can be estimated and an upper bound can be
calculated. Since the mobiles are assigned on the basis of
the minimum path loss, with an inaccuracy modelled by
the handover margin, the interference from these mobiles
cannot significantly exceed the power level to which these
mobiles are controlled by their BS, of cell l, multiplied
with the total number of mobiles in cell l. The power level
to which a mobile is controlled can easily be reported to a
RNC. The same holds for the number of mobiles served.
In the estimation process a weight factor W is introduced
which nominally is less than 1.
2. If TS n is an TX TS the interference contribution from
cell l results only from the BS. The TX power at the BS is
known and can be reported to the RNC.
It is examined whether there exists one TS n in the neigh-
bouring cell l which would cause less interference than the
current TS j. If this is true and TS n is used for RX while
TS j was used for TX, or vice versa, then the neighbouring
cell interchanges TS n with TS j. This results in oppos-
ing time slots with respect to the COI. This algorithm is
carried out for each mobile, but would only be executed if
the TX power exceeds the maximum.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The scenario depicted in Fig. 4 has been applied to in-
vestigate the outage experienced by the mobiles. Cell 1
employs a rate of asymmetry which is 3:1, i.e. the traffic
in the uplink is 3 times higher than in the downlink. The
simulation parameters are given in Table I. Thus, the bit
rate in the uplink is 48 kbps compared to 16 kbps in the
downlink. In all other cells (cell 2 – cell 4) a symmetric
service is assumed with 16 kbps in the uplink as well as
in the downlink. This scenario inevitably results in asyn-
chronous cell overlaps. It is assumed that the admission
control does not allow more than 8 users to share one TS.




Cell radius 50 m
channel bit rate 16 kbps
Chip rate 3.84 Mcps
Standard deviation
of lognormal shadowing 10 dB
Receiver noise figure 5
Max. MS TX power 4 dBm




Path loss indoor test environment [10]
Handover margin, γ 2 dB
Estimation weight, W 1.0
This means that in each of the cells 2 – 4 16 mobiles can
be accommodated. In contrast, cell 1 is able to serve 8
users. Therefore, the total network can accommodate 56
users under the assumptions made. The offered load to the
network is varied and the outage calculated. The results
are compared with the case where no asynchronous cell
overlaps exist, i.e. where TS0 of cell 1 is also used for TX
instead of RX.
Finally, the results are shown in Fig. 5. The curve marked
with ’+’ shows the results for the case in which the oppos-
ing scheme is not used. In contrast, the results with the
opposing algorithm applied is marked with a circle. A sig-
nificant improvement can be observed. With the offered
load of 21 mobiles, for example, the outage without the
opposing algorithm is about 14 % compared to 6 % when
the proposed algorithm is applied, i.e the relative out-
age is reduced by more than 50 %. For comparison, the




’ideal’ case in which no asynchronous overlaps exist. It
can be seen that the results of the opposing algorithm are
close to the results obtained by an ideally synchronised
network while different asymmetries in the network are
applied. Hence, the algorithm allows to exploit channel
asymmetry in TDD without resulting in significant capa-
city reductions. The advantages resulting from the pro-
posed algorithm decrease as the load in the network is
increased. This behaviour is typical for dynamic channel
algorithms [11].
The slope of outage as a function of the number of active
users decreases with a loading between 30 and 40 mobiles.
This behaviour can be attributed to the user allocation al-
gorithm. The strategy for cell 2 – cell 4 is such that at
first TS0, TS1 respectively, are ’filled’. The overflow is
directed to TS 3 and TS 4. This overflow occurs with an
offered load in the range between 30 and 40 users. At the
beginning of this new allocation process outage will not
significantly increase which causes the slope of outage to
decrease locally before it rises again.
The algorithm has been applied to the uplink. Therefore,
situations may arise in which mobile stations interfere
with each other. However, in [12] it has been demon-
strated that MS   MS interference is less of an issue than,
for example, BS   BS interference. Due to the TDMA
component in UTRA–TDD severe MS   MS interference
can be resolved by an overlaid DCA algorithm.





















Fig. 5. Outage results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
An interference resolving algorithm for UTRA–TDD has
been presented. This novel algorithm enables asynchron-
ous cell overlaps to exist without resulting in a significant
capacity drop. On the contrary, it has been demonstrated
that the asynchronous overlaps can be exploited construct-
ively resulting in similar performance to the case in which
all cells transmit and receive at the same time. Hence,
with the proposed algorithm the advantages of the TDD
technique can be exploited whilst the disadvantages (i.e.
capacity reduction) are significantly reduced.
The highest gain of the proposed algorithm is for cell
loads between 30 % and 60 %.
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Abstract
The UMTS terrestrial radio access (UTRA) is composed of
a frequency division duplex (UTRA–FDD) mode and a time
division duplex (UTRA–TDD) mode. In UTRA–TDD the up-
link and downlink are on the same carrier frequency. This
creates additional interference scenarios, to be precise:
MS  MS and BS  BS interference. Since power leakage
between adjacent carriers cannot be avoided this inherent
property of TDD has an impact on adjacent channel inter-
ference (ACI) and thus on cell capacity. The power leakage
results from transmitter mask imperfections and non–ideal
receiver filters. From interference power measurements us-
ing a 7th and a 9th order butterworth receiver filter the rela-
tionship between carrier spacing and adjacent channel in-
terference power ratio (ACIR) is established. This relation-
ship is used to find the best carrier spacing in UTRA–TDD
considering several cell deployment scenarios. It is found
that the ACIR must be greater than 30 dB, but the capacity
gains from an ACIR greater than 40 dB converge rapidly.
1. Introduction
The interference mechanisms in an FDD system are that
mobile stations (MS’s) cause interference at the neighbour-
ing base stations (BS’s), and the BS’s, in turn, interfere
with the MS’s at the adjacent cells. When considering the
UTRA–TDD system the complexity in terms of interference
is increased since both the uplink and downlink are time
multiplexed on the same carrier frequency. If the frames
and TS’s of two cells are not synchronised additional in-
terference scenarios occur [7]. The MS’s can interfere with
each other as can the BS’s. The misalignment of two frames

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is modelled by a time offset (toff ), which is normalised to the
slot duration (tslot) resulting in a synchronisation factor,
α  toff
tslot
with 0  α  1  (1)
Due to a frame misalignment two BS’s, BSa and BSb inter-
fere with each other. In the same way as there is BSa
 BSb
interference, the associated MS’s, MSa and MSb , will inter-
fere with each other. These mechanisms are valid for ACI,
too, as there is power leakage from the transmitter to the
receiver on the adjacent carrier. This power leakage is a
consequence of transmit and receive filter imperfections. In
the case of ACI, a transmitter and a victim receiver may be
in close proximity since two cells using adjacent carriers
might not be coordinated as they could belong to different
operators.
Taking these mechanisms into account, ACI in UTRA–
TDD is calculated assuming certain adjacent channel inter-
ference power ratios (ACIR). In the following section 2 the
problem is formulated and also an equation on the capacity
reduction due to ACI is given. This is followed in section
3 by a description of the simulation platform. In section 4
the results are presented and with measurements of ACIR
versus carrier spacing obtained from a 7th and 9th order
butterworth receiver filter, conclusions on the best carrier
spacing are drawn in section 5.
2. Problem statement
In a TDD system adjacent channel interference, Iad , at an
arbitrary location specified by its x and y coordinates, may
be denoted as:








 1 α j
Puci  j
ai  x  y   
ÎMS
  1  α j  P
d
c j






where K is the number of neighbouring cells taken into con-
sideration, M j the total number of active users in the neigh-
bouring cell j and ai
 
x  y  the path loss between the inter-
fering user i and the location of interest (x  y). Similarly,
a j
 
x  y  is the path loss between the location of interest and
the BS of cell j, Puci  j the transmitted carrier power of user i
in cell j and Pdc j the total carrier power transmitted by BS j.
The ACIR is determined by two factors: a) one related to
the transmitter filter and referred to as: Adjacent Channel
Leakage Power Ratio (ACLR) b) one related to the receiver
filter and defined as Adjacent Channel Selectivity (ACS).
The relationship between ACIR, ACLR and ACS was invest-
igated in [1] and found to be:
ACIR  11
ACLR  1ACS  (3)
From (2) it can be seen that interference at any location
is composed of interference from MS’s (ÎMS) and BS’s (ÎBS),
the severity of which depends on frame synchronisation.
The transmitted powers Puci  j and Pdc j are random variables
which are determined by several factors, the most import-
ant of which are the location of MS’s, the path loss, the
severity of lognormal shadowing, the handover algorithm,
the power control algorithm and the receiver architecture.
Additionally, the path losses between the interferer and vic-
tim receiver, ai
 
x  y  and a j   x  y  , are random variables, too.
Moreover, in the case of ACI the sink of interference and the
desired receiver may be in close proximity so that the path
loss on the desired link and interference link cannot be as-
sumed to be uncorrelated. Frame synchronisation between
different operators may also vary randomly, i.e. 0  α j  1.
Due to its complexity the ACI power as described in (2) is
calculated using Monte Carlo techniques with the simula-
tion platform described in the subsequent section 3.
Once ACI power is known, the impact it causes on capa-
city can be assessed by considering the uplink direction. For
this purpose an equation is developed [5] to calculate the re-
lative remaining capacity as a consequence of other–cell in-
terference. In this paper other–cell interference is confined
to ACI. Co–channel interference is not considered here.
Ideal power control in the uplink is assumed. With this
assumption the same model as in [4] can be used resulting
in,
Eb  I0  Pu pgPu   M 	 1   Iad  N  (4)
where Pu is the received, power–controlled signal power
from the desired user, M the number of users which are
served by one time slot (TS), N is thermal noise and pg
is the processing gain. Since in this paper the focus is on
the capacity reduction due to Iad , equation (4) may be re-
arranged and the ratio M  M0 calculated, where M0 is the
number of users derived from (4) with no adjacent channel
interference (Iad  0),
M0  pgEb  I0 	 NPu  1  (5)
Thus, the relative remaining capacity, M  M0, is:




1  pgEb  I0  	 N  (6)
From (6), it can be seen that the capacity reduction term is
directly proportional to Iad . Moreover, it can be shown that
the useful signal becomes:
Pu  N Eb  I0 Imarpg  (7)
with Imar representing an interference margin to account for
an increased noise floor due to own–cell interference. Imar
can be calculated as follows:
Imar  1
1 	 M  1  Eb  I0pg  (8)
Since the denominator in (8) must be positive and greater
than zero, an upper bound for the cell load can be determ-
ined which yields Mmax,
Mmax  pgEb  I0  1  (9)




µ is limited by the admission control of the radio resource
management layer. By substituting (7) and (8) into (6) and
using (10), M  M0 can be written as:
M  M0  1 	 IadN  1µ 	 1   (11)
Equation (11) highlights an interesting property. It is that
the sensitivity to ACI decreases with the cell load because
the useful signal Pu is lowest for only one own–cell user
and increases in a non-linear fashion with the number of
users, i.e. for Mmax users Pu tends to infinity (equation (8)).
However, the conclusion is not that many own–cell users
diminish the impact of ACI. This is because two cells are
mutually coupled by ACI power. This means, increasing
the number of own–cell users will result in a greater ACI
term, Iad , at the close–by cell employing the adjacent car-
rier. Therefore, the victim cell may have to increase its use-
ful signal power to compensate for an augmented ACI con-
tribution. This, in turn, results in increased ACI, Iad , in the




The cell structure as depicted in Figure 1 is used to carry
out simulations in order to calculate Iad at the BS of the
COI. The location of the COI is varied along the x–axis

















Figure 1: Cell topolgy used to calculate interfer-
ence at the BS of the COI.




R. It is anticipated that the
MS interference is greatest at the cell corner which is the
reason why the x–axis is placed as depicted in Figure 1.
User distribution ACI is calculated at the BS of the COI
for different user populations in an interfering network of 7
cells. In these cells users are distributed uniformly in space.
Chebaro [2] and later Viterbi [9] have shown that allocat-
ing a mobile to the closest BS rather than to the BS that
results in the smallest signal attenuation can create up to
4–20 times higher interference in a CDMA system. Note,
that these results were obtained for an FDD system in which
only the MS’s contribute to interference at the BS. However,
an ideal handover technique would be required if a mobile
was always to be connected to that BS for which the path
loss is minimal. Therefore a handover margin is introduced
to model handover imperfections.
Propagation model The path loss model for indoor office
test environment according to [3] is used,
a  37  30 log10  d  18  3n   n 	 2 
  n 	 1 
  0  46   ξ  dB 
(12)
where d is the transmitter–receiver separation in metres, n
is the number of floors in the path and ξ is the lognormal
variable modelling shadow fading.
In the analyses of cellular networks it is usually assumed
that lognormal shadowing on the propagation path is uncor-
related for different propagation paths. However measure-
ments have shown that shadowing on the desired link and
on the interference link can be highly correlated. In the in-
terference analysis conducted in this research a model used
by Klingenbrunn [8] is adopted. In that paper it is reported
that the correlation coefficient is primarily dependent on the
relative distance of the receivers to the transmitter and the
angle–of–arrival difference. The correlation coefficient is
computed as follows:
Firstly, the relative difference between desired path, d1, and
interference path, d2, is calculated,
A   10 log10  d1d2   [dB]  (13)
A threshold, X , is introduced which determines the point at
which the distance dependency of the correlation coefficient
reaches its minimum,
f  X  A  1  AX if A   X 0 otherwise  (14)
and finally, the correlation coefficient is defined as:
ρ  ϕ  A  f  X  A  0  6 ϕ 150   0  4 if !ϕ !   60 
0 otherwise 
(15)
where ϕ is the angle–of–arrival difference. Note, the min-
imum correlation coefficient is non-zero so as to account for
local scattering around the receiver. The threshold X is in
the range of 6–20 dB.
Power control A C " I–based power control algorithm is
used in the uplink and downlink direction.
4. Results and Discussion
The parameters given in Table 1 are used to carry out
system simulations. Using (2) the cumulative density func-
tion (cdf) of Iad , Pr  Iad # Iad  , is calculated. Using this cdf,
Iad is then calculated assuming a certain tolerable outage,
Pout : Iad  Pr  1  1  Pout  .
Iad as a function of the BS location, x, with α as a
parameter is depicted in Figure 2. As expected, if the BS
of the interfering system and the victim BS are located in
close proximity, with synchronous transmission and recep-
tion, i.e. small values for α are applied, this results in the
least ACI power. As the victim BS is shifted along the x–
axis the situation changes since the interference from the
MS’s becomes more dominant. Therefore, as x increases
it is more advantageous to oppose transmission and recep-
tion direction, i.e. let α be close to 1. This discovery
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Table 1: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Cell radius, R 50 m
Information bit rate 16 kbit/s
Chip rate 3.84 Mchip/s
Shadowing 10 dB
Receiver noise figure 5
Max. MS TX power 15 dBm




Handover margin 5 dB
Correlation threshold, X 6 dB
Tolerable outage, Pout 5 %
Number of floors, n 2
Relative cell load, µ 0.75
has been exploited in a novel DCA algorithm for a hybrid
TDMA/CDMA–TDD system [6]. It is interesting to note
that from a distance of 25 m onwards, which is half the cell
radius, values of α greater than 0.5 result in better perform-
ance. This point at which: Iad  α  0  5  Iad  α  0  5 is only
slightly below 25 m for an increased cell load of 6 users.
This is interesting to note since irrespective of the synchron-
isation with the co–existing network and the load in the in-
terfering cells (provided that they are equally loaded), the
interference for a BS location at about half the cell radius is
almost constant.
In the following it is assumed that the system using
an adjacent carrier can adjust the frame offset to the co–
existing network so as to minimise Iad . The ACI power then
becomes:
Iad  x 	 min
0  α  1


Iad  x  α  (16)
The ACI power as calculated in (16) is used to derive the
remaining capacity in the COI using (11). The results are
shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that, if the interfering
cells are populated with 6 users the capacity reduction with
ACIR = 25 dB is significantly high. For a BS location at
x=20 m, for example, the remaining capacity at the adja-
cent carrier is only about 4 %. In contrast, for 4 interfering
users per cell the remaining capacity increases considerably
to about 83 %. Note, that this is with a tolerable outage of
5 %.
The capacity reduction is very sensitive for ACIR values
between 25 dB and 40 dB. The gain by an ACIR greater than
40 dB is only marginal and probably over–compensated by
the increasing costs for the realisation of appropriate trans-
mitter and receiver filters.
The effect that Iad does not vary greatly with different
values for α between 22 m and 25 m (see Figure 2) results in
















(a) 4 interfering users per cell
















(b) 6 interfering users per cell
Figure 2: Adjacent channel interferencepower with
ACIR set to 35 dB.
the local minimum at these locations which becomes clear
from (16).
As it is intended in this paper to find the best carrier
spacing it is necessary to make certain assumptions on the
transmitter and receiver filters. To assist in this, measure-
ment data provided by Nokia was used. A 7th and 9th or-
der butterworth filter at the BS of the COI was considered.
The associated ACS values were 34.5 dB, and 40.0 dB re-
spectively. The ACLR in the first case was assumed to be
30 dB whereas in the second case an ACLR of 35 dB was
considered. The results are summarised in Table 2. From
the results in Figure 3(b) it can clearly be stated that ACIR
should not be below 30 dB, otherwise the capacity reduction
would be too high. Mapping these results to those in Table 2
it can be found that the carrier spacing should be above 5.0
MHz for the 7th order butterworth filter at the BS receiver
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(a) 4 interfering users per cell






























(b) 6 interfering users per cell
Figure 3: Remaining capacity as a consequence of
adjacent channel interference power.
and not below 4.8 MHz for the 9th order butterworth filter.
5. Conclusions
The ACIR between adjacent carriers in the TDD mode of
UMTS must be greater than 30 dB unless a significant ca-
pacity reduction is tolerable. The gain in capacity for ACIR
values above 40 dB is only marginal. These results are used
to find the best carrier spacing for a practical realisation of a
receiver and transmitter filter. For the given data it is recom-
mended that the carrier spacing is kept equal to or greater
than 4.8 MHz in the TDD mode of UMTS.
Table 2: ACIR for two different types of receiver
and transmitter filters and with the carrier spacing
as a parameter.
Channel ACIR [dB] ACIR [dB]
spacing [MHz] (ACS=34.5 dB, (ACS=40.0 dB,
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